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Abstract

The licentiate dissertation “Safety and Sustainability in the Community
Planning Process – Actors’ Interests, Roles and Influences” has in three case
studies over detailed development planning processes examined how issues
related to safety and sustainability are handled in Swedish municipal planning.
The research project has focused on three municipal actors; the Planning
Office, the Environmental Agency and the Fire and Rescue Services. The
complete planning process has been assessed, starting with comprehensive
planning, to detailed development planning and on to building permit
assessment. The project’s aim has been to investigate how actors’ roles,
interests, responsibilities and positions influence the planning process.

A handling procedure of preventing accidents instead of treating damages
caused by accidents is increasingly stressed in society, with the effect that
emphasis of handling these matters is given to community planning. This shift
in turn has the effect that safety and sustainability become central in
community planning, at the same time as new actors’ active participation is
requested. One outcome is that municipal authorities such as the
Environmental Agency and the Fire and Rescue Services are increasingly
invited to actively participate in plan work. Both actors have important roles in
guarding safety and sustainability issues. Their approaches to these issues
however differ, which influences how the matters are handled. The Planning
Office has the role of balancing and transforming other planning participants’
contribution to the planning process. They also have responsibility of directing
the process ahead. Actors participate in planning based on their knowledge,
competence, interests and perspectives, and have to relate to conditions in-
built in the planning context.

The study has provided a view of actors work with safety and sustainability in
community planning, especially regarding collaboration between actors,
actors’ access to planning as well as their possibilities for influence. A number
of key issues have been extracted, which adjusted to the local planning context
can favour the development of a safe and sustainable urban environment.
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Chapter 1 – Introduction and Background to the
Project

Issues related to ‘risk’, ‘safety’ and ‘sustainability’ are becoming increasingly
important in community planning. The research program “Community
Planning with a Focus on Environmental and Safety Issues” deals with these
issues in relation to participating actors’ roles, interests and influences on the
planning process.

The research program funded by the Swedish Rescue Services Agency (Sw:
Räddningsverket) is divided into two parts; one senior researcher project and
one PhD project that forms the first of two stages of the PhD student’s
doctoral studies.2 Common ambition is to study factors regarding risk, safety
and sustainability, and to draw attention to the importance of these factors in
planning at a regional and a local level. The senior researcher project is a
comparative study of urban design processes in a European context, whereas
the PhD project focuses on the Swedish municipal level.3

The purpose of the PhD project is to assess how safety and sustainability is
dealt with in the municipality’s planning process. It is based on three case
studies of detail development plans, where the planning object itself is
connected to environmental and safety risks. All stages of the municipal
planning process are followed in each case study; from comprehensive
planning, to detailed development plan, to building permit. Focus of interest is
on process, problem management, and the participants in the planning process.
The study is explorative, and aims to critically discuss and analyse the three
planning processes both separately and in relation to each other, by directing
the relation between planning object, problem and the planning participants’
roles and possibilities for influence. Inquiries are raised by studying when and
where issues connected to risk, safety and sustainability first are introduced in
the cases. It is studied by whom these issues are introduced, and what impact
this has.

The intention is to develop a framework of key issues based on the case
studies and on an integrated and holistic approach to safety and sustainability
in the planning process. These key issues primarily focus on collaboration
between different actors participating in the planning process. The intention is
that the key issues will favour the development of an urban environment with
high standards on safety and sustainability. Another purpose with the study is
to contribute to the field of knowledge about different stages in the planning
process, on relationships between different planning participants, and on the
effect that planning participants’ roles, responsibilities and interests have on
the planning process, especially in a context of safety and sustainability.

2 This corresponds with the Swedish Licentiate Degree.
3 The senior researcher project is presented in a forthcoming report by Abdellah Abarkan
(2006 (forthcoming)).
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Start in g--Point s , Problem, Demarcat i on and Research
CContext

The dissertation is of an interdisciplinary character. One reason is that the field
of spatial planning - in my opinion - places the researcher in an
interdisciplinary context, as it contains many elements, perspectives,
problems, and ways of working. Another reason for is my own background.4 I
was educated at a technical university with a MSc in Civil Engineering (Sw:
Väg- och vatten), but chose a direction towards Spatial Planning after the
initial technique and building oriented years. My current position as a PhD
student in Architecture is an additional step towards a “softer” scientific field.5

The emphasis of the licentiate dissertation is on empirical knowledge; it is an
explorative text that is based on three descriptive case studies of municipal
planning practice. This is another aspect that benefits from an interdisciplinary
approach, as the reason for working with cases is to study a complex situation
built up by many components. Although not studying every one of them, they
are still interacting elements of a larger entity. The text also holds normative
aspects as the research attempts to extract key issues from the case studies.6

The intention is to continue the research studies with a doctorate dissertation,
which would have a deeper theoretical emphasis.7

Being a licentiate dissertation, the research is directed to a academic planning
discipline. But, as the research is carried out on commission from the Swedish
Rescue Services Agency and as it focuses on local planning practice, another
potential group of readers would be municipal officials.

Structure
The first chapter of the dissertation presents the project, outlines the problem
area, and describes the research context. Moreover, the key concepts are
defined. The second chapter presents the research method used. Case study
methodology, which is a prominent methodology within the architecture and
planning research field, is portrayed along with a description of how it has
been applied in the study. Thereafter two approaches to planning are
presented: Discourse Analysis and Communicative Planning. These

4 The investigator’s awareness of her own subjectivity, and therefore the necessity of
presenting her standpoint, perspective and intention with the research, has in (social) science
been described as a research ethical matter. Reflexivity reveals the mutual relationship
between the scientist and her study object, and can be defined as ”the thinking about one’s
own thinking” (Ehn and Klein, 1994: 11, from Babcock (1980), own translation). The
assumption is that the researcher by studying others also studies herself (Ehn and Klein, 1994:
14).
5 See Orrskog (2003: 21-25) for a discussion about the differences between the planner trained
at a planning institution’s spatial planning (Sw: samhällsplanering), and the planning-trained
architect’s urban design (Sw: stadsbyggnad).
6 The fact that planning research is an applied science, that the investigator often has a
background as planner, and that the research usually is carried out on commission from some
State authority, results in most planning research being more or less normative according to
Orrskog (2003: 36).
7 Future research is outlined in chapter 8.
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approaches are important as background in a study of ‘actors’ and ‘planning’,
and are to some extent directed in chapter 7. Chapter three provides a context
for the study by giving a basic description of the Swedish planning system and
a description of relevant actors. Chapter four, five and six form the case
descriptions, where each case is described chronologically after phases in the
planning process. The seventh chapter contain cross-case comparison and
analysis, and is thematically structured after a number of issues. Chapter eight
consists of final discussions and a presentation of key issues. The ninth and
last chapter is a Swedish summary of the dissertation.

Problem
Matters concerning sustainability and safety have always been important in
society. Emphasis on managing them proactively, and thereby often in spatial
planning, has however increased.8 The Swedish Parliament has appointed 15
national environmental quality goals, which should be reached within a
generation (by year 2020-2025). These should guide the physical planning,
and one of the goals concerns a Good Urban Environment (Sw: God
Bebyggd Miljö). Urban areas should form a good and healthy living
environment as well as contribute to a good regional and global environment
(prop 1997/98:145). It is nowadays emphasised that sustainable development
and a good living environment should be implemented by combining different
actors’ competences, interests and cultures, and it is emphasised that this work
requires effective collaboration within as well as between different structural
levels.9 The municipalities and the County Administrative Boards are
responsible for developing and following up the national environmental
quality goals in local and regional community planning, and to apply them as
local goals and action programs (prop 1997/98:145). The importance of the
local level in sustainable development was highlighted at the Habitat II
Conference in Istanbul (Boverket, 2002: 3-4). Both Environmental Agencies
and Fire and Rescue Services are encouraged to actively participate in the
municipal planning process.10 In the Fire and Rescue Services’ case this is part
of the emphasised focus on accident prevention work due to recent
legislation.11 The Civil Protection Act (Sw: lag om skydd mot olyckor) states
that “to protect citizens’ lives and health, as well as property and the
environment, the municipality shall see to that measures are taken to prevent
fire and damage caused by fire, and without restricting other’s responsibilities
work to achieve protection from other accidents than fire” (SFS 2003:778, 3
ch 1§, own translation). Thereby, a change in legislation influences how
matters regarding risk and safety are handled in the planning process. Risk

8 The shift from a reactive approach to risk management towards a proactive approach is
described by for example Rasmussen and Svedung (2002) and by Rosenberg and Andersson
(2004).
9 For example in the Governmental statement from1997 (prop 1997/98:145), see also Boverket
(2002).
10 The Swedish Rescue Services Agency has in series of teaching material for risk
management described the importance of pursuing risk management at a local level. One part
of this is the fire and rescue services’ active participation in community planning
(Räddningsverket, 1998).
11 The Civil Protection Act replaced the Swedish Rescue Services Act (SFS 1986:1102) (Sw:

Räddningstjänstlagen) on the 1st of January 2004.
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consideration is given more prominent position in planning when more risk-
oriented actors begin to have an active role. The participants in the planning
process and in urban design therefore influence the outcome of definitions,
work processes and decisions regarding safety and sustainability issues as they
take shape on the ground and form our cities.

Ann Skantze argues that “success or failure in the work [with collaboration
between actors representing different competencies and cultures] depends to a
great extent on the design of organisations, routines, rules, planning processes
etc i.e. the capacity and incentives for participants in an organisation and
planning process to contribute to integrated working processes” (Skantze,
2005a: 3). Introducing new participants in planning may cause a delicate
situation, which is discussed by respondents and other municipal officials in
connection to this licentiate study. The planning process becomes more
complex when new people with other perspectives and work strategies are
involved. One aspect is that it can be a matter of stepping into someone else’s
territory, another is that it becomes a more difficult task for those who are
responsible for setting up the plan act (i.e. the planners). Moreover may active
participation in planning be a new and thereby additional task, which not only
is time-consuming but also requires resources and appropriate competencies.
These matters are addressed in the study, especially in chapters 7 and 8.

The research project is based on three case studies, with the purpose to look
closer at how different local planning actors emphasize and look after their
own areas of interest, especially in the context of environmental and safety
risks, and to see what effect this has on planning. The assumption is that
successful practice can be explained through theory, and that theory and
practice can provide each other with mutual support.12 The cases provide a
possibility to direct what Orrskog calls the essence of planning (Sw:
planeringens väsen) (Orrskog, 2003: 56).13 What does the planning act look
like? How do planning participants communicate, how are different interests
directed, and what are the planner’s and the other actors’ roles in the process?
The actors’ approaches to ‘risk’ emanate from responsibilities, interests,
background and traditions within the field of work, as well as from law
interpretation. When the planning object itself is connected to risk for the
public planning actors have to find ways to manage these risks. It is interesting
to see what happens when these different participants meet and how (and if)
they understand each other. This is done by observing the interactions between
the actors in order to identify any general similarities, benefits or problems. It
is moreover interesting to regard whether or not one approach to how to
interpret and implement the concept ‘risk’ is considered more appropriate or
more convenient than others. Are for example the Fire and Rescue services
dominating the field because of their traditional focus on accidents and on fire,

12 In agreement with this, Orrskog argues that what is important with a planning theory is that
it can be of value for the planning practice. A good planning theory should provide
practitioners with a “revelation” (Orrskog, 2003: 34).
13 There are several school of thoughts for how to address this matter, of which I will present
two in the method chapter.
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which are typical outcomes connected with the term ‘risk’?14 If so, are their
concepts, approaches and ideas thereby accepted and incorporated by other
participants?

The Research Context
The research overlaps three general fields; planning, actors and risk. Each
field is complex in itself and can be connected to a range of disciplines.
Presented here is a selection of references that describes research in the
disciplinary intersection of ‘planning’, ‘risk’, and ‘actor’. Throughout the
dissertation I have also used other references; such that are closely related to
my own research field, as well as references from other directions that have
been important for specific aspects of my work. My research during the
licentiate phase has a practice-oriented approach and is focused on the
Swedish local planning level. Along this line I have chosen to focus on
Swedish literature and to explore primarily other Swedish research, in
particular literature that deals with municipal planning.15 The planned
doctorate dissertation would broaden the view to connect an international
perspective to the Swedish national planning level, and further to the local
municipal level.

Mattias Strömgren has performed a very thorough study of research in the
intersection ‘planning’ and ‘risk’, which concludes that such research is fairly
limited, especially in a Swedish research context (Strömgren, 2006,
forthcoming).16 There is some research, for example by a group at Karlstad
University’s Division for Public Health.17 Strömgren makes a distinction
between risk research focused on planning and planning research focused
on risk. There are primarily three research directions in the field of risk. One
regards industrial accidents, often connected to chemical handling, which
primarily concerns matters such as risk assessment and decision-making, but
also localisation.18 The Seveso-directives and experience from the Toulouse
accident are important in this field.19 A second field regards natural

14 Rosenberg and Andersson argue that systematic safety work (Sw: systematiskt
säkerhetsarbete) has evolved from two different traditions; one approach based on fire and
rescue service and the other with roots in the public health tradition. Although striving towards
the same goal these two approaches have found it difficult to meet (Rosenberg and Andersson,
2004: 4).
15 I have also studied international literature and have through conferences, courses and other
connections come into contact with current international research in the subject. Although
having it in mind, I choose to wait until the second phase of my doctoral studies to use the
information actively.
16 Also based on a seminar at Karlstad University where Strömgren presented his findings
(2005-05-18).
17 See for example Johansson (2006, forthcoming) and Strömgren (2006, forthcoming).
18 Strömgren assesses that it is primarily natural scientists that are investigating industrial
risks, which he considers incluences the emphasis towards quantitative risk analysis and a
mechanical approach towards industrial risks and planning.
19 The Seveso directives are based on a large chemical accident in Italy in 1976. The
ammoniac nitrate accident in Toulouse in 2001 was close to the city centre and had severe
effects. Both accidents have influenced land-use planning. The international ESReDA seminar
in Karlstad (June 2005) focused on risk, land-use planning and stakeholders. Especially issues
concerning industrial accidents. Examples of investigations concerning land-use planning and
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catastrophes such as flooding or earthquakes, and how to regulate planning
with consideration to vulnerability. A third field regards traffic accidents and
traffic safety. Strömgren also distinguishes three risk fields of research from a
planning perspective. One regards decision-making. A second field regards
planning tools such as GIS. A third field regards design aspects, which often
concerns “zoning” or safety distances to industrial activities. Strömgren argues
that the existing research in the intersection risk/planning is biased towards
accident risks rather than on preventive planning aspects, and points out that
the connection to risk in planning research often is vague and that it usually
concerns strategies for risk management that to some extent have been
adjusted to a planning situation.

Strömgren’s findings correspond to my own experiences from conferences and
literature. Strömgren’s study is however focused on physical planning and
accidental risks. Besides his findings, there is also a research direction
investigating spatial planning and ‘risk’ in terms of crime prevention and anti-
social behaviour, especially in an urban context.20 This research is of relevance
for my dissertation as situated in the intersection of ‘planning’ and ‘risk’, but
also as such aspects are included in plans and discussed by respondents,
however briefly. These studies cover physical planning issues as well as issues
connected to planning participants. Situational crime prevention includes
aspects on how to increase safety and security (which also includes perceived
security) through physical design of the urban environment, in order to prevent
situations for crime.21 Already in “The death and life of great American cities”
Jane Jacobs (first published 1961) discussed how safety and security depend
on the presence of other people - the streets’ natural owners. It is argued that
urban planning can either help or spoil this situation. Carina Listerborn
describes two directions in crime-preventive physical planning, where one
(along with Jacobs’ line) advocates ‘openness’, whereas the other promotes
‘closeness’ by dividing the city and neighbourhood into smaller units that are
easy to overview (Listerborn, 2000: 53-61).

Mattias Strömgren distinguishes between risk-researchers stepping into the
planning field (usually natural scientists), and planning-researchers
investigating risk. According to Strömgren is the former category more
common (Strömgren, 2006, forthcoming). There are however researchers
focusing on similar issues but within an environmental discourse. The
complexity of planning participants and their respective roles has been studied
for example within the research program “The Municipality and the Territory”
at the Royal Institute of Technology, the Division of Urban Planning in
Stockholm. Although focusing on an environmental discourse many of the
findings correspond with my studies. One researcher is Maria Håkansson
whose investigations regard the daily work in an environmental/planning field

experience from the accidents in Seveso and Toulouse are for example Lonka et al. (2005) or
researchers from INERIS (Institut National de l'Environnement Industriel et des Risques), see
for example Dechy et al. (2005).
20 This was discussed in a specific session “Safer Urban Landscapes: Targeting Fear and
Insecurity” at the international conference Life in the Urban Landscape, Gothenburg (June
2005).
21 See for example Grönlund (2002) or Listerborn (2000).
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where she looks upon how officials contribute to, make possible, or obstruct,
change to a sustainable society (Håkansson, 2005). See also for example Ann
Skantze (2005a), Sylvia Dovlén (2005). See moreover Anna Johansson (2006,
forthcoming) whose research regards planning, actors and ‘risk’. A trend
among researchers working with planning participants’ roles and
responsibilities at a municipal level seems to be that although focusing on
different topics, the process is similar with the same tendencies regarding
actors’ problems to understand each other.22 This is then assumed to depend on
roles, responsibilities, legislation and traditions within the field of work.23 A
possible explanation to why the tendencies are the same although studying
different topics may be that it indicates the planners’ power and influence in
the planning process; they handle matters in the same way. Another
assumption may be that risk matters and environmental matters are handled in
similar manners as they are closely related, hence the work process appears to
be the same. More theoretical approaches to relationships between planning
actors have been studied in the field of communicative planning or from a
discourse analysis approach to planning, which will be further examined in the
method chapter.

DDef in it i on of Key Concepts

The general assumption in the study is that concepts and notions can be
approached, interpreted and applied in numerous ways, which can lead to
misunderstandings. Especially interesting is that the understanding and use of
‘risk’ differs between different groups, something that will be further
elaborated in chapter 7. I will therefore now briefly introduce my key concepts
and define how I intend to use them. To apply the “demand for rationality”
means to put requirements on the way we communicate in a discussion in
order to understand each other in a context where there is a possibility of
misunderstandings (Hansson, 2003: 18).24 A “rational conversation” therefore
requires not only that the participants behave logically and analytically, but
they should also have an ability for empathy, in order to understand other’s
contribution to the conversation (Hansson, 2003: 18). I believe that by
acknowledging differences and clearly defining what is meant, differences can
be beneficial rather than a ground for misunderstandings.

The key concepts in this study are the terms ‘risk’, ‘safety’, ‘accident’ and
‘sustainability’. These concepts are interconnected, and the definitions below
are therefore to be seen as a continuous discussion. The key concepts are in the
study placed in the context of community planning, which becomes the “arena

22 As one of my fellow PhD students put it - we can swap the “conclusion bit” of our papers
with each other.
23 There is in other words a discrepancy between ‘utopia’ and ‘reality’, as planning in practice
is not performed as it “should” according to planning theories.
24 I have chosen possibility for misunderstanding instead of possibility for understanding
as my assumption is that when actors understand each other, the potential of them striving
towards the same goal increases.
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for discussion” (Orrskog, 2002: 95). The concepts ‘planning’ and ‘actor’ are
presented and discussed in chapter 3.

Risk
As this study is based on the assumption that ‘risk’ has different meanings to
different groups, I do not choose one definition of the term, but rather try to
look at the discrepancies. I will however specify that the risks I consider are
connected to a certain construction or a certain limited spatial area. Something
harmful, an accident, can occur within that restricted space which may
adventure the safety of the public, but may also constitute a risk for the
environment. This includes reference to vulnerability aspects. I moreover
regard the concept ‘risk’ as it is used in a community planning context. This
means that it is the (primarily municipal) authorities’ approaches to risk that I
consider, rather than the public approach. In other words I regard the
perspective of those whose task it is to protect from risks, rather than the
perspective of those who are to be protected from risks. The different planning
actors’ approaches to risks will be further discussed in chapter 7. In this
section I will make an introduction to the term ‘risk’, which aims to
demonstrate its complexity.

Sven Ove Hansson argues that the term ‘risk’ combines two disparate factors;
knowledge and uncertainty. Something, a situation or a course of events, is
unknown to us or has an unknown outcome. But for us to actually understand
it as a risk, there must also be something that is known to us (Hansson, 2002:
3). ‘Risk’ is however always something unwanted, the antithesis to ‘risk’
would be ‘chance’ or ‘opportunity’. Hansson moreover means that ‘risk’ is an
ambiguous word that can be interpreted in different ways. It can be understood
either as an unwanted event that may or may not occur, or as the cause of the
unwanted event. ‘Risk’ can furthermore be the probability of the unwanted
event or a statistical expectation value of unwanted events, or obviously
understood in numerous other ways. ‘Risk’ as the statistical expectation value
of possible unwanted events is generally used in professional risk analysis
(which is a tool used in the planning context), as multiplying the probability
for an unwanted event with its negative value provides a numerical
presentation of the severity (Hansson, 2002: 1-2).

The origin of the term ‘risk’ is not certain, but can perhaps be traced back to
ancient Greece where it meant “accidents at sea” (Thedéen, 1998: 14). Human
activity always involves risks in some way, and trying to find ways to identify,
manage and even master these risks is something that societies have always
had to relate to. Sjöberg and Thedéen describe how the approaches to risk
management have differed throughout history. For a long time risk
management was based on inherited experiences and knowledge. But
industrialisation and new technologies brought on a new set of risks, which
could not be managed based on experience. Instead what can be seen as a first
outline of risk analysis evolved. At this time, risk management was usually a
reaction to accidents that had already occurred whereas many risks are
nowadays connected to lack of experience, which means that risk management
has to be based on models and through studying interactions (Thedéen, 1998:
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13-14). By the end of the 1960s, people’s concern for environmental issues
began to increase, which brought on an intensified public resistance towards
risk-technologies. Corporations and public authorities needed to defend
themselves from this, and a new discipline called ‘risk analysis’ evolved, with
roots in natural science, behavioural sciences, and social sciences (Hansson,
1991: 1-2).

Risks can be considered from the level of the individual or on a society basis.
What risks we concentrate on differ, both in time and between different parts
of society and the world, and society’s risk focus can be followed in media and
in public opinions. But the more we focus on ‘risk’, the more risks we find,
just as the more information we receive about a certain risk, the more afraid
we become.25 Having assessed ones risks to avoid accidents from occurring
can even become a quality-assurance.26 Per Binde means that actual ’risk
events’ form risk signals that can either undergo social amplification or
attenuation when interacting with psychological, social and cultural factors. If
amplified, the public’s behaviour changes. The risk is then given further
attention and thereby gives rise to even more effects (Binde, 2002: 132, from
Kasperson (1988, 1996)). Binde argues that people’s notion of risk are
generally formed in two ways that in turn influences how we regard it. The
first is by own experience. If a person experiences a certain type of accident,
for example a car crash, her notion of that type of accident happening again is
affected.27 But as we lack personal experience of most risks, we instead form
our perception by reading or hearing about them, either from other people or
from media. Binde mean that this other form of knowledge about risks is
thereby based on discourses, which in turn form the action in relation to risks
and risk objects (Binde, 2002: 115).

Part of how we regard risks concerns the question of what constitutes an
acceptable risk. Ragnar Löfstedt describes some general tendencies for how
we perceive ‘risks’, which also affects society’s risk regulations. In
accordance with what has just been reviewed, risks that are discussed in media
are usually considered to be rather worrying (tabloids are very efficient here!),
as are risks that are visualised in a dramatic way. We moreover have a
tendency to overestimate large risks and underestimate small risks. We are
also more concerned by risks that are created by human action (for example
risks connected to technology), than by risks that we perceive as natural (that
is - caused by nature) (Löfstedt, 2002: 169). It may on the other hand be
argued that ‘nature’ and ‘not nature’ - in other words that which is constructed
by human - is actually a social construction.28 This means that we may just as
well consider those risks we can accept to be natural, and determine those we

25 Achieving a completely risk-free and accident-free society is not possible. The fiction writer
Maria Küchen formed the term ‘contemporary incantation behaviour’ (Sw: modernt
besvärjelsebeteende) in a discussion about my project and society’s preoccupation with ‘risk’
and risk prevention. Küchen argues that we nowadays put our trust in risk analyses, safety
regulations or vaccinations, instead of relying on ritual dances or symbols to combat risks.
26 Discussed by one of the respondents in this study.
27 Enander and Johansson however mean that having own experience of a certain risk does not
necessarily lead to increased safety behaviour (Enander and Johansson, 1999: 20).
28 Elisabeth Grosz for example discusses the essence of womanhood in connection to what is
perceived to depend on ‘nature’ as opposed to ‘culture’ (Grosz, 1995).
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do not want to accept to be unnatural. Löfstedt further discusses how a risk
with a large negative consequence but a small probability, for example an
airplane accident or an accident at a chemical plant, is considered more
worrying than a risk that has a large probability but a comparably small
consequence (Löfstedt, 2002: 169). Moreover, the fact that we feel that we can
control some risks29 and the fact that people are most often too certain of their
judgements also influence our perspectives of risks (Hansson, 1991: 10).30

Whether or not a risk is considered to be acceptable also dependens on
whether it is voluntary or not. According to Hansson are involuntary risks
almost always perceived as worse than voluntary risks (Hansson, 1991: 7-8).31

As this study concerns how municipal officials work with ‘risk’ in the
planning process, in other words how authorities protect the public from risk,
an important aspect is that how we regard risks depend on who assesses a
certain risk and whether or not we trust this person. Ropeik and Slovic argue
that the less we trust those who are meant to protect us the more afraid we are
(Slovic, 2003). People generally rely on authorities to take responsibility for
risks according to Johansson and Enander. But in some fields the
responsibility for safety and security is shifted from society to the individual,
for example regarding smoking or the use of bicycle helmets. Enander and
Johansson mean that whether the individual actually has a possibility to
influence her situation is an important factor in this discussion. There is a
difference between risk-takers and those who are exposed to risk. People may
“live in” risks without thinking about it and thereby unconsciously cause risk
situations. The risk-takers are instead at another level of society’s system
(Enander and Johansson, 1999: 13-14). Physical planners and constructors of
different types for example, which may be one reason to why it is important to
consider ‘risks’ in a planning context. But as Enander and Johansson argue; “it
is not certain that authorities and the public have the same perception of what
risk sources are most important to handle” (Enander and Johansson, 1999: 20.
own translation).

Safety
If ‘risk’ is to be avoided, then ‘safety’ and security’ are desirable. The words
‘safety’ (Sw: säkerhet) and ‘security’ (Sw: trygghet) are not always possible to
separate from each other, and as the term ‘risk’, they do not have one clear-cut
and always valid definition.

‘Safety’ is in the National Encyclopaedia defined as “the result of measures or
characteristics that reduces the possibility of accidents or other unwanted

29 An example of this is described by Ropeik & Slovic (2003). If I myself speak in a mobile
telephone while driving a car, I do not see myself as constituting a risk. I however become
rather upset if someone else does the same, especially if I consider the telephone conversation
to affect that person’s driving ability.
30 People commonly use the expression to be 99% certain about something. Tests have shown
this to rarely be true; people tend to overestimate their own belief.
31 Hansson however explains that what we determine to be voluntary and involuntary depends
on societal conventions, hence changes over time and between cultures.
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events to occur”, or as a state or condition that does not involve danger.32 The
term ‘safety’ is often used as the opposite of risk, and risk management and
safety work aim at reducing risks and increasing safety. ‘Safety’ can moreover
be used in the sense of assurance, or self-confidence, or used in an economical
sense meaning a guarantee that a loan will be repaid. In this dissertation,
however ‘safety’ will however be used in the first sense, i.e. connected to
risks, accidents and unwanted events. ‘Security’ is in the National
Encyclopaedia defined as the state of being secure, with ‘secure’ meaning free
from worries or threats.33 Security also contains perception aspects, as
perceived threat does not necessarily correspond to actual threat, but is still a
valuable factor in having a sense of security. Carina Listerborn, who has
studied safety enhancing measures and crime prevention in the context of
women’s fear, makes the distinction between ‘safety’ and ‘security’ in her
research in that a safety-approach aims at treating symptoms, whereas a
security-approach aims at preventing that those symptoms (that the ‘safety-
approach’ aims at treating) actually occur (Listerborn, 2000: 172-173). Safety
has in other words more of a technical character. Another approach to differ
between safety and security is to distinguish whether or not it regards
deliberate events. Safety would then concern unintentional events such as
accidents, and security would concern deliberate events such as crime and
terrorism. A problem with this latter approach is however that neither “being
secure” nor perceived security are necessarily connected to deliberate events
such as violence or crime.34 Security, but also safety, is connected to the term
‘fear’. On the individual level it concerns not having to be afraid, whereas on
the municipal level it concerns making sure that the citizens are free from
threats.

In my dissertation I focus on ‘safety’ rather than on ‘security’, and my
definition of ‘safety’ is connected to the use of ‘risk’. This means that I focus
on the municipal authorities’ planning activities, which aims at achieving
safety from accidents that affect the public and the environment and that are
connected to a specific construction. Being ‘secure’, ‘not being afraid’, and
‘having a sense of security’ are obviously closely linked to this, although these
terms are not of primary focus in this specific study.

Rasmussen and Svedung describe a shift in society from a reactive to a
proactive perspective on risk, safety and accidents (Rasmussen and Svedung,
2000). This shift means that risk management and safety work aim to prevent
accidents before they may happen, rather than to treat the consequences after
an accident. In my study the increased emphasis on handling risk in
community planning by effective collaboration between authorities is seen as
an indication of this shift. But Rosenberg and Andersson argue that
contemporary society is still structured on the base of a reactive perspective;
“the medical service takes care of persons that have already been injured, the

32 Based on the definition of ’säkerhet’ in the Swedish National Encyclopaedia, www.ne.se
(2005-06-30). Own translation of the quotation.
33 Based on the definition of ’trygghet’ in the Swedish National Encyclopaedia, www.ne.se
(2005-06-30).
34 Based on e-mail correspondence with two fellow PhD students in the field of ‘risk’, Helena
Rådbo and Anna Johansson, Karlstad University Division Public Health (2006-03-20).
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fire and rescue services act when there is a fire, the social services support
those who are already beaten, the employment agency takes care of the
unemployed, the police concentrate on the criminals etc” (Rosenberg and
Andersson, 2004: 47, own translation). They therefore stress that new forms
for authoritative structures and cross-sector collaboration are necessary for the
shift towards a preventive perspective to be effective, which is argued to
require a more clear division of responsibilities between different actors. This
is an interesting remark for my study.

Accident
The cases regard detailed development plans connected to some kind of risk
for accident. The Swedish Rescue Services Agency defines ‘accidents’ as
“unwanted events with sudden and immediate course of events that can result
in damage on people or environment. Also damage on property or other forms
or resource defeats can be the result of accidents ” (Göransson and Statens
Räddningsverk, 2001: 11, own translation). The term ‘accident’ is connected
both to ‘risk’ and to ‘safety’. Safety in this sense means to take control over
events that may or may not cause accident or over the negative effects of the
accident. In other words take control over ‘risk’. It is important to notice that it
is not the accident itself that is the problem, but rather the damage that the
accident causes.35

Haddon was one of the founders of accident research according to Rosenberg
and Andersson. Haddon divides the accident’s course of events into three
stages: pre-accident, accident and post-accident. The focus on the actions to
prevent the accident, to reduce the damage from accident, or to take care of the
damage, depends on at what stage the actions are introduced.36 By focusing on
actions at the beginning of this scale it is possible to prevent an accident and
thereby avoid unwanted consequences (Rosenberg and Andersson, 2004: 43).
One way would be by addressing them in community planning. Haddon
determines ‘energy’ to be the factor that causes accidents and damage, which
means that the key to effective prevention is to prevent energy to have an
impact on whatever is aimed to protect (Rosenberg and Andersson, 2004:
44).37

The Swedish Rescue Services categorise accidents either by feature; such as
work-related accidents, public accidents, economical or environmental
damages, or by origin; such as accidents related to technology, and accidents
caused by nature (Göransson and Statens Räddningsverk, 2001: 11). Another
common way to categorise accidents is by dividing them into frequent small-
scale accidents, medium size infrequent accidents, and rare large-scale

35 This is a standpoint that Vägverket’s zero-tolerance vision is based on (Räddningsverket,
1998: 34).
36 In agreement with this, Rasmussen and Svedung have presented an accident’s anatomy,
which is based on time. Accident is then divided into root cause, causal chain critical event,
release of hazard, accidental flow of effects, and target victims. Type of accident preventive
action depends on stage in the chain (Rasmussen and Svedung, 2000: 33).
37 Based on this approach Haddon has presented 10 strategies for reducing damage and their
effects.
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accidents. Rasmussen and Svedung present the usual strategies for managing
these three categories. Small-scale accidents are usually “controlled
empirically from epidemiological studies of past accidents”. Regarding the
second category; “safer systems evolve from design improvements in response
to analyses of the individual, latest major accident”. For the third category,
models and predictive risk analysis have to be used, as there may not be any
empirical evidence from previous accidents (Rasmussen and Svedung, 2000:
27-28). Rasmussen and Svedung argue that “in a mature society, there
appears to be an inverse relationship between the accepted accident frequency
and magnitude” (Rasmussen and Svedung, 2000: 27). Accordingly, Anna
Johansson argues that ”risks considered in municipal planning mainly are
biased towards disastrous hazards and transport-related safety issues, while
every-day injury risks in public environments attract less attention”
(Johansson et al., 2005).

Sustainability
The National Encyclopaedia defines the Swedish term ‘uthållig’, which means
persistent or sustainable, as something/someone that can continue for a long
time without being fatigued, in some cases also used for something that shows
a large resistance.38

Sustainable development (Sw: hållbar utveckling), which is the context in
which the term ‘sustainability’ is usually perceived and applied, was launched
in the United Nation’s World Commission on Environment and
Development’s (WCED) Brundtland report “Our Common Future” from 1987.
The Brundtland report defines sustainable development as “development that
meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future
generations to meet their own needs”.39 Agenda 21, admitted at the 1992 Rio
Conference, states that sustainable development should be the overall goal for
the development of society. Hence, sustainable development shapes the urban
development and land-use planning, which is evident in the 1§ in the 1st

chapter of the Planning and Building Act.

Sustainability includes several factors. It includes environmental factors both
in terms of use of resources, ecology, and surroundings. It includes cultural
factors. It moreover includes social factors such as poverty, equity,
segregation and lifestyle. All of these factors are interlinked and also
connected to economical factors. As sustainable development includes
democracy dimensions, it is closely related to the ‘justice principle’ (Sw:
rättviseprincipen).40 This means that everyone has right to an equal part of the
consumption of natural resources and burden on the environment that can be
considered acceptable without restricting the possibilities for future
generations to support themselves and to remain the biological multitude.
According to the National Board of Housing, Building and Planning has the

38 Based on the definition of ’uthållig’ in Swedish National Encyclopaedia, www.ne.se (2005-
06-30).
39 Citation from http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sustainable_development (051021).
40 From the Swedish National Encyclopaedia www.ne.se (2005-06-30).
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focus of planning for sustainable development, ever since the Rio Conference,
however been on the ecological perspective. It is therefore important to further
emphasise also other perspectives (Boverket, 2002: 20-22). The National
Board of Housing, Building and Planning means that “awareness and
knowledge is required of those working with planning for sustainable
development. But above all a will and ability to collaborate cross sector-
borders is required so that social as well as cultural, economical and
ecological aspects are considered. These must thereafter be balanced in the
ambition to create good living environments.” (Boverket, 2002: 20, own
translation).

When I use the term ‘sustainability’ in this study, it is connected to health and
environmental risks such as soil contamination or emissions, but also
connected to requirements for high standards on safety and security.
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Chapter 2 – Method

The method chapter describes case study methodology, and presents the
methods used for data collection and analysis.

CCase Study Methodology

Cases are spatial and temporal, they exist on a specific place at a certain time,
and can never be repeated (Johansson, 2005a: 54). Two prominent advocates
for case study methodology are Robert Yin and Robert Stake, who however
have different approaches to case study methodology and to what constitutes a
case. Yin’s approach is based on logical positivism.41 He states that case study
methodology is a good strategy for research that focus on the questions ‘how’
or ‘why’, where there is little or no control of events, and which focus on a
contemporary phenomenon (Yin, 2003: 1). Stake on the other hand advocates
a broader approach and argues that case study methodology is a choice of
object to be studied rather than a methodological choice (Johansson, 2002:
19). According to Stake a case is something that is of very special interest, and
from which something can be learned. He does not consider that anything
could be a case, but that a case has to be “a specific, a complex, functioning
thing” (Stake, 1995: 1-2, 133). With the emphasis on thing, as I interpret it.
Stake considers that people and programs constitute possible cases; a case in
Stake’s viewpoint can for example be a child or a classroom of children.
However, he does not consider problems, events, processes, or relationships to
be cases. Yin on the other hand, considers that a decision, a program or a
process of implementation can constitute a good case study (Johansson,
2005a).

Rolf Johansson combines and develops their two approaches and argues that
case study methodology is an explicative research methodology that both tries
to “[…] explain and understand a case in its context, and includes as many
relevant variables and characteristics as possible” (Johansson, 2002: 19-20,
own translation).42 He considers case study methodology to be a “meta-
methodology” that can include several methodologies and methods within its
framework.

41 ’Logic positivism’ has a natural science character and is based on hypothesis-testing. It
thereby includes the ‘verifiability criteria’. To verify or falsify the truth of a statement it is
necessary to be able to give account for a method, otherwise it is not science. An inductive
method is applied, on which generalisations are based (if swan 1 is white, swan 2 is white, etc,
then all swans must be white). According to Lars-Göran Johansson is ”[...] the logic
positivism […] characterised by verificationism in the semantics, instrumentalism in the view
of theories and inductivism in the methodology” (Johansson, 2003: 212-215).
42 “A methodology is a recommended set of methods for data collection and procedures for

analysis” (Johansson, 2002: 21, own translation)
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Method for Choosin g Case Studi es

Stake argues that “case study is not sampling research. We do not study a case
primarily to understand other cases” (Stake, 1995: 4). Instead we want to
understand that particular case. Generalisations from ‘typical cases’ are
usually hard to motivate as just one or a few cases are “[…] unlikely to be a
strong representation of others” (Stake, 1995: 4). Stake suggests that the basic
criterion for selecting a case study is to choose one that maximises what can
be learnt. Michael Quinn Patton argues that the choice of cases to study
should be purposefully selected (Patton, 1990: 169). The cases should be rich
in information, and both size and specific case should depend on the purpose
with the study. Case studies can be of a ‘critical’ case, an ‘extreme’ or
‘unique’ case or of a ‘revelatory case’. Patton presents a number of strategies
for ‘purposeful sampling’, of which I have used several to select my cases
(Patton, 1990: 169-183).

As has been described in chapter 1, the primary aim with my research is to
understand some specific research questions, and the cases are selected for this
purpose. Stake calls this selective work ‘instrumental’; although looking deep
into one particular case, we try to understand something else, something
broader (Stake, 1995: 3-4). My choice to study several cases can be called a
collective case study, or multiple-case study, each instrumental but with an
important coordination between the individual cases. Stake argues further that
issues should be identified and that the case study should be structured in
relation to it. ‘Issue questions’ become the primary research questions, and
‘issue statements’ are created to make the research easier and data collection
more focused. For an intrinsic case study, the case is dominant, whereas the
issues are dominant for an instrumental case study (Stake, 1995: 16-17, 133).
As my case studies are instrumental, issues are at focus. The issues in this
study focus on working and planning processes, the concept ‘risk’, and actors’
roles, approaches, responsibilities and influences on planning, which will be
further directed in chapter 7.

Strategy
The initial stage of the project included gathering of general information.
Requests for finding interesting planning cases where ‘risk’ in some way had
been up for discussion were sent, together with a short outline of the project,
to representatives at Planning Offices (Sw: stadsbyggnadskontor),
Environmental Agencies (Sw: miljökontor) and Fire and Rescue Services (Sw:
räddningstjänst) in nine municipalities around Sweden. Most municipalities
were picked randomly, although some after suggestions. The latter is actually
one strategy for purposeful sampling; ‘snowball sampling’, a case is found
because one of the persons asked about cases in his/her municipality
recommended another municipality as having a good working strategy or a
possibly interesting case to study. The requested municipalities were
Eskilstuna, Jönköping, Lidköping, Linköping, Malmö, Strömstad, Sundsvall,
Växjö and Örnsköldsvik.
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The letters were followed by telephone calls in the form of “brainstorming”
for possible interesting research-objects. The suggestions ranged from high
voltage cables, via “multi-activities house” for adolescents in an old industrial
building, to the railway Botniabanan.

Criteria
In order for a suggested planning object to be considered as interesting, and
even relevant for the research project, a number of criteria had to be filled.
Patton calls this ‘criterion sampling’, which is a form of purposeful sampling
(Patton, 1990: 176). First of all, it had to be an object that was regulated in a
detailed development plan. Secondly, the community planning process for
the study object had to be completed or at least have reached a building
permit, even if not necessarily constructed yet. The reason for this was that the
whole process was to be studied, from comprehensive plan, to detailed
development plan and on to building permit. Thirdly, the intention was to
search for a recent planning object, in the sense that it had been completed
within the last few years, as it was considered important to be able to reach all
participants in the planning process.

Based on these first three criteria, a number of suggestions could be
immediately discarded: those that were too old, and those where the suggested
object was in an early phase of the planning process. Further on, it became
obvious that some “early planning cases” seemed very uncertain regarding the
project implementation, at least in a near future.

The initial intention was to choose three or four objects to make a multiple
case study. This was assessed to be a fair ground for comparing municipal
planning processes and look at similarities and differences. A fourth general
criteria was that the study objects should preferably be located in different
municipalities in order to have a broader view. The municipalities should not
be too large or too small, but represent a large number of municipalities of
Swedish medium-sized towns. As the case studies were part of a licentiate
dissertation, the time for completing the project was restricted to two years and
three months. This was of course also an argument for the choice of case
studies.

Another aspect that was considered important, although not a criteria for
choice of case study, was that municipalities where the Fire and Rescue
Services are actively involved in physical planning in general, were considered
especially interesting. This was due to that one aim with the research project
was to extract key issues for work with sustainability and safety in the
municipal planning process. Thereby also cases where the collaboration
between planning actors seemed to be successful, or at least openly discussed
between actors since this type of work is fairly new, were considered
favourably. This kind of case selection can to some extent be incorporated into
Patton’s ‘intensity sampling’, which favours ‘information-rich cases’ that are
not extreme, but still intensively manifest a certain phenomenon (Patton, 1990:
171). Translated to the study would that mean that cases with particularly good
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collaboration strategies were chosen, or cases where the concept ‘risk’ has
really had an impact in the municipal planning process.

Another criterion was to select research objects where the key actors were
interested in participating in the project. One reason for that it would make the
data collection process smoother. But the most important reason is linked to
the previous discussion regarding opting to use ‘information-rich cases’. It was
considered that people’s interest in the project probably indicated an
awareness of the process of integrating risk into planning and the importance
of cooperating with other actors to achieve this.

It is therefore vital to point out that the selected research cases cannot be seen
as typical planning processes, but should rather be seen as interesting cases.
Not all Swedish municipalities were invited to give proposals for possible
study objects, and among those requested, only municipalities interested in
participating in the project were considered for inclusion in the research
project. Further, it was determined to narrow ‘risks’ down to some kind of risk
of accident targeting the public, and causing risks related to safety, health and
environment. Additionally, sufficiently, yet not too complex cases were
considered to be suitable, preferably different from each other, i.e. different
types of buildings.

To sum up the sampling strategy, the selection of cases represent three
dimensions; a spatial dimension since the research investigates a plan, a
temporal dimension since the planning process takes place during a specific
period of time, and a social dimension which regards the group involved in the
planning process.

All over, another of Patton’s criteria was used; ‘opportunistic sampling’,
which means to be flexible during the work, to follow new leads and take
advantage of the unexpected (Patton, 1990: 179). In one case the
municipality’s model of working was considered to be especially interesting.
However, the study object within that municipality was changed during the
data collection process, as the first choice of case turned out to be too complex
and not comparable with the other two case studies.

‘Sampling politically important cases’ is yet another strategy for purposeful
sampling (Patton, 1990: 180). As I see it, this is probably part of every
research project, as research projects that receive funding depend much on
what issues are considered to be topical at the time. The concept ‘risk’ is
becoming increasingly important in a community planning process, and how
the planning actors participate in this task is relevant, and fairly unexplored.
This is probably one reason why this particular project received funding. In
line with this, the fact that the project was funded by the Swedish Rescue
Services Agency implied that the results to would relevant and useful for
national and municipal authorities.
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Selec t ed Study Obj ec t s

The research objects selected are:
A bus garage for biogas buses with an enclosed biogas plant, in Linköping.
Risks connected to the highly explosive methane gas are set against an attempt
to adjust to more sustainable traffic alternatives.
An indoor badminton hall located in Eskilstuna in a central area transforming
from industry to other functions with public character. Transforming old
industrial areas is a common process in present-day Sweden and elsewhere.
These transformation areas are often connected to a range of problems such as
contaminated soil due to previous industrial activities and the difficulty to
achieve safety distances between remaining industries and public premises
during the transition period. Additionally, the badminton hall is situated
adjacent to a larger tank of highly explosive liquefied petroleum gas (Sw:
gasol), which requires risk consideration. Special regulations to prevent risks
have been set up.
An ice-hockey arena in Örnsköldsvik. This object is located in an old
industrial harbour that is transforming. Risk considerations such as adjacent
gas tanks and possibly contaminated soil, as well as safety issues because of
the public’s presence in the harbour area have been up for discussion in the
planning process. Particularly interesting in this case is the Fire and Rescue
Services’ active involvement in the planning process.

MMethod for Data Col l ec t ion

Ehn and Klein have described the writing process as something that brings the
scientist (in their case anthropologist) closer to the study object, but that at the
same time also includes dissociation from reality towards a model world.
“Through writing we become more attentive, but also more estranged.
Description means a strong concentration on certain phenomena, which are
thereby enlarged and transformed” (Ehn and Klein, 1994: 41, own
translation). The case studies focus on sustainability and safety issues, and
three actors at the municipal officials’ level are in focus throughout the
dissertation: the Planning Office, the Environmental Agency and the Fire and
Rescue Services. Also the Building Office is to some extent directed. This
restriction means that the study is structured around these specific issues and
these certain actors’ participation and contribution to the planning processes.
Other issues are in the periphery, as are other authorities as well as important
actors such as the citizens, or politicians besides in their role as commissioners
of plans. The planners obviously have a central role, as they produce the plans,
but all three actors have a responsibility to participate in planning that is
regulated in legislation. It is however important to remark that besides the
Environmental Agency and the Fire and Rescue Services, there are other
significant “risk actor”’ on which I do not focus. Some of them and their roles
and influences will however briefly be discussed in relation to the case
descriptions and to chapter 7.
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Several methods were used for gathering information and material for the case
studies. Data collection began with study visits to four municipalities with
planning objects that were considered to be especially interesting, or where the
collaboration between different authorities in the community planning process
seemed further developed. This provided an opportunity to talk face to face
with the people working in these municipalities, and to visit the objects on
location. Thereafter three of these municipalities, and one planning object in
each municipality, were selected for closer investigation.

Once the objects had been chosen the municipalities were once again visited in
order to collect material. Archival records and documents provided
information on the “formal part” of the planning process. These documents
constitute the base for the case studies, as a chronology over the planning
processes for each case. The data collection work was usually combined with
more informal meetings with the actors. Meetings, formal as well as more
informal, were considered important in the data collection process, as were
telephone calls and e-mails.

After using the documents as a base for the case descriptions the next step was
to interview representatives for the Planning Office, the Environmental
Agency and/or Building Office, and the Fire and Rescue Services in each
municipality, in total 9 interviews.43 The respondents had actively participated
in the planning process for the case. The interviews have partly been used to
triangulate the data and to fill in gaps.44 The most important use of the
information from the interviews has however been to discuss roles,
responsibilities and influences on planning in chapter 7. The interviews were
semi-structured qualitative interviews, in the form of guided discussions about
the cases and the roles and contributions that the respondent and his/her field
of work had in the planning process. Patton calls this “the general interview
guide approach” (Patton, 1990: 280-284). Moreover, the interviews turned out
to be a very important source of unexpected information, as most of the
respondents highlighted the importance of informal contacts and informal
meetings (even an informal detailed development program), which generated
information that could not be found in any written material.
The interviews were generally structured around:
• phases in the planning process
• explanations and missing information in documents
• the concept ‘risk’
• role / position in the planning process
• follow-up questions on statements made during the planning process
• other questions more related to the specific case
The interviews were taped and sent back to the respondents in written form for
approval. In some cases, the respondents then added more information or
elaborated what had already been discussed. Citations from the interviews

43 In one of the municipalities I actually interviewed two persons at the Fire and Rescue
Services, but I still refer to it as one interview.
44 Johansson states that triangulation is how validity is ensured in case study research. This is
achieved by combining several methods for data collection, data sources, theories and/or
investigators (Johansson, 2005b: 35&38). See also Patton (1990: 187-189).
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have been included in the text, and I have in those cases translated these into
English and carefully adjusted them to the “written language”.

Literature review was important to collect background information on
community planning, on relevant planning participants, on legislation, and on
the key concept ‘risk’. PhD courses and literature provided knowledge and
advise for research in general and for case study methodology. Part of a PhD-
education is to build a wider understanding of the research field by
investigating other research findings within the field. This is important in
order to avoid double work, to receive important input and new angles, and to
verify that the findings match the research field. The research context was to
some extent explored by searching for scientific articles in relevant databases
by using combinations of keywords that can be divided into three categories;
terms related to planning, terms related to actor, and terms related to risk.
Moreover by searching among reports, investigations and other publications
connected to the Swedish Rescue Service Agency and the National Board of
Housing, Building and Planning. Besides this, the main components in the
exploration of the research context were articles, conference proceedings and
hearings, symposiums, seminars and lectures I have attended, as well as the
large amount of books, articles and papers recommended by my supervisors,
teachers and colleagues. Participating in symposiums, conferences and other
academic events were important not only for updating on the research field,
but also for the chance to present the research project, and to receive valuable
feedback.

When designing a case study, it is important to construct validity, and to
assure that the case study is reliable (Yin, 2003: 19). Although the case itself is
temporary in space and in time and cannot be repeated, the result of case study
should be possible to repeat for other case study researchers.45 Yin presents
three tactics for constructing validity; to use multiple sources of evidence, to
establish a “chain of evidence” and to have key informants review draft case
study report (Yin, 2003: 34-36).46 I have tried to incorporate all three tactics in
my case study research. I construct validity first of all by triangulation,
although as ”triangulation uses up resources, at least time, […] only the
important data and claims will be deliberately triangulated” (Stake, 1995:
111-112). I have used multiple sources of evidence such as documents
regarding the planning processes from several of the actors. I also combined
archival data with information from respondents representing different roles.
Respondents moreover reviewed the interviews once they were written down.
In addition to this the three planners interviewed in study have reviewed the
case descriptions, which I have revised in accordance with their comments.
The reason for this was to assure that there were no formal mistakes regarding
the planning process, as well as to make sure that no important aspects had

45 Not literally of course! But it should be possible to review how the researcher has come to
her result. Yin describes how by archiving all material and creating a case study protocol, it is
possible to afterwards to into the material (Yin, 2003: 34). Although not possible to repeat the
actual case study, it should still be possible to reach the same result - or perhaps rather to be
able to follow issues related to ‘how’, ‘what’ and ‘why’.
46 A “chain of evidence” means that there is a link between evidence (data) and conclusion,
they follow each other. It is thereby possible to see what data the conclusions are based on.
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been left out. Critical colleagues provided another way to avoid bias. I also
had a reference group consisting of representatives for the financiers and other
experts relevant for the project, as well as a municipal representative (one of
the planners) regularly going through the material, providing critique,
comments and advice. Having reviewers with different background, and
presenting the ongoing research project in different forums such as seminars,
symposiums and conferences, offer theory triangulation, as it provides an
opportunity for new aspects to be considered and for alternative ways of
thinking (Stake, 1995: 113).

MMethod for Analy si s

Case study research is often referred to as being much like detective work,
where the researcher is a detective who follows every lead and looks for
unexpected turns (Johansson, 2005a). In the same spirit, Stake argues that “the
search for meaning often is a search for patterns, for consistency, for
consistency within certain conditions, which we call “correspondence“”
(Stake, 1995: 78). Ehn and Klein describe the same phenomena in a rather
different way when they argue that “the realistic dream is to write about what
there is and what can be documented. But as […] writers we instead become
ironic, bantering, and imaginative Lego constructors – surrealists. We
separate what belong together, unite separate things, shuffle people about,
stop time […]. People talk as we write, adjust to the texts requirements or are
rejected as exceptions [from the rule]. Writing condensates, deforms and
transforms, all for the realistic effect” (Ehn and Klein, 1994: 45, own
translation). Their approach is a valuable learning to bear in mind.47

Chapter 7 includes a cross-case analysis structured by issues. Analytical
generalisation is applied in the analysis, which means that data from the cases
are inductively generalised into theory (Johansson, 2005b: 36-37). Theory in
this case means the interpretation of processes, which in turn contributes to
extracting key issues that can favour the design of a safe and sustainable urban
environment. Yin presents a number of strategies for analysis that assures
internal validity; to ‘do pattern-matching’, to ‘do explanation-building’, to
‘address rival explanations’ and to ‘use logic models’ (Yin, 2003: 34 & 36-
37). I find these strategies useful, which is why I apply them. External validity
is used for handling the problem of whether or not the case study’s findings
are possible to generalise beyond the case itself, and whether the findings are
applicable in new situations. This is important as the intention is that the
extracted key issues can be useful also for other cases and in other
municipalities, although with consideration to the specific circumstances.

I have two different approaches to planning as a tool for interpretation of data;
Discourse Analysis and Communicative Planning. The intention is not to

47 Ehn and Klein actually direct ethnography and anthropology, but their description is also
relevant for case study research. Not only as the research fields are related, but also as similar
processes for handling study material are applied.
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apply these planning theories directly, but rather to have them in mind as
support to interpret and understand the cases and also to provide alternative
explanations in chapter 7. Due to influences from teachers and literature
during my own planning education, these two approaches are probably already
part of my own view of planning. The two approaches to planning are here
described briefly, based on a literature review.

Discourse Analysis
At this point I want to highlight that I will not perform a complete discourse
analysis of the material, as that would require more time than what can be
allocated in my licentiate project.48 I have however found it helpful to use
discourse analysis as a tool for my own understanding of the cases. Discourse
analysis is an important method for planning researchers to study actors’ roles,
interests and responsibilities and the effect of these on planning. It approaches
the differences in perspectives between actors, and how this influences their
understanding of each other and their willingness to shift perspective.
Discourses and power relations are central in discourse analysis (Orrskog,
2003: 64).

The Swedish National Encyclopaedia defines the term ‘discourse’ as
conversation, statement, talk, discussion.49 A more exhaustive definition of
‘discourse’ and more suitable in a research context would be “a way of talking
that applies to a certain group of people, for instance in a political party or a
profession, during a certain period of time and within a special area of
matters” (Orrskog, 2002: 252). The background to this is the belief that
language is “structured in different patterns, which our statements follow when
we act in different social domains” (Winther Jørgensen and Phillips, 2000: 7,
own translation), for example within a certain profession or regarding a certain
subject matter. Marianne Winther Jørgensen and Louise Phillips however
argue that it is up to the investigator who performs the discourse analysis to
decide on the discourses’ boundaries, and that a discourse should be seen as an
analytic concept (in other words a tool) that should be delimited with
consideration to the research purpose (Winther Jørgensen and Phillips, 2000:
137).

Discourse analysis is the “analysis of speeches, texts and opinions, rather
than ‘realities’, in order to better understand demands, power relations and
politics” (Orrskog, 2002: 239-240). Fundamental is that there is neither one
objective “truth” nor one objective “reality”. Discourse analysts instead
believe that knowledge is socially constructed, which means that our
knowledge and our way of understanding the world is based on the way we
categorise it, and is not an actual reflection of what it is really like (Winther
Jørgensen and Phillips, 2000: 11, from Burr (1995)). Language is seen as the
tool for understanding the world and for building consensus – “we see what we
say” - and is according to Orrskog also the most influential form for exercising

48 This may instead be part of the planned following doctorate dissertation.
49 From www.ne.se (2005-05-10), although using the Swedish translation of the word -
‘diskurs’.
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power (Orrskog, 2002: 253). Through language we build up a representation
of reality, but these representations are at the same time also creating reality
(Winther Jørgensen and Phillips, 2000: 15). Through social processes, we
build an understanding of the world with common “truths” and norms for what
is “right” and “wrong”. Thereby, how we regard (i.e. talk about) aspects in
society differ between different groups, and words and sentences mean
different things to different people with different references for how to act
(Orrskog, 2002: 253-254, see also Winther Jørgensen & Phillips (2000: 11-
12)). Our perspectives are influenced not only by our culture, but also by
history. Neither actors nor interests are unchangeable, but perspectives
develop and change over time, and new interests and coalitions evolve. The
same area can be covered by several discourses that each have its way of
describing it.50 This can lead to struggle and competition when power moves
between different groups in society, and discourses become replaced by other
discourses. (Winther Jørgensen and Phillips, 2000, see also Orrskog (2002)).
Orrskog refers to Foucault in that power defines knowledge rather than that
knowledge empowers, i.e. the time leading perspective of the world and the
ability to decide what issues should be at focus, rather than the “the ability to
imprint solutions onto […] problems” (Orrskog, 2002: 254&259).51

Interpretation is important for discourse analysts. They are therefore interested
in how talk is constructed, which means that they are interested in texts and
speeches but also in public opinions, narratives, myths and metaphors,
depending on the research field (Orrskog, 2002: 256). Winther Jørgensen and
Philips emphasise that a discourse analyst’s mission is not to reach the reality
beyond the discourse and see what a respondent truly means. Instead the actual
discourse is what is interesting, as the method is based on the presumption that
it is not possible to reach ‘reality’. Thereby, whether statements are actually
‘true’ or ‘false’ is not what should primary be investigated, but rather to look
for patterns in the statements and see what the social consequences are based
on different discourses’ perspectives of reality (Winther Jørgensen and
Phillips, 2000: 28).

Connecting Discourse Analysis to Planning
Discourse analysis is used within a range of disciplines and there are different
directions within the method, such as for example critical discourse analysis or
discourse psychology (Winther Jørgensen and Phillips, 2000: 7).52 When
applying discourse analysis onto a planning context, ‘planning’ is seen as “an
arena where different interest express themselves”, and where the different
actors verify their perspectives of reality (Orrskog, 2002: 260). Orrskog argues
that planning does not result in any “essence or inner truth“, but each situation
has many different in-built possibilities. He believes that disputes in planning
are never settled. Any agreements about a plan are only temporary, and lead to

50 A discourse order is the configuration of discourses within the same social area, that
struggle against each other to determine its content (Winther Jørgensen and Phillips, 2000:
134).
51 Foucault was one of the pioneers in discourse analysis.
52 Critical discourse analysis is represented by for example the renowned discourse analyst
Norman Fairclough.
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new “discourse struggles” along the way and over time (Orrskog, 2002: 258-
259).

The respondents in this research project are interviewed in their professional
role as representatives for a certain authority in a particular situation; they are
officials (Sw: tjänstemän). Their statements are strongly coloured by ideas that
are “professionally inherent in an institution” (Orrskog, 2002: 259). Their
roles bring on certain expectations on how they should act, what their opinions
should be and also what they in fact have the “right” to have opinions about.
But, the respondents also belong to other discourses based on other roles and
cultures they belong to; where they live, what they do outside of work, gender,
family structure, background etc (Winther Jørgensen and Phillips, 2000: 48-
49). It is also of relevance to reflect for a moment over the discourse that I, the
researcher who interpret what the respondents say, myself belong to. If leaning
on a discourse analytical approach, I have to assume that my own background
and affiliation affect how I regard the actors, and thereby how I interpret the
respondents’ statements. Ehn and Klein have thoroughly described how
anthropologists influence their informants and the surroundings that they
study, how they through studying others also influence and change
themselves, and how the text is coloured by these experiences (also
unconsciously while writing) (Ehn and Klein, 1994). Although not performing
anthropologic research, these are still important learning as I am working with
respondents and their perceptions of a certain case.

Communicative Planning
Communicative planning is an approach to planning that has been important
for the understanding of actors in a planning context, primarily as a
counterpoint to the rationalistic planning approach. It provides a possibility for
studying how actors participate in planning, how they communicate their
perspectives, interests and claims, and what effect this has. Therefore I find a
short introduction to the approach relevant even though I will not apply it
directly in my analysis.

Just as discourse analysis, the communicative planning regard ‘planning’ as
communication, which means that it is given the role of being an arena for
discussion between different interests (Orrskog, 2002: 245). Communicative
planning is strongly influenced by Habermas’ theories on communicative
action (first published 1981). Another important reference is Tore Sager
(1990). Patsy Healey (see for example (1993), (1997a), (1997b)) is an example
of a prominent planning researcher who advocates the communicative
approach to planning. Also Lars Orrskog (see for example (2002), (2003)) has
described the communicative approach to planning.53 Orrskog makes a
distinction between communicative planning and a discourse analysis
approach to planning in that the communicative approach seeks
‘communicative reason’, whereas discourse analysts are sceptical to the
possibilities for dialogue and reaching ‘consensus’ (Sw: samförstånd).

53 Orrskog describes and discusses several approaches to planning, see for example Orrskog
(2002), or Orrskog (2003).
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Discourse analysts have criticised the communicative planning approach as
being naïve and to disregard power relations, which are central in the
discourse analysis approach (2002: 260, see also (2003:64)). Krister Olsson
means that the communicative approach to planning has to some degree
influenced planning policies, but that it has actually had very limited impact in
the planning practice (Olsson, 2003: 96).

Advocates for communicative planning see the discussion between planning
participants as a method of achieving understanding. Participants in planning
have different values and priorities, but interconnect in space or in a situation
that concerns space (a plan in other words). The planner’s role is as mediator
between these interests.54 The approach is founded on the belief in a
‘communicative reason’ (Sw: kommunikativt förnuft). The aim is to reach an
agreement, which here means that the participants, by attaining a
communicative approach give each other the possibility to present different
perspectives, sincerely try to understand these perspectives, and together strive
towards consensus (which implicates the “best solution”). This means that
actors may have to alter their opinions along the way.55 Orrskog argues that the
communicative approach attempts to improve planning so that the
communicative reason can be used in best possible way (Orrskog, 2003: 38).

Communicative Action
To better understand ‘communicative planning’ I will here briefly introduce
the meaning of ‘communicative action’.

I start with ‘action’, which Habermas (1996) points out to be a goal-focused
activity where an actor reaches an “aimed at condition”, a goal, by using for
the purpose suitable means. Goal-focused action is centred round an action
plan, where actors interpret a situation with the aim to reach a specific goal.
Success is defined as a condition that is reached either through goal-focused
action or through negligence of acting (Habermas, 1996: 99).

Habermas differentiates social actions into ‘strategic action’ and
‘communicative action’. Strategic action can either be open or concealed.
Concealed strategic action can be further divided into unconscious deception
(Sw: vilseledande) or conscious deception - manipulation. ‘Communicative
action’ is when actors try to reach mutual understanding. Achievement of
mutual understanding is based on a joint conviction (Sw: övertygelse) rather
than a joint agreement (Sw: överenskommelse) (Habermas, 1996: 99-101).
This is the central aspect in the communicative action theory and what
communication strives towards. Communicative action in other words holds
two parts; to interpret situations and reach consensus as well as the
implementation of an action plan (Habermas, 1996: 126).

Communicative planning focuses on speech and the possibility for dialogue.
Speak-actions can however be of two types. Either can a person say what is or

54 This is the communicative planning approach’s interpretation of a planner’s role, but has
also been indicated. by practitioners in other research and also in mine. I will further direct
this in chapter 7.
55 Which they in the communicative spirit are willing to do.
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is not the case. Or she tell someone something in a way so that the listener
understands what the speaker says (Habermas, 1996: 36). There is obviously a
tremendous difference between these two speak-actions. A key point is that in
order to understand what is said, it is necessary to not only observe, but also
participate in communicative action. This is done by establishing a
relationship between speaker and listener, and by making sure that statements
are true as well as expressed truthfully so that the listener believes in what the
speaker says (Habermas, 1996).

Habermas argues that a speaker in an every-day context relates to the objective
world, but at the same time also to the social world as well as to her own
subjective world (Habermas, 1996: 37). Habermas divides the social reality
into ‘system’ and ‘lifeworld’. The lifeworld is where day-to-day life takes
place. It becomes the setting for communicative action, and provides not only
a context but also a set of beliefs. The lifeworld thereby forms a “horizon for
understanding”, which outlines the action alternatives. People in the life-world
achieve communicative reason from relationships and “consensus about
common affairs” (Habermas, 1996: 127-128, see also Orrskog (2002: 246)).
Deeply rooted habits and values thereby sneak in among facts, and as more
traditions and social structures are added, the harder it becomes for the actors
to themselves clarify and test the reasons for their positions (Habermas, 1996:
108). Knowledge therefore should in not be seen as objective, but rather as
constructed in the discourse. When informed people discuss a matter without
distortion and this leads to consensus, that can in fact be seen as true
knowledge (Orrskog, 2002: 246).56 Communication becomes a “symbolic
process whereby reality is produced, maintained, repaired and transformed”
(Sager, 1990: 55). It holds ritual aspects, as it serves to produce symbols that
preserve the social order; “the ritual view accentuates mutual understanding
and commonality – aiming at an increase of what is shared or held in
common” (Sager, 1990: 54). “Right” and “good” actions are those that we in a
certain time and place can agree on, although belonging to different groups
with different positions. But at the same time, what is ‘right’ and what is ‘true’
“lies in the power of the better argument”, meaning that whoever wins an
argument or discussion, decides what is right and true (Healey, 1997b: 11).

Back to the Planning Context
Healey means that spatial planning is multi-cultural, as the planning
participants belong to different social groups with different structures for
knowledge, values and ways of acting, which interconnect in a spatial context
(either as neighbours in space or as participants in a discussion concerning
space). The planning system provides a way to deal with the encounters that
come from these “meetings with strangers” (Healey, 1997b: 8-9, see also
(1993: 238)). Their communities can be at different distances from each other
in terms of access to each other’s languages, but the communicative approach
does not believe that a common language or complete understanding can ever
be achieved. What communicative planning focus on is finding an achievable
level of mutual understanding, suitable for the purpose, and to become aware
of what is not understood (Healey, 1993: 242). The challenge is to provide a

56 Orrskog bases this statement on Sager (1996:8).
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possibility for critical and open dialogue, which can change conventional ways
of thinking and acting in multi-cultural contexts, by finding a way for dialogue
to reflect meanings and understandings (Healey, 1997b: 11). “Through
thinking differently, new things are invented and new ways of using rules are
developed” (Healey, 1997b: 14). Planning is in other words something “we
can choose, after debate” (Healey, 1993: 238). Healey argues that “the hope of
interpretive/communicative planning theory is that, through ‘learning how to
collaborate’, a richer understanding and awareness of conflicts can develop”
(Healey, 1997b: 3). As cross-case collaboration is emphasised as a prerequisite
developing a safe and sustainable urban environment, this last citation is of
interest. Whether is actually possible in the practical planning context will be
directed in chapter 7.
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Chapter 3 - Planning

This chapter is to be seen as a background chapter that introduces the study’s
context. The chapter begins with a description of the Swedish planning system,
and outlines relevant actors in the study.

TThe Swedish Plannin g Sy st em

Planning regulates various components in society, such as economy,
infrastructure, housing or the development of trade and industry. The National
Board of Housing, Building and Planning (Sw: Boverket) state that planning
that intersects these components is a key for a sustainable urban development
(Boverket, 2002: 4). Planning has to do with the future - with visions for
development - which makes it strongly connected to politics. Moreover, as
planning includes strategies to structure, change and develop society, there is
an obvious link to risk management. Initially, an important aim with planning
was to manage risks; protect from epidemics, enemies and fire, and promote
hygiene and public health (Johansson, 2006, forthcoming).

There are several more or less narrow planning related terms such as ‘urban
design’, ‘community planning’, ‘spatial planning’, ‘land-use planning’,
‘zoning’, ‘physical planning’ or ‘town planning’. One approach to classify the
concept ‘community planning’ (Sw: samhällsplanering) is to see it as all
efforts made in intent to change and develop a society (Alfredsson and Cars,
2000/2001: 8). This is the sense in which the expression ‘planning’ is used in
this dissertation. It holds spatial aspects as it refers to the Swedish system for
‘physical planning’, which means to present suitable use of land. The aim with
this is to decide on the best future function for land and water areas, as well as
consequences on the surroundings.57 Besides that, spatial planning also holds
administrative aspects.

Planning in Sweden occurs on three levels; the national, the regional and the
local level. There is also a fourth level, as the EU provides directives for
planning. Also other forms of regional planning incentives, such as the Nordic
region or the Baltic see region, have some effect on planning on the local
level. At the national level the State – i.e. Government, Parliament and
Ministries - are in charge. At the regional level, the State and the County
Council (Sw: landstinget) share responsibility (Alfredsson and Cars,
2000/2001: 24). But it is actually the local level that holds most formal power
regarding planning, as the municipalities are responsible for both the
comprehensive plan, which draws up a general guideline for the land-use
within the municipality, and for the detailed development plan, which
applies these guidelines into a legally binding document (Alfredsson and Cars,
2000/2001: 29).

57 The National Board of Housing, Building and Planning’s definition of physical planning
from Alenius & Boverket (2002: 61-62), see also http://www.boverket.se (2005-10-27).
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Levels of Planning
The Swedish planning system consists of a set of different plans; the regional
plan, the comprehensive plan, the detailed development plan, and area
regulations, which are regulated by the Planning- and Building Act (Sw: plan-
och bygglagen) (SFS 1987:10). The Planning and Building Act allows
building permits of different types based on these different plans, but also
connects to permits controlled by other related laws and to the 3rd and 4th

chapter of the Environmental Code (Sw: miljöbalken) (SFS 1998:808), which
regulates the economising of land and water.

A regional plan is a plan that can be set up whenever two or more
municipalities find a need for a joint plan covering land and water areas that
have to be evaluated simultaneously, or if certain matters need to be
coordinated. Examples of the latter can be motorways, water or wastewater
systems or recreational areas. The regional plan is not a legally binding
document, but should be seen as a guideline for the development of a certain
region. It should be used as a guide for comprehensive plans, detailed
development plans and area regulations. The Government can commission a
Regional Planning Authority to administer a regional plan (7ch, PBL). An
example of such a plan is the regional development plan for the Stockholm
region, RUFS (2001), which outlines the region’s development for the next 30
years.58 Stockholm’s regional plan was admitted in 2002, and is valid for six
years.

The comprehensive plan (Sw: översiktsplan) is compulsory for every
municipality. The main purpose is to show the municipality’s perspectives and
priorities regarding future development as well as on preservation of the built
environment. The comprehensive plan should cover all land and water within
the municipality and should be kept “up to date” (Alenius, 2002: 9, 11). The
Municipal Council evaluates the comprehensive plan once every term of
office. The plan shall provide a broad indication of land-use, as well as present
and balance different public interests according to the 2nd chapter of the
Planning and Building Act. It shall particularly indicate national interests
according to the 3rd and 4th chapter of the Environmental Code, and present
what environmental factors and risk factors need to be addressed in the
development (4ch, PBL). All these factors makes the comprehensive plan a
political tool for the development of settlement and of construction
(Alfredsson and Cars, 2000/2001: 45).

The comprehensive plan is not legally binding, but can provide enough
guidance for assessment of permits in areas that do not have a detailed
development plan. If necessary, a detailed comprehensive plan (Sw:
fördjupad översiktsplan) can be set up. The comprehensive plan should be
used as guidance and support in the work of establishing detailed development
plans or area regulations (Alenius, 2002: 9&11).

The Planning and Building Act states that the comprehensive plan should be
accessible and easy to understand. It should be accompanied by a plan

58 Stockholm’s regional development plan can be found at http://www.rtk.sll.se
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description, which presents development guidelines related to design and
implementation together with the outcome of the plan. The comprehensive
plan should also include the County Administrative Board’s perusal statement.
If the County Administrative Board has not accepted certain elements of the
plan, this should be presented in the plan (4 ch, PBL).

The detailed development plan (Sw: detaljplan) is the municipalities’ “action
plan”, a legally binding document, which in detail regulates the boundaries for
buildings, blocks, streets etc. The plan should provide a complete view of a
restricted area’s land-use and on the intended change or preservation of the
environment. A detailed development plan shall be established whenever any
significant change is to be made, a decision that the municipality takes
(Alenius, 2002: 11-14). Among these incentives are for example new
continuous settlements, new individual buildings that will have significant
impact on the surroundings, or in the case of renovation or other changes to
buildings (5ch 1§, PBL).

Public interest is balanced with private interest, as are conflicts where private
interests coincide (for example between neighbours). The outcome is a
decision on whether or not construction is appropriate according to the
Planning and Building Act and the Environmental Code (Alenius, 2002: 11-
14). A detailed development plan can, if it is particularly motivated, overrule
the comprehensive plan (Alenius, 2002: 18).

A detailed development plan regulates rights as well as obligations. The
Planning and Building Act entails some compulsory requisites. The plan
should present how streets and public places should be used and how they
should be designed in general, as well as the usage of land and water areas.
The plan should also show how issues of common character have been solved
and how different interests have been balanced. Another compulsory element
is the allocated time for implementation, which should be set to five to fifteen
years (Alenius, 2002: 11-12). The plan’s building-rights are guaranteed during
that time. It should thereby not be changed, replaced or abolished, unless
doing so is necessary because of new circumstances of public importance that
were not known by the time the plan was set up. In case that happens, the
property owner should be compensated (Alenius, 2002: 9). This compulsory
implementation-time as well as the requirement for implementation
description, makes the plan focus straight on implementation, and adds to the
chance of actual completion (Alenius, 2002: 137).59 When the implementation-
time has expired, the plan continues to be valid until it is changed, replaced or
annulled. One consequence of this is that it is possible to obtain a building
permit also after implementation-time has expired (Alenius, 2002: 69).

Besides the compulsory requirements, it is also possible to add several
optional regulations in order to ascertain the plan’s purposes and goals.
However, a detailed development plan is not allowed to be more detailed than
what is “necessary” (Alenius, 2002: 69). A detailed development plan shall be

59 The implementation description presents the organisational, technical, economical and
property judicial measures necessary for implementing the plan; in other words how, when
and in what way the plan should be implemented.
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easy to understand and easy to follow. The plan shall consist of a plan over the
area and accompanying regulations, an implementation description (Sw:
genomförandebeskrivning), and a plan description (Sw: planbeskrivning). The
latter presents the prerequisites for the plan, its purpose, and a presentation of
the contents of the plan. The plan description shall furthermore display the
plan’s meaning and the consequences it will bring on. In addition to this,
illustrations shall accompany the plan (Alenius, 2002: 43-44&55). These
illustrations are not included in the decision-making, but rather meant to
provide a visualisation of what the result of the plan is likely to look like.60

The detailed development plan should moreover clearly illustrate how
environmental issues are regulated. If it includes “land-use or constructions
that in some way have a significant effect on health, the environment or on the
economising of land, water or other resources”, an environmental impact
assessment (Sw: miljökonsekvensbeskrivning) is required to be part of the plan
(Alenius, 2002: 22, own translation). The County Administrative Board shall,
in an early phase, be consulted regarding activities that may cause such
effects, as shall also concerned authorities, municipalities, NGOs and the
public (6ch 5§, MB). The environmental impact assessment should be
included with the other detailed development plan documents during the
whole planning process as it is significant for the outcome of the plan
(Alenius, 2002: 23).

The environmental impact assessment should present the consequences from
the proposed plan, but also other alternatives, including a zero-alternative.61

The environmental impact assessment should also indicate what measures are
taken to decrease risks and negative consequences, sometimes by including a
risk analysis (Alenius, 2002: 22-23).

Area regulations (Sw: områdesbestämmelser) are used when there is a need
to ensure a certain objective within the comprehensive plan for an area that is
not covered by a detailed development plan, or when there is a need to certify
national interests according to the 3rd and 4th chapter of the Environmental
Code. By establishing area regulations, the municipality has the possibility to
guarantee a certain course of development of land, construction and
settlement. Public interest can be tried against private interest, and a
municipality can receive an official response from the State regarding whether
or not a national interest has been sufficiently seen to. Regardless of the
outcome of the decision in a case of conflicting interests, it is binding for the
assessment of permits (Alenius, 2002: 15-16). Area regulations differ from
detailed development plans in the aspect that they only regulate a limited
amount of matters. They only indicate the general strategy for land-use, and
are not authoritative for further subdivision into public places and urban
blocks. As the purpose of area regulations is to guarantee an issue from the

60 However, illustrations may just as well lead to confusion, as they merely show what a result
could look like and not are legally binding. See for example Bergdahl (2004: 143-144)
regarding how the connection between illustrations and actual purposes with the plan work
may be diffuse.
61 A zero-alternative is what the situation would be if the proposed plan would never be
implemented.
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comprehensive plan, it should have an apparent connection to that plan
(Alenius, 2002: 9&17).

Area regulations can be of three different types (that may all be represented
within the one and same area). The first type of area regulations concerns
land-use. The aim can be to maintain an area for a future major change or to
restrict transformation in order to permanently preserve or secure a certain
interest. The second type regulates smaller changes in an existing setting, for
example supplementary measures on existing buildings. The third type of area
regulations concerns matters of an administrative kind, for example the extent
of obligation for permit, or to allow collaboration on exploitation (Alenius,
2002: 111-112). Area regulations are valid until changed or abolished. An area
regulation automatically terminates if replaced with a detailed development
plan (Alenius, 2002: 16).

Building permits are based on plans and on area regulations. There are
different types of permits; building-permit, demolition-permit, and property-
permit (Alenius, 2002: 11). A building-permit is required in order to erect
buildings or parts of buildings, make additions to a building, or to change the
use of a property (8ch 1§, PBL). A building-permit is also necessary in order
to substantially change the conditions or appearance within an area covered by
a detailed development plan (8ch 3§, PBL). A demolition-permit is required to
tear down buildings or parts of buildings in areas regulated by a detailed
development plan, unless doing so has already been decided in the plan. A
property-permit is needed to cut down a tree, to plant new forest, or to do
landfill if that changes the height of a property (8ch 8-9§§, PBL).

Having a detailed development plan for an area facilitates the administration
of permits, as they will be based on work and evaluations already made in the
detailed development plan (Alenius, 2002: 13). Permits must follow the
detailed development plan, and only minor discrepancies can be allowed (8ch
11§, PBL). The Building Committee assesses applications for permits. An
application shall consist of drawings, descriptions and other vital information.
Before the permit is admitted, all plaintiffs, tenant-owners, tenants and tenant-
associations shall be given the chance for assessment. A permit expires if the
permitted action has not been commenced within two years, or not completed
within five years (8ch 19-20&22&33§§, PBL).

The Planning Procedure for Detailed Development Plans
The municipality should, already in the comprehensive plan, decide on when
and where detailed development plans or area regulations will be necessary.
Also the reasons for why such a plan is required should be presented, which
for example could be to further examine the development of settlement.
Detailed development plans and area regulations provides a way for a
proposed usage to attain legal authority. These legal effects concern the
municipality as well as property-owners (Alenius, 2002: 123). The National
Board of Housing, Building and Planning argues that by considering matters
related to detailed development plans already in the comprehensive plan, the
planning procedure for the detailed development plan runs smoother. It can
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also help ensure that a detailed development plan really will be set up. The
municipality decides whether or not to establish a detailed development plan
or area regulation. The County Administrative Board and other municipalities,
can however influence by statements during the comprehensive plan’s
consultation (Alenius, 2002: 18-19).

Establishing a detailed development plan requires two main ambitions;
effectiveness, and that everyone concerned have a possibility of insight and
involvement (Alenius, 2002: 21). The latter requirement implies that everyone
that who is concerned by a suggestion for a program or a plan - state
authorities, municipal authorities, NGOs, property owner, resident as well as
other members of the public - should receive information about the project.
They should furthermore have the possibility to react on the plan suggestion.
This information and debate creates a stronger base for political decisions
(Alenius, 2002: 12). Requirements for transparency and legal safety are
likewise important (Alenius, 2002: 66), and the National Board of Housing,
Building and Planning considers that one of the purposes with physical
planning is to ensure insight and allow for influence for different stakeholders
(Alenius, 2002: 7).

The National Bard of Housing, Building and Planning considers that one of
the main objectives of the Planning and Building Act is to hand over more
responsibility for local environment and planning to the municipalities
(Alenius, 2002: 39). Different municipal authorities are responsible for
different parts of the planning process and for the implementation. The
detailed development plan, being a legally binding document, is the
municipality’s means for implementing its political goals regarding
constructions and settlement, and the social, economical, and environmental
issues associated with this.

The planning procedure for detailed development plan and area regulations
can be performed in two ways, either by regular planning procedure or by
simple planning procedure (Alenius, 2002: 34-35). The latter can be applied
in the case of a less significant proposition (a “routine plan”), if it is not of
relevant interest to the public, and if it is in accordance with the
comprehensive plan and with the County Administrative Board’s perusal
report. The different stages of a regular planning procedure are (Alenius, 2002:
21):

Comprehensive Plan � Program Consultation (Sw: samråd) � Plan
Consultation � Exposition (Sw: utställning) � Admission (Sw:
antagande) � Assessment (Sw: prövning) � Gain of Legal Authority
(Sw: laga kraft)

Simple planning procedure on the other hand, suffices with the stages:

Comprehensive Plan � Consultation/Notification � Admission �

Assessment � Gain of Legal Authority.

It is possible to shift from simple planning procedure to regular planning
procedure, and vice versa during the plan work (Alenius, 2002: 34-35).
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The first step in a planning process is to settle what land-use issues to direct.
The next step is to determine what requirements are necessary in order to
reach that purpose, while reassuring a good environment and a stable
economy. The opposite procedure may occur, as when for some reason there is
an incentive to find a better land-use than the current one (Alenius, 2002: 62).

The Planning and Building Act states that a detailed development plan shall be
based on a program, unless this is unnecessary. The program shall point out
the prerequisites and sources for the plan work, as well as the municipality’s
intentions with the plan, and what goals they want to achieve. Examples of
when a program is unnecessary can be when there is a detailed comprehensive
plan over the area, or if the detailed development plan is supported in the
current comprehensive plan. The reason for this extra step is to give those that
would be affected by the plan a chance to be informed and react before a
course of action is determined. This step moreover provides a possibility for
further investigations. Based on the program, one or several preliminary plan
proposals are set up (Alenius, 2002: 22&46-48).

The next step in the planning process is plan consultation. If many are affected
by a plan, a public meeting or a consultation exposition is arranged. But a plan
consultation can also be a telephone call, a meeting or mail correspondence.
What is important is that the motives for the plan, the basic data, and the
plan’s consequences, are presented clearly. So should also any alternative
solutions to the plan be. The municipality, who is responsible for the plan,
shall consult with the County Administrative Board, the Surveying Authority,
and any other municipalities concerned by the plan. The municipality shall
also offer plaintiffs, tenant-owners, and tenants, as well as any authorities,
NGOs or other persons that in some way have relevant interest in the plan, an
opportunity for consultation. All concerned or affected by the planned
development have the right to react on the plan. However, in order to appeal,
reactions have to be in written (Alenius, 2002: 24-25). Generally all
suggestions and opinions as a result of consultation on the program or plan,
are presented in a consultation report, together with the municipality’s
standpoint regarding these suggestions and opinions (Alenius, 2002: 58).

Before admittance, detailed development plans and area regulations shall be
exposed for review. The plan exposition should not only be accessible, but
also be possible to understand. The exposition should be announced at the
municipality notice board and in an advertisement in the local newspapers one
week before the exposition. The plan exposition shall last for at least three
weeks. Any written comments on the plan should be handed in before the end
of the exposition. Thereafter the municipality gathers the result of all opinions
as a base for a plan proposal, which is presented in a statement together with
the motives for this proposition. In case the proposal is changed substantially,
the plan needs to be exposed again (Alenius, 2002: 27-30).

Detailed development plans and area regulations are admitted by the
Municipal Council (Sw: kommunfullmäktige), which is the municipality’s
highest decision-making authority. The Municipal Council can delegate the
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admission to the Municipal Executive Board (Sw: kommunstyrelsen) or to the
Building Committee (Sw: byggnadsnämnden). The admission is posted on the
municipality’s notice board, and it is possible to appeal the plan during three
weeks. When this time has expired, if no appeals have been submitted, and if
the County Administrative Board approves the plan, it gains legal authority
(Alenius, 2002: 31-33). The legal effects from the plan are tied to the area, not
to a certain property, and therefore continue also if the property-owner
changes (Alenius, 2002: 123).

The Planning Procedure for Comprehensive Plans
The municipality shall, whenever proposing a new comprehensive plan, or
modification of comprehensive plan, consult with the County Administrative
Board, other municipalities affected by the plan, and with the Regional
Planning Authority. The County Administrative Board should make sure that
state and national interests are regarded. They should moreover give advise
regarding public interest according to the 2nd chapter of the Planning and
Building Act, and on matters concerning environment and concerning risks.
An opportunity for consultation shall also be provided to authorities, NGOs
and members of the public concerned by the plan. The result of the
consultation shall be presented in a consultation statement (4ch 3-4§§, PBL).

The comprehensive plan should be available for exposition during at least two
months, and should be accompanied by plan description, a summary of the
consultation, and the comprehensive plan valid at the time. Written opinions
about the plan can be handed in during the time for the exposition. The result
of the exposition should be presented in an exposition statement. If the plan is
substantially changed, it should be exposed again (4ch 6-8&10§§, PBL).

The Municipal Council admits the comprehensive plan. Once the plan has
gained legal authority, it is sent to Boverket, the County Administrative Board,
the Regional Planning Authority and to other concerned municipalities (4ch
11&13§§, PBL).

PPart i c ipant s in the Plannin g Proc es s

The National Encyclopaedia describes the term ‘actor’ as it is used in social
sciences as the person or institution that acts, takes action, or who is an
implementer.62 In my study I use ‘actor’ in the sense of ‘planning participant’.
A planning participant may be a stakeholder, or a municipal authority
represented by an official (Sw: tjänsteman) who participates in planning due to
a professional role. The roles at focus in the case studies belong to the latter
category. I regard the officials’ professional role as including ’occupational
skill’, but also education, traditions and status, which coin their perspectives
and form their work. The respondents in the study describe a discrepancy
between theory and practice in the local context, which I interpret as an

62 Based on the definition of ’aktör’ in the Swedish National Encyclopaedia, www.ne.se
(2005-06-30).
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indication of what Maria Håkansson describes as the discrepancy between
‘know-how’, which is based on experience, and the theoretically attained
‘know-that’ (Håkansson, 2005: 51-52).63

In the following section a number of actors are presented. They are chosen
with consideration to the delimitations of the project. There is a range of other
actors who can be involved in risk planning processes that are thereby not
included. The actors are divided into levels of authority; central authorities,
authorities at a regional level, and municipal authorities at the local level. The
municipal authorities are at focus in the case studies, and their roles,
responsibilities and influences on planning will be further elaborated in
chapter 7. The participants’ roles and legislative connections are described and
associated to their responsibilities in connection to ‘risk’ and to planning.

Central Authorities
The Swedish Rescue Services Agency
The Swedish Rescue Services Agency (SRV) is the central authority for
matters concerning accident prevention and damage reduction.64 Their mission
is to prevent accidents, to minimise damage from accidents, and to support
society’s safety work. Among their commissions are assistance in the events
of catastrophes, to be in charge of state of alert (Sw: beredskap) for accidents
caused by nuclear energy, chemicals or oil, to prepare for assistance to other
countries with humanitarian assistance and rescue, and to implement safety
regulations for the transportation of dangerous goods. SRV moreover
coordinates the Fire and Rescue Services. This is done through information, by
providing education, courses and exercises, and by developing methods and
equipment for the Fire and Rescue Services to use. SRV furthermore, via the
County Administrative Board, supervises the Fire and Rescue Services.

SRV is the central supervisory authority (Sw: tillsynsmyndighet) for the Civil
Protection Act, the Seveso Act, and for the Act on Inflammable and Explosive
Goods.65 SRV performs both operational supervising and supervising
guidance, which means follow-up, evaluation and support to other supervisory
authorities where SRV is the central supervisory authority, such as County
Administrative Boards, municipalities, or local Police authorities.

SRV is, like other authorities responsible for safety matters, obliged to provide
knowledge about risks and methods for risk management, which they do by
publishing regulations and general advice. Regarding risk management from a

63 Håkansson bases this discussion on Dreyfus (1986). Håkansson’s dissertation also includes
an interesting discussion about ‘profession’, occupational practice and use of knowledge,
especially in the context of municipal officials and planning (Håkansson, 2005: 49-64).
64 Information about the Swedish Rescue Services Agency is based on www.srv.se (2004-10-
06 & 2005-08-22), Davidsson (2003) and on a publication by four State authorities
“Riskanalyser i fysisk planering” (2000).
65 Swedish translation. The Civil Protection Act (Sw: Lag om Skydd mot Olyckor). The Seveso
directive (Sw: Lagen om åtgärder för att förebygga och begränsa följderna av allvarliga
kemikalieolyckor), which is connected to the Environmental Code. The Act on Inflammable
and Explosive Goods (SFS 1988:868).
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planning point of view, SRV mainly strives to develop specialist knowledge
about accident risks and methods for accident prevention and damage
reduction to use in planning. SRV also provides information regarding safety
and security to be used in risk-analyses.

The National Board of Housing, Building and Planning
The National Board of Housing, Building and Planning is the central
administrative authority for planning, the economising of land and water,
urban development, building and housing.66 This also means that they are
responsible at a central level for the coordination of work regarding health and
safety in planning. Boverket is assigned and regulated by the Government and
the Parliament, whom they answer to but also work to other authorities,
municipalities, County Administrative Boards and other regional authorities,
and to participants in the housing and building markets.

Boverket supervises and manages administrative concerns, and is also
responsible for surveillance of the application of laws and regulations.
Boverket assists the Government with investigations and with statements, and
also provides the governmental authorities with basic data for the application
of the Planning and Building Act and the Environmental Code. Boverket
publishes regulations and provides information about new or changed
regulations, for example concerning health and safety aspects in planning or
recommendations regarding risk analyses.

The Swedish Environmental Protection Agency
The Swedish Environmental Protection Agency (Sw: Naturvårdsverket) is the
central administrative authority for environmental matters, with the role of
coordinator of the overall work with the national environmental quality goals
and also of evaluation of goal achievement.67 One task is to evaluate the
environment’s condition and describe its development. Naturvårdsverket also
coordinates, guides and evaluates other authorities’ environmental work and
supervision, and is also responsible for the correct implementation of the
Environmental Code. They should moreover make sure that knowledge about
environment and environmental work is accessible, and that environmental
factors are integrated into all sectors. Naturvårdsverket contributes to the
community planning process by providing basic data regarding environment to
be used in environmental assessments and risk-analyses, and by publishing
general advice and other publications.

Authorities at the Regional Level
The County Administrative Board
The County Administrative Board (Sw: länsstyrelsen) is responsible for the
county’s central governmental administration (except for when some other

66 Information about Boverket is based on www.boverket.se (2004-10-04), Pauldrach (1998:
bilaga1), on a publication by four State authorities “Riskanalyser i fysisk planering” (2000:
20) and on (2§, Statute 1996:124).
67 Information about Naturvårdsverket is based on (1-3§§, Statute 2001:1096), on a publication
by four State authorities “Riskanalyser i fysisk planering” (2000: 13-15) and on the
Governmental statement (prop 1997/98:145).
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government authority is in charge), and is to make sure that the county
develops in accordance with the national political goals. It is structured
directly under the Government, and has a two-sided role of being both the
county’s representative towards the State, and at the same time being the
State’s representative in the county. The County Administrative Board has
several different tasks ranging from civil defence, fire and rescue service (for
which it is supervisory authority), and social care, to communication,
environmental protection and planning.68

The County Administrative Board represents the State in physical planning;
primarily by supplying governmental basic planning data, and by supporting
the municipalities with advice and assessment during plan consultation. The
municipality should consult with the County Administrative Board in plan
work, and the County Administrative Board is responsible for making sure
that matters concerning health and safety are sufficiently considered in the
plan (Slettenmark, 2003: 25). The County Administrative Board should assess
a municipality’s decision to admit a plan if it may bring on consequences that
are not eligible with regards to environment, health or protection from
accidents (12ch 1§, PBL). If safety and health issues are not sufficiently
regarded in the plan, the County Administrative Board should require
reconsideration (Naturvårdsverket et al., 2000: 12). The County
Administrative Board supports the municipalities’ work on accident protection
by providing support and information (SFS 2003:778, 1ch 5§).

The County Council
The County Council (Sw: landstinget) administers issues that are too complex
for municipalities to manage themselves. Its main responsibilities are health-
care and public transportation. The County Council moreover coordinates the
municipal broad-planning, for example by setting up regional plans and by
reviewing local planning decisions as a means to fulfil national interests. The
County Council is publicly elected, and politically operated (Alfredsson and
Cars, 2000/2001: 24-27). It is organised in committees that focus on specific
issues.69

Local Authorities
Municipalities structure their departments in different ways. Three
authoritative and/or administrative roles are central in this study; the Planning
Office, the Environmental Agency and the Fire and Rescue Services. The
Building Office is to some extent also included. Generally, the Fire and
Rescue Services are separated as an independent department, whereas
Planning Office and Environmental Agency, together with Building Office,
are connected or separated in various ways and under numerous names. The
departments consist of officials, and respond to a political committee. These
committees have different responsibilities and competences, which correspond
to their respective administrative tasks.

68 Based on the Swedish National Encyclopaedia, www.ne.se (2005-08-22).
69 Based on the Swedish National Encyclopaedia, www.ne.se (2005-08-22).
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The Planning Offices’, the Fire and Rescue Services’ and the Environmental
Agencies’ roles in general as well as related directly to the specific cases, will
be further described in chapter 7 based on the respondents’ perceptions of their
own and others’ roles and interests. Here is however a brief description.

Planning Office
The Planning Office is responsible for the municipality’s plan work. Their
work is primarily regulated by the Planning- and Building Act and by the
Environmental Code.

The Planning Office’s role in plan work is ensuring that various authorities,
the County Administrative Board, and others concerned by the plan are
informed and given the possibility to influence the plan work. The Planning
Office shall thereafter review all comments and try to balance different public
and private interests, together with legislation, into a plan.

Building Office
The Building Office is responsible for granting building permits, and the
Building Inspectors are in charge of the building consultations and the control
process during the building phase.

Environmental Agency
The Environmental Agency usually has several different tasks, such as
inspecting health and environment. In plan work, the Environmental Agency
has a consultative role as referral authority (Sw: remissinstans), which is the
role of the expert, but also a control role. The Environmental Agency can be in
charge of permit assessment and supervision (Sw: tillsyn) of ecologically
hazardous activities (Sw: miljöfarlig verksamhet), such as chemicals.

The Fire and Rescue Services
The Civil Protection Act states that rescue service are those “fire and rescue
operations that the State or the municipalities are responsible for in case of
accidents and imminent risk for accidents, to prevent and restrict damage on
people, property and the environment” (SFS 2003:778, ch1 §2, own
translation). The municipality is responsible for preventing fire and other types
of accidents concerning its citizens, unless in some specific situations when
the State through other authorities is in charge of the rescue service (SFS
2003:778). The Fire and Rescue Services are responsible for the operational
fire and rescue service in the municipality. Of Sweden’s 290 municipalities,
108 cooperate in the rescue services field in 30 municipal unions (SRV,
2005: 8).

The Fire and Rescue Services’ main objective is to assure that the public is
“provided with a reasonable degree of safety in relation to local risks”, but
also to reduce damage on property and on environment.70 The traditional focus
has been on fire and accidents, but today there is also a requirement to focus
on accident prevention work, which includes increased involvement in the

70 The citation is from http://www.srv.se/templates/SRV_AreaPage____350.aspx (2004-10-
06).
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community planning process. This is usually achieved by acting as referral
agent, although the competence of the Fire and Rescue Service is to a higher
degree implemented in the planning process. In some municipalities the Fire
and Rescue Services also handles and submits permits for inflammable and
explosive goods, and is in charge of supervision.

The recent legislation, the Civil Protection Act (2003:778), which replaced the
Swedish Rescue Services Act (1986:1102) on January 1st 2004, regulates the
Fire and Rescue Services work. The County Administrative Board is the
supervisory authority for the Fire and Rescue Services (Naturvårdsverket et
al., 2000: 16).

The figure below presents the relationship between actors at different
structural levels.
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Chapter 4 - Detailed Development Plan for
Biogas Bus Depot

Linköping municipality has gradually transformed their city bus traffic into
biogas fuel usage. A new biogas bus depot was to be built in Kallerstad in
order to replace the former depot that was required to move as it caused
disturbances.71 The schedule was tight in the project as the bus depot would
have to be ready for use at the start of a new agreement-period for public
transportation.

The treatment of highly explosive biogas required risk consideration in the
planning process. The aim was that the new bus depot would have more risk
preventive safety and security measures than the old depot, and thereby
reduce both causes for and consequences from a major gas leak.

The detailed development plan gained legal authority in May 2003 and
building permit was granted in November 2003. The new agreement period for
public transportation began the 1st of July 2004, at which time the bus depot
had just been completed.

IIntroduct ion

The City of Linköping
Linköping is located in the middle of Östergötland and is a rapid growing
municipality with about 137 000 inhabitants, which makes it the fifth largest
municipality in Sweden. Linköping has a relatively large industrial sector,
which is dominated by the transportation industry with Saab-Scania as the
largest employer. The university as well as the military activities in the region
also contribute to the city’s character.72

71 The case description is based on a large amount of data from the planning process for the
detailed development plan and following building process for the biogas bus depot in
Kallerstad. This includes different versions of plan acts, statements produced during
consultation and exposition, and various sorts of assessments, investigations, permits,
applications, contracts, meeting protocols, referrals etc. Also documents concerning
Linköping’s comprehensive plan (1998) and a detailed comprehensive plan covering the
Kallerstad-Mörtlösa area (1992) have been used. Further, interviews with representatives for
the Technical and Planning Office, the Environmental Agency and the Fire and Rescue
Services have contributed with information. The planner’s review of the case description has
been valuable for validation. The author provides exact references by request, although not
presented in the case description unless of specific relevance.
72 Based on data from Linköping’s comprehensive plan (1998), and from the municipality’s
webpage http://www.linkoping.se/InformationTill/turist/linkoping/index.htm (2005-04-20).
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Plannin g Strat eg ies

The comprehensive plan from 1998 lists a number of strategies for the future
development of the municipality. The plan highlights the importance of a well-
functioning public transportation system and the positive consequences for the
labour and housing markets, the economical development and the region in
general. The comprehensive plan states that “public transportation should also
in the future be seen as a basic social service. This means that everyone
should be able to participate in public life without having to be dependent on
an having an own car”.73 The plan also describes the delicate task of balancing
requests for increased mobility and accessibility with requirements to decrease
pollution and energy-use. One way to cope with this is by simultaneous
planning of residential areas, work places, service functions, and public
transportation. Another factor is the trend towards more environmentally
friendly and less energy consuming vehicles. From 1997-98 biogas-operated
buses gradually outnumbered Linköping’s bus-traffic in the city.

The existing bus depot (Sw: bussdepå) for both biogas buses and diesel driven
buses was located in Barhäll, adjacent to other activities such as small-scale
industries, but also close to a residential area. The biogas handling inflicted the
site with risk aspects. Additionally, the Barhäll location was small and dense
and did not provide the potential for expansion required to transform all the
municipality’s bus traffic into biogas buses. The Barhäll depot was target of
much complaint, mainly because of noise from the biogas buses, but also
because of smell from the first models of biogas buses. Furthermore, there
were operational disturbances, which made people concerned and worried
about the possible risks connected to the biogas buses. All this prompted to the
need to find another location for the biogas bus garage.74 For the municipality,
solving the problems in Barhäll was important as it became a “matter of
image”. When adjusting to a more sustainable traffic alternative, the activity
should be operated in a way that would not cause disturbances for the
surroundings.

The municipality decided to solve the Barhäll problem by building a
completely new bus depot. The Municipal Executive Board’s Planning
Committee assigned the Municipal Executive Office (Sw:
kommunledningskontor) in the end of 2001, to assess how and when to close
the bus garage in Barhäll, and to set up a proposal for ownership. The
acquisition of the municipality’s public transportation was to be finished by
the end of 2002, and needed to include the new biogas bus depot, which
should be ready for use by the new agreement-period for public transportation
that would begin on the 1st of July 2004. This approaching acquisition of
public transportation made the work with creating a detailed development plan
for the new biogas bus garage particularly urgent.

73 Own translation from Linköping’s comprehensive plan (1998), part one pages 7&97.
74 According to an interview with a representative for the Environmental Agency (2004-11-
29). According to the minutes from a meeting at the Municipal Executive Board (2002-03-25)
were the disturbances however not caused by the biogas-operation, but rather due to the large
number of vehicles.
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The Proposed Location and Previous Plans
Kallerstad was evaluated as a possible location for the bus station in June
2002. The area has a distinguished location along the European road E4, and is
thereby characterised by its accessibility and proximity to the city centre.
Kallerstad-Mörtlösa is part of the large-scale flat country with flat rocks and
primary-rock hills, but consists mostly of clay area. Most of the area was at the
time un-built. The northern parts of the plan area consisted of agricultural land
and hills overgrown with trees, and the western parts connect to a wetland.
The plan proposal required exploiting the agricultural land.

© Lantmäteriverket Gävle 2006. Medgivande I 2006/0886

A detailed comprehensive plan for Kallerstad-Mörtlösa from 1992 stated that
the development of the area depended on the future demand for work areas,
but also supermarkets were included in this plan. The detailed comprehensive
plan determined that due to technical and economical reasons, primarily the
eastern parts of the area should be used for expansion. The municipality’s
valid comprehensive plan from 1998 stated that the area should for now
maintain the purpose in the plan from 1992, but may also be suitable for
development as work area.

Two national interests concern parts of the plan area, the airfield next to Saab,
and the natural resource clay. The municipality has however both in the
comprehensive plan from 1998 and in the detailed comprehensive plan from
1992 questioned that the clay deposit in Kallerstad-Mörtlösa should be
regarded as national interest, since they want to use the area for other
purposes. The County Administrative Board based on State authorities such as
the Geological Survey of Sweden, the Swedish Environmental Protection
Agency and the National Board of Housing, Building and Planning considered
the clay to be of national interest. The municipality however argued that there
was nothing unique about the clay in Kallerstad-Mörtlösa as it is present also
in other places in Linköping’s surroundings. Therefore the detailed
development plan and area regulations for parts of this area state that the area
could be used for construction, and exclude clay deposit. Based on the detailed
comprehensive plan from 1992, area regulations were set up with a connection
to Leca’s clay activities. The area regulations were followed by a detailed
development plan for the clay deposit area. According to a decision made by
the County Administrative Board, a plan for the clay pit was set up.
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The consulting firm J&W was working to update the detailed comprehensive
plan for the Kallerstad-Mörtlösa area, when the idea for a new bus depot came
up. This gave an opportunity to evaluate possible locations for a biogas bus
garage with adjoining constructions within this area. The land-use in general
was evaluated in this work, and the possibility for building a bus depot for
biogas buses was investigated to make sure that the proposed bus depot would
not obscure the future development of the area. This detailed comprehensive
plan was however never completed, which to some extent depended on the
urgency of establishing the detailed development plan. The reason why the
Kallerstad location was considered was mainly its proximity to the biogas
production plant, which in turn is close to the waste plant. The choice for
location can therefore be seen as a chain; the biogas production plant was built
because of the waste plant, and the suggested location for biogas bus garage
followed the biogas production plant. Landscape aspects were a key factor, as
the depot would be space consuming. The Kallerstad location could provide
support in the landscape because of vegetation and topography. There were no
real attempts to find alternative locations other than within the Kallerstad-
Mörtlösa area, although there were some suggestions for locations on the other
side of the city. These were mainly suggested due to some of the bus drivers
considering being Kallerstad too far away, and would prefer a location to
which they could ride their bikes to work.75 Within the Kallerstad-Mörtlösa
area four different locations were tried out to see what effect they would have
on the rest of the area. A modified version of one of them was chosen after
consultation with representatives for Östgötatrafiken and Linköping Biogas
AB. The Technical and Planning Office then decided that the western parts of
Kallerstad-Mörtlösa would be the most suitable site for the biogas-bus garage
and the plant. The road infrastructure were the determining factors for this
choice.76

One of the disadvantages of the proposed location was Kallerstad Gård, an old
farm house, which the municipality owned and let out as a private residence.
The Technical and Planning Office set up a special information meeting for
those few families living there to inform them on what the proposed plan
would mean. It was from their point of view however more a matter of the
changes in the landscape than risk aspects.77

75 According to an interview with a representative for the Environmental Agency (2004-11-
29).
76 According to the environmental impact assessment. According to the representative for the
Technical and Planning Office was it however not a heavy economic issue.
77 According to an interview with a representative for the Technical and Planning Office
(2004-11-29).
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Plannin g Proc es s

The location and the general outlines were already more or less decided when
the idea for plan was presented.78 The detailed development planning process
started without a program. Previous planning were the main reason for
excluding the program, as the area was covered by a detailed comprehensive
plan and by an area regulation, of which the former at that time was
undergoing revision. Also the plans for the clay area were studied in order to
make sure that the bus garage would be consistent with a possible
development of the clay area.

The municipality considered the proposed location for biogas bus depot not to
really be part of the work place area in the plans from 1992 and 1998, and
therefore decided that it could be constructed without having to determine the
structure for the whole area. The formal decision for assessing a biogas bus
depot in Kallerstad in a detailed development plan was made in September
2002. Planning was required to make sure that the whole bus garage was fitted
into the plan area, or adjacent to it. A project manager for the commission had
by this time been engaged.

CConsul tat ion

In October 2002 J&W (who had already been working on a detailed
comprehensive plan for the area) was commissioned to produce consultation
plan acts for the bus depot, an environmental impact assessment, which should
include a simple risk analysis, and suggestions for the design of roads and an
intersection.

On the 26th of November 2002, the Technical Committee invited the
concerned parties to an information and consultation meeting concerning the
detailed development plan. The usual procedure with an advertisement in the
local newspaper was applied. Although the documents were not yet complete,
the Technical Committe decided to let the plan undergo consultation. The
missing documents were not considered to influence the planning process, and
could be added during the consultation period. The period for consultation was
set from the 25th of November to the 12th of December 2002. Regular planning
procedure was to be applied, and construction was planned to start in summer
2003, as the bus garage had to be ready to use by summer 2004.
Implementation time was set to five years.

The consultation plan act included a plan map with regulations, an illustration
plan, a plan description, an implementation description and an environmental
impact assessment with a comprehensive risk analysis for the management of
biogas.

78 But according to an interview with a representative for the Environmental Agency (2004-
11-29) there still seems to have been some kind of “informal program”, based on informal
meetings and agreements. This will be further directed in chapter 7.
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The plan’s purpose was to assess the possibility of a garage for biogas buses in
Kallerstad-Mörtlösa, and in an initial stage also a parking place for regular
buses, in total 80-100 buses. The idea was to expand to a larger number of
biogas buses later on (50 more). Refuelling and other services for the biogas
buses would take place on location. A separate plant for the treatment of
biogas would be constructed adjacent to the bus garage, as would also a filling
station for biogas driven cars, primarily the municipality’s garbage trucks. The
plan was not assessed to be in conflict with the valid comprehensive plan or
area regulations, except for the location of some constructions.

Environmental Impact Assessment
The environmental impact assessment was produced by WSP Energi och
miljö, WSP Samhällsbyggnad (former J&W), on commission from
Linköping’s Technical and Planning Office. The purpose was to point to the
most important environmental aspects from constructing and operating a new
biogas bus depot in Kallerstad. Because of the handling of biogas the
environmental impact assessment was required to be accompanied by a risk
analysis. The environmental impact assessment provided recommendations
and suggestions both to considerations and to improvements. The zero-
alternative, i.e. what would happen if the proposed plan would never be
implemented, was based on the revised comprehensive plan, which stated
activity area. The existing land-use was therefore never considered relevant as
zero alternative. The zero-alternative was assessed to have little effect on the
environment. As stated in the environmental assessment the zero-alternative
would however be based on keeping the existing bus garage and biogas
management in Barhäll. A number of possible consequences connected to the
Kallerstad depot were brought up together with suggested measures.
• The case was strongly connected to an environmental profile. The matter

of storm water (Sw: dagvatten) was therefore important, as it would not be
compatible to promote something that would be beneficial in terms of air,
if it at the same time would be damaging for the water environment.79

Kallerstadsbäcken, the brook that drains the plan area, had due to
discharge from industries in the drainage area, already showed increased
contents of metals and organic substances. Filters and oil-separators should
be used to avoid consequences from possible oil or metal contamination in
the storm water, and the garage should be designed to avoid discharge into
the wastewater (Sw: avlopp) net. Most of the area however consists of
clay, which constitutes a good protection.

• There were risks for discharge to the soil due to the handling of chemicals
at the bus depot; mainly oils, solvents, glycol, degreasing agents and
washing soap. This could impact micro-organisms and plants. Also the
zero-alternative would bring on these types of risks, although to a lower
extent. The fact that the soil mainly consisted of clay was considered
favourable, as possible spread of contamination would thereby be slow.
Absorption agents should still be accessible so that waste could be taken
care of as quick as possible.

79 According to the representative for the Environmental Agency (2004-11-29).
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• More land would be used in the plan’s proposal compared to the zero-
alternative. As the proposed activities would be located within open areas,
the impact on valuable nature was anyway expected to be low. The amount
of green areas would however be strongly reduced, and the environmental
impact assessment stressed the importance of maintaining pathways within
green areas between the shattered groves. The plan’s borders were adjusted
to spare an edge of sloe that was biologically rich, and important to birds.
The environmental impact assessment stated that the importance of
variation of biotypes would need to be regarded in future plan work.

• The plan area is exposed to air pollution from the urban area and from the
two adjacent roads Kallerstadsleden and Ekängsvägen. No investigations
had been made to determine the air quality for the area, but the present
usage would most likely be below the valid environmental quality norms
with a good margin. The bus garage would generate a significant increase
in traffic locally, which would contribute to air pollution. This addition
was however considered to be moderate in proportion to the rest of the
traffic at Kallerstadsleden. The environmental assessment stated that
nothing indicated that the depot would contribute to exceeding the valid
norms and recommended levels for environmental and air quality. The
discharge from biogas was not estimated to impact on local air quality,
although methane has a global impact by being a green house gas. The
regional and global impacts would anyway be the same from both
alternatives, as the zero-alternative would mean that the plant at Barhäll
would remain. The nearby production plant for biogas sometimes
produced unpleasant smells, but this problem had reduced significantly
after installation of effective bio-filters.

• The environmental impact assessment stated that noise was a widely
spread health problem in the county, mostly due to road traffic. The
proposed bus garage would increase the noise levels, which would have to
be considered when establishing activities nearby. It would be important to
choose roads to and from the bus garage, also within Kallerstad-Mörtlösa,
with consideration to decreasing the spread of noise.

• Other risk-factors brought up in the environmental impact assessment were
that electrical equipment, transformer stations and cables would give rise
to electromagnetic fields, but this was not estimated to exceed the
recommended levels. The cable-types and the positioning of cables should
to a reasonable extent anyway be arranged to minimise the electromagnetic
fields. Risks connected to radon were assessed to be normal, and no
particular safety measures would be motivated. There is always a risk for
discharge into the soil when managing waste. The handling of toxic waste
should therefore take place indoors or on hardened surfaces where there
would not be a risk of spreading to the surroundings. As the amount of
waste would not be that large at the plant, the impact from waste
management was assessed to be small. There would be noise and pollution
during construction. The risk for disturbances was however estimated to
be low, as there were no other activities in the surrounding area. No
specific environmental goals or programs were presented for the building
project. The developer was however recommended to consult with the
operator.
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The environmental impact assessment moreover directed factors such as the
maximum height on buildings, cultural environment and ancient remains,
urban- and landscape scenery, outdoor life and recreation, local climate and
light, raw material energy and natural resources.

Risk Analysis
The risks for accidents at the biogas depot would mostly be connected to the
biogas treatment, and this was further studied in a comprehensive risk
analysis. The bus garage and the biogas station were classified with the lowest
degree of permit obligation for constructions, according to the Environmental
Code. This means that the municipality is in charge of both granting permits
and supervision (SFS 1998:900). A risk analysis was produced by J&W
Energi och Miljö, with the purpose to constitute a base for evaluating risks
related to the management of biogas. It was based on a previous investigation
from 1996 “Säkerhetsstudie för biogasdrivna bussar” by Vattenfall
Energisystem, a risk analysis for the biogas production plant, valid regulations
for biogas, and other basic data concerning the biogas plant and handling of
gas.

Biogas consists of methane, which is formed through decomposition of
organic material. It is rich in energy and is chemically closely related to
liquefied petroleum gas (Sw: gasol). Biogas is odourless and colourless, and
therefore a scent needs to be added so that the gas is detectable for humans.
Methane is classified as extremely inflammable, but not as damaging to health
or environment even at very high concentrations.

The biogas plant adjacent to the bus depot would contain compressors and
storage tanks for biogas. The storage of an extremely inflammable gas under
high pressure connected the plant to risks. The risk analysis listed a number of
possible risks, together with expected consequences. The proposed location
was not considered to be an obstruction from a risk perspective, as the risks for
accidents with biogas were considered to be low. Although the actual risk for
accidents was considered small, working in the nearby area of the biogas plant
could still cause worries and perceived insecurity. The fact that this could
impact on wellbeing just as much as direct health effects, was discussed in the
environmental impact assessment. The proposed plan was assessed to lead to
less worries about accidents with gas, air pollutions and traffic accidents
compared to the zero-alternative, where the Barhäll depot would remain. The
environmental impact assessment stated that continuous information and
consultation would be important to decrease worries, as would providing
information regarding that the state of alert in case of accident would be high
be.

The risk analysis determined a required safety distance of 25 meters to
buildings where people would regularly be present, and 50 meters to buildings
that would be difficult to evacuate. A fence would surround the bus and biogas
area. The proposed activities were not expected to cause disturbances to the
surroundings.
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The safety investigation from 1996 for the depot at Barhäll determined a
number of possible dangerous scenarios; fire in adjacent buildings, traffic
accident causing discharge of inflammable substances followed by fire, gas
leak, collision, sabotage, and stroke of lightning. Two cases were used as
dimensioned damage; fire at a buss attached the refuelling unit at the gas-
storage and a larger gas leak at the storage tanks. New circumstances were
however called attention to as the conditions at the new depot differed from
the Barhäll garage.
• There were no other activities present in the nearby area, and no new

would be set up before risk aspects had been further studied.
• The parking place for biogas buses would not be in direct connection to the

biogas depot, and the risk for damage from collision was considered to be
low as traffic right next to the biogas plant would be limited.

• As the distances to the roads Kallerstadsleden and Ekängsvägen were
respectively 200 meters and 150 meters, traffic accidents with dangerous
goods were not considered to affect the biogas depot.

• The new biogas depot would be safer than the old one in several ways.
That compressors and gas storage would be separated by gas-safe walls
and that there would be a separate building for electricity were especially
valuable.

• The biogas depot would be in the Saab airfield’s area for landing and
takeoff and could be damaged and cause fire or explosion in case of plane
crash or emergency landing. This had however been estimated as very
unlikely and had therefore not been taken into consideration.

• Larger amounts of gas would be stored and handled at the new plant
compared to the Barhäll depot.

• The gas pipeline from the production plant would be shorter, but this had
not been evaluated in this investigation.

As a result of the new conditions one of the previous dimensioned damages -
impact from fire in a bus - was no longer considered to be of relevance.
However, a major gas leak at the storage tanks could not be excluded. In worst
case, this could lead to a jet-fire with very high intensity. A number of
regulations for handling biogas were presented in the risk analysis. The
analysis decided the new biogas depot to overall satisfy very high safety
standards. As the new depot would have more preventive safety and security
measures, the risks were considered to be lower compared to the existing
biogas depot in Barhäll, both regarding the probability for accident and
consequences. The risk analysis therefore found no obstacles from a risk point
of view for locating the bus garage at the proposed location. A risk distance
within which no other activities were to be developed should be set in the
detailed development plan. As no new residential areas would be located
nearby, this risk distance could be relatively short. Risk aspects due to the
biogas depot would need to be regarded in the process for detailed
development plan in the case of future establishments.

Consultation Statements
A number of consultation statements (Sw: samrådsyttranden) on the proposed
detailed development plan were presented. Brought up here are statements that
in some way are connected to risks for health and environment.
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The Fire and Rescue Services highlighted the need for systems for water and
wastewater, heating, electrical distribution and IT/telecom to be robust and
persistent. They also drew attention to that, as stated in the risk analysis, a
serious gas leak at the gas storage could not be excluded. The risk for sabotage
in the biogas plant or the bus garage had not been assessed as dimensioned
damage in the risk analysis, but the Fire and Rescue Services suggested that
this factor would be appointed anyway. Therefore should preventive measures
and information both to public and to staff be described in the risk analysis. A
safety distance of 50 meters to new activities had been stated in the
comprehensive risk analysis. The Fire and Rescue Services clarified that this
distance was actually to be determined after further assessment based on the
actual design of the depot, and that this final distance should be regulated on
the plan map.

The Environmental Agency/Environmental Committee approved the plan
proposal without objections, as the environmental assessment showed that the
construction would have a limited influence on health and environment, as the
air quality would not be impacted outside of Kallerstad, and since nothing
indicated that valid norms for environmental quality would be exceeded. The
Environmental Committee would decide that Kallerstad Gård could no longer
be used for residential purposes if it would turn out that the bus garage would
bring on severe disturbances. The matter of storm water was considered to
need further investigation. The Environmental Agency/Committee also
reminded that constructions for fuel and washing facilities for vehicles were
obliged to be reported according to the Environmental Code regarding
ecologically hazardous activities.

The Building Committee informed that the issue of “equality” was lacking in
the plan, and stated that every detailed development plan should consider how
to improve safety and security (crime preventive measures) for pedestrians. It
would be necessary to ensure safe places. Pedestrian and bicycle roads should
be designed to provide a good overview of the area, trees and bushes should
not be too high, and light should be designed with consideration to security.
The Building Committee also discussed issues related to character and to
cultivated land.

Saab/Linköping’s Airport referred to that the airfield is a national interest
according to in the Environmental Code, 3ch 8§. Moreover was the location’s
suitability for a highly explosive plant questioned. It was not considered
advisable to further exploit land within the area for takeoff, as a possible plane
crash during start would bring on risks for people and for property.
Furthermore were regulations on building heights requested.

Tekniska Verken, Linköpings Biogas AB’s statement clarified that the
intended solution was to allocate the electrical power room to a separate
building and to have gas-safe walls between compressors and the units for gas
storage. However, as the budget for the project had not yet been set, this would
not necessarily be the final solution. They also pointed to the fact that the risk
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analysis’ extract from SÄIFS regarding safety distances was not completely
applicable, and should therefore be withdrawn.

The County Administrative Board in Östergötland determined the
environmental impact assessment to constitute a good base for decisions, and
appreciated the fact that a distinctive risk analysis had been set up because of
the biogas handling. They however wanted to add the transference pipelines
for the distribution of biogas to the plant to the analysis. The County
Administrative Board stressed that the conclusions from the environmental
impact assessment and from the risk analysis should be integrated into the
future planning and in the implementation. They especially notified the
necessity for future activities to consider risks due to the handling of biogas.
Clarifying risk aspects in the plan description besides in the risk analysis
would therefore be beneficial. The County Administrative Board also
appointed that the plan required that some ancient remains would be removed
after final archaeological investigation, which would require permit according
to the Act on Listed Buildings (Sw: kulturminneslagen). It was moreover
requested that consequences from traffic would be analysed.

Other statements discussed the necessity of analysing consequences from
traffic, property regulations and height of buildings. There were no statements
sent in by members of the public.

Result of Consultation
The statements were commented in the municipality’s consultation report (Sw:
samrådsredogörelse). The consultation report remarked almost all suggestions
and statements that in some way concerned ‘risks’. These remarks stated that
the comments would be seen to, and that they would either be included in the
plan or evaluated in detail. The County Administrative Board’s statement
regarding the transference pipelines would be seen to and the pipes would be
located with consideration to safety. The Building Committee’s requirement
on lighting for pedestrian and bicycle roads would be sorted out, and the
suggestions for change in the plan regulations would be considered. The Fire
and Rescue Services’ clarification of safety distance received the remark that
this would be considered in future planning when the type of activity was
known. The Environmental Office’s comment on possible disturbances would
be closer regarded if disturbances occurred, and measures would in that case
be examined. Cleansing processes for storm water had been assured in the plan
acts. Tekniska Verken/Biogas’ suggestions for adjustments in the plan would
be included. Saab’s request for maximum height on buildings was added to the
plan map. Regarding Saab’s comment that the choice of location would
include risks, the municipality replied that the risks caused by this location had
been set against the effects on the municipality’s future development from
choosing any other location of this size close to the city centre. Tekniska
Verken’s remark regarding the intended risk preventive measures not being
certain due to the budget not yet set, was not at all commented.

The Technical and Planning Office concluded that none of the statements
should constitute impediment for the decision to expose the detailed
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development plan for review, and the plan was taken to the next stage of the
planning process.

EExpos it ion

The plan was modified on basis of the statements from the consultation, and
material that had not yet been completed when the consultation started was
added. Other changes compared to the previous plan version were;
• An illustration that showed the whole expansion of the depot was added to

the material, as was an illustration of the road connection.
• The plan was modified in accordance with the Fire and Rescue Services

statement concerning safety distance. The text in the plan description
explained that although a preliminary safety distance for the management
of biogas was set to 25-50 meters, the final distance would be decided
when more calculations and data based on the actual design of the bus
garage were accessible. Also a comment concerning the public biogas
station, and the maximum height of these buildings, was added to the
material.

• The section about disturbances was changed from stating that the activities
had no impact on the surrounding areas, to that they would have some
consequence on the surroundings, for example noise.

• The timetable in the implementation description was slightly modified.
Some modifications were made in the sections about division of
responsibilities, contracts and matters concerning property rights and
economy.

• The archaeological excavations had by this time been completed.
• The comprehensive risk analysis was modified in accordance with

Tekniska Verken Linköpings Biogas AB’s remark about safety distances
according to SÄIFS, and this part had been removed.

• A map over the plan area and a sketch of the biogas plant was added to the
risk analysis.

The modified plan proposal was exposed for review at the local Building
Committee Office from the 2nd of Februart to the 7th of March 2003. In this
stage the referrals for consideration were directed to the Environmental
Committee, the County Administrative Board and to similar affected
authorities. The County Administrative Board submitted a statement that
informed that they had no objections against the exposition version of the plan.

The admission act was presented in March 2003. It had not changed compared
to the exposition act. The plan gained legal authority on the 8th of May 2003.
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Detailed development plan for the biogas bus depot.

Illustration of the biogas bus depot.
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Build ing Proce ss

In March 2003 Linköpings Biogas AB informed the Technical and Planning
Office that they could not guarantee that the compressor station would be
ready for use by the 1st of June 2004 as agreed on. The reason for this was that
it had been difficult to run the project without determined economic
prerequisites. The problems were due to a combination of formal requirements
and long delivery times for the main components. There were some problems
with the construction, which however had more to do with capacity than with
risks. The problems especially regarded the compressors, which did not
manage to reach the capacity that had been promised. Because of the sharp
time schedule, it was necessary to receive the main-components in time and to
reach the required production capacity. Linköpings Biogas AB informed both
the Technical and Planning Office and the County Administrative Board that
bus traffic could continue anyway, but that it would be necessary to use both
the old garage at Barhäll and the new depot during a transition period.

Quotations
In the end of March 2003, the Technical and Planning Committee decided to
sell property in order to form new property for the biogas bus depot. It was
also decided offer the developers (Sw: byggherre) a chance to quote for the
second part of the bus garage. Which developer would win the announced
competition was to be decided by the Public Transportation Committee in May
2003. Four quoters submitted five quotations, of which one was rejected and
the other four assessed on the base of the request for quotation. The tendering
process was implemented as negotiation in accordance with SFS 1992:1528.
The winner of the competition would sign a contract for 20 years to design
(Sw: projektera), construct and administer the depot as well as to be landlord,
starting from the 1st of June 2004. The second proposal was assessed winner,
and also the Public Transportation Committee agreed to this choice.

The case was however taken to the County Administrative Court (Sw:
länsrätten) due to deficiencies in the tendering procedure (Sw:
upphandlingsförfarande) according to legislation. The reason was that the
initial idea had been to have a design build contract (Sw: totalentreprenad)
and to make a design build tender (Sw: totalupphandling), where the potential
developers were to present design acts (Sw: projekteringshandlingar) and to
tender all sub-contractors. One of the quotations presented another approach
that would mean that the municipality would rent the construction, a
suggestion that would have economical profits. By choosing this proposal, the
municipality made formal mistakes in the tendering procedure that could not
be accepted. This strained an already tight schedule.

The Municipal Executive Board changed its decision regarding construction,
ownership and management in August 2003, and decided to instead manage
the construction under own management. The municipality would thereby
initially own the plant. It was also decided that the Technical and Planning
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Committee would be the Municipal Executive Board’s representative for the
developer.

The Municipal Executive Board closed the case in September 2003, and
handed it over for processing. A contract was set up between the municipality
and Linköpings Biogas AB to regulate the transfer of the biogas bus depot
from Barhäll to Kallerstad. Compensation, responsibilities, project
management, conflicts/disputes and grounds for release of contract were
regulated in this contract. A contract between Linköpings Biogas AB and AB
Östgötatrafiken was also set up, regarding supply of biogas to the city-traffic.

Application for constructing the biogas bus garage was dated October 2003.
The building permit was granted in November 2003.

The Building Committee Office arranged a number of building consultations
(Sw: byggsamråd). The first was a general “information consultation”. A
safety representative was appointed, as well as a person responsible for
quality. A supplementary meeting was held at the Building Inspection
regarding matters about fire protection and environment. The second building
consultation was held in the end of November 2003. Fire protection and
evacuation was discussed, and matters such as inflammable goods and alarms
were later to be reviewed together with the Fire and Rescue Services. A
special fire consultant would be involved in the object to make sure that
requirements concerning fire technique had been fulfilled. Documents, expert
certification and other certificates and verifications should be handed in to the
Building Inspection. No environmental representative attended the meeting.

Evaluating Risks at the Ready-Built Depot
The environmental consulting firm SwedPower, together with the energy-
consulting firm FVB, set up a risk analysis dated April 2004. The aim with
this risk analysis, which was not a formal requirement, was to avoid having to
do adjustments before the Advisory Board for Explosives (Sw:
Sprängämnesinspektionen) could grant a certificate of approval. Due to the
very strict schedule, there would not be time for obstruction. Tekniska Verken,
who was responsible for the project, therefore engaged as much expertise as
possible. Some of the components were very vulnerable, and compressors and
gas storage under very high pressure meant far-reaching requirements of
control. The analysis aimed to expose any deficiencies in the construction, to
be able to adjust this at the end of the contract time. The analysis was based on
a building that had already been built. The analysis was carried out in four
stages to provide an overall view of the risks at the biogas bus plant.
• Risk identification through visiting the plant, experience from similar

constructions and from a “brainstorming session”. This indicated the types
of risk the activity would be connected to, for example gas leakage or
other types of leakage, fire, traffic damage, and risks connected to the
workshop.

• Risk assessment of risk scenarios by considering four aspects;
consequences (risk for person, environmental risk), probability, avoidance,
and exposure.
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• Measures for reducing or eliminating risks were suggested, which were
categorised as constructive measures, limits in design, education and
recurrent safety-work. An action plan for minimising the identified risks
was set up.

• Review of relevant legislation and regulations.

One outcome of this risk analysis was that the requirements from legislation
and regulations had been achieved. Another outcome was that no scenario was
considered more serious than 3 on a scale from 0-8. The types of risks ranged
from accidents with electricity or falling accidents, which can occur on most
working places, to risks that were more connected to this specific construction,
as for example bus-fire or explosion, which however had been given the value
0 because of low probability.

Treatment of Inflammable and Explosive Goods
A permit for managing inflammable and explosive goods is required in order
to handle biogas. This is in Linköping issued by the Fire and Rescue Services,
due to a permanent assignment from the Building Committee. A copy of the
application is sent to the Swedish Rescue Services Agency, who are always
referral authority for the assessment of permits for inflammable goods. The
exception is less complicated constructions where the Fire and Rescue
Services themselves have sufficient competence. In the case of biogas,
contacts between the Fire and Rescue Services and the Swedish Rescue
Services Agency already existed in practice. The Swedish Rescue Services
Agency also provide a statement before a permit is granted.

Permits for managing inflammable and explosive goods had to be applied for
separately by the actors responsible for different parts of the construction. The
different sections did not follow property borders, but were divided by more
“natural” demarcations. There was initially some confusion regarding who
was to apply for permit. The Fire and Rescue Services cleared this by
informing that the actor who was in charge of the handling should apply for
the permit. Three actors applied for permit; Tekniska Verken, Connex and
Linköpings Biogas AB. The biogas is produced in the nearby production plant
o, and is led through a pipeline in the ground over to the compressor station.
This pipeline is owned by Tekniska Verken. The compressor station, where
the gas pressure is increased, and an adjacent gas storage belong to Linköpings
Biogas AB.80 Connex is in charge of the actual bus garage. Moreover, Svensk
Biogas AB had to apply for permission to manage inflammable and explosive
goods at the public gas station.

The first step in the permit process was to make sure to that the official
procedure had been fulfilled. Permits for inflammable and explosive goods are
not transferable. Further, the manager should be qualified for the assignment
and have good knowledge and experience of such goods and activities. The
bus depot was moreover required to be constructed in accordance with SFS
1988:868, the Act on Inflammable and Explosive Goods. A classification plan

80 Gas has to be stored as more is produced during night than what is used.
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was set up for each part to assess the possibility of explosive gas mixture
adjacent to the electrical equipment. When the construction was almost
completed, the next step was inspection (Sw: avsyning). As the remarks from
the first inspection were serious, an after-inspection was performed when
everything had been completed, to verify that regulations had been followed.
Permit for preliminary operation of the bus garage was granted for the try-out
period of use of the construction. The idea was to identify any possible
deficiencies. This preliminary permit was thereafter extended when actions
had been taken but the construction had still not yet been completed. It was
actually about trivialities, but still sufficiently serious not to be able to grant
permit.

The biogas bus depot was completed in June 2004, just in time for the new
agreement period for public transportation.
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Chapter 5 - Detailed Development Plan for
Badminton Hall

A new badminton hall was going to be built to replace an old hall that had
burned down.81 The matter was urgent as several interested parties requested
a fast process. The political request was to locate it in a former industrial area
transforming to other activities. A few years earlier, a sports centre was built
adjacent to the plan area for the badminton hall. In the plan for the sport
centre, risk consideration became an important issue due to a next-door
hardening workshop with a large tank with liquefied petroleum gas. The
lessons learnt from this plan were used in the plan for the badminton hall, and
special risk regulations were set up. In the planning- and building process for
the badminton hall, soil contamination due to previous industrial activities
was an important issue, as was the matter of how to handle safety distances in
a transformation area during a transition time when there are both ‘risk’
activities and public premises in one and same area. These lessons have been
considered when the area has continued to transform.

The old hall burned down in March 1997 and in June 1997 the Planning
Office was assigned to establish a detailed development plan for a new hall in
Nithammaren. The detailed development plan was admitted in January 1998
and building permit was granted in February 1998. The hall was completed in
January 1999.

IIntroduct ion

The City of Eskilstuna
Eskilstuna municipality is located in the Mälardalen region about 120 km west
of Stockholm, with a population of about 90 000 inhabitants.82 Eskilstuna’s
industrial character has a long tradition, and Eskilstuna was during the 1950-
60s one of Sweden’s most expansive industrial towns, predominantly with
steel- and factory industries. When the steel- and iron industries had a hard

81 The case description is based on a large amount of data for the planning process for the
detailed development plan and following building process for a badminton hall in Eskilstuna.
This includes different versions of plan acts, statements produced during consultation and
exposition, and various sorts of assessments, investigations, permits, applications, contracts,
meeting protocols, referrals etc. Also documents regarding Eskiltuna’s comprehensive plan
(2004), the detailed development plan for the sports centre Munktellarenan (1994), and a new
detailed development plan for another part of Nithammaren (exposition version, 2005-02-04)
are included. Furthermore have interviews with representatives for the Planning Office, the
Environmental and Building Department and the Fire and Rescue Services contributed with
information. The planner’s review of the case description with suggestions and modifications
has been valuable for validation. The author provides exact references by request, although not
presented in the case description unless of specific relevance.
82 The information about Eskilstuna is based on Eskiltuna’s comprehensive plan from 2004.
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time in the beginning of the 1970s, Eskilstuna struggled. Times have however
changed for the better in the last few years; the population is growing and
unemployment is decreasing. The two major employers in the municipality
today are health care and medical service and production industries.

PPlannin g Strat eg ies

The detailed development plan examined in this case description regards a
badminton hall. The location is an urban block, Nithammaren, which is
situated in an old industrial area in the western parts of the city district Norr in
central Eskilstuna just north of the river Eskilstunaån. Nithammaren has
during the last decades successively transformed from industries into public
activities. The block is part of a larger area in central Eskilstuna that has been
classified as national interest. The old industrial environment with
characteristic buildings and street paths, is considered to have a substantial
historical value, like the oldest remaining buildings from the Bolinder-
Munktell’s industries. These are considered important not only from an
architectural point of view, but also as part of the history of Eskilstuna’s
development into a modern industrial town.

© Lantmäteriverket Gävle 2006. Medgivande I 2006/0886

The plan area’s surroundings had recently been target to other planning work
when the badminton hall plan was being set up. This had allowed sports
purposes in the area. This previous planning work was first of all a detailed
development plan from 1994 for constructing the sports centre
Munktellarenan. A proposal for detailed comprehensive plan for the western
parts of the city district Norr had also completed the plan consultation stage. In
this plan the idea of using the eastern parts of Nithammaren for sports
purposes was evaluated. The western parts of Nithammaren were intended for
all sorts of small activities, although an alternative development with housing
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in the area in a more distant future was also evaluated in the detailed
comprehensive plan.

Two subject matters dominated when the detailed development plan for the
sports centre Munktellarenan was presented in 1993 (admitted in 1994). The
first was that part of Västra Storgatan would be closed for traffic in order to
improve the living environment for residents and to come to terms with
pollution and noise. However, residents and local store owners objected, as
they believed that it would impact on the local stores who would lose
customers, and which would have the negative impact that the “vivid living
environment” would be ruined. The municipality postponed closing the street
for traffic to meet these requests. The second important matter was that the
Fire and Rescue Services, together with the County Administrative Board,
emphasised that in order to go through with the changes that the plan would
bring on, it was necessary to be aware that the surrounding area contained
several risk sources. Most important was a tank with liquefied petroleum gas
(Sw: gasol) at VME’s (Volvo) hardening workshop (Sw: härdverkstad), but
also the handling of chemicals and inflammable goods constituted risks. The
Fire and Rescue Services set up a number of restrictions in order to enhance
safety at this location.

CCase Background

The badminton hall at Tunavallen burned down in March 1997. Building a
new hall was urgent, primarily because the insurance company required that a
new hall would be built within a short time in order to receive compensation
for the burned down hall. The politicians therefore requested this would be
done without delay.

In the discussion about rebuilding the badminton hall, three alternatives were
initially discussed, whereof one was to re-build the hall on site. That was
however not considered to be a good solution due to the location being very
dense and too narrow to include a new full-size hall, and is today (2006)
instead planned as parking. Relocating the hall to Nithammaren in the city
district Norr was proposed. There were in the planning stage no longer any
alternative locations. The Environmental and Building Department initially
claimed that the risks connected to the liquefied petroleum gas tank and risks
due to soil contamination (Sw: markföroreningar) from previous industrial
activities made the suggested location unsuitable. But the Nithammaren
location was a political request with an intention to collect cultural and leisure
activities in the area. At first the idea was to use an existing building, but it
was decided that a new hall was going to be built.

The Urban Planning Department’s (Sw: stadsbyggnadsförvaltningen) Planning
Office was on the 18th of June 1997 assigned to set up a detailed development
plan for the new badminton hall to replace the burned down hall. The initial
idea was to manage the plan through simple planning procedure where the
formal exposition phase omits (Sw: utgår), as previous planning work already
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allowed sports purposes in the area and only a building permission was
needed. No program was set up for the badminton hall, but a ready plan was
presented.

CConsul tat ion

Plan consultation was carried out between the 17th of September to the 3rd of
October 1997, and an invitation to consultation was advertised in two local
newspapers. The plan proposal was demonstrated at the sports centre
Munktellarenan and at the Technical Administration Office during the
consultation time. The consultation act included a plan map with regulations
and illustrations, a plan description and an implementation description.
Implementation time for the plan was proposed to be five years.

The general idea was that the badminton hall would include locker rooms,
clubroom, cafeteria and a smaller sports shop. The plan stated that the hall
should be accessible for disabled. In order to preserve and protect the
historical local characters, any new constructions should be adjusted to the
older industrial environment, both regarding building pattern and design,
which included a requirement for the facades to be covered with red brick.
Space for parking, both for the badminton hall and for the sports centre
Munktellarenan, was allocated in the north-western parts of the block. Land
for a future promenade was reserved along the shoreline. Other factors brought
up in the detailed development plan are that the foundation ground probably
consists of more solid ground close to the shoreline, and that the possible need
for support piling should be examined in the building permit assessment. The
plan further suggested that car traffic to the urban block should primarily
choose leading roads from Schröderstiernas väg or Torshällavägen, and that
traffic passing through the area at Västra Storgatan should be avoided.

Most of the risk aspects that were brought up in the consultation version of the
plan can be traced to the previous plan work for the detailed development plan
for the sports centre Munktellarenan. The plan for the badminton hall therefore
stated that the adjacent VME workshop constituted the primary risk source, as
it included a 40 ton tank with liquefied petroleum gas as well as the handling
of large amounts of cyanide. This caused a risk for human lives within a radius
of 200-400 meters in case of leakage or explosion. For that reason, the plan
stated that the badminton hall would require a special alarm for gas leakages.

The municipality intended to either sell the property to Eskilstuna Badminton
Club, or to grant it. Eskilstuna Badminton Club would be responsible of the
design (Sw: projektering) and building of the new hall, and to thereafter be
responsible for the activities in the hall.
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Statements from Consultation
In total 18 statements on the plan were presented, 11 of which with reminders.
Both public authorities and private corporations or organisations were
represented.

The Town Architect Office argued that the plan description should show that
part of the plan area has been classified as stability zone 1 according to a
comprehensive mapping of risk for landslide performed on assignment from
the Swedish Rescue Services Agency. The Town Architect Office’s statement
further stated that the mentioning that storm water (Sw: dagvatten) should be
handled within the plan area should be clarified to explain that soil
contamination could make this impossible. They also recommend piling to
solid ground, by referring to foundation examinations from 1962.

The Fire and Rescue Services referred to how they had already in connection
to the plan for the sports centre Munktellarean submitted a statement on how
to reduce possible risks in case of fire.83 The liquefied petroleum gas is main
risk source in VCE’s workshop, which is located right next to the badminton
hall. But as the tank is subterranean, the primary risk is when loading and
unloading the tanker in case of leakage from the tube. In case of a gas leak a
gas-cloud is formed, which may drift towards the badminton hall. This gas-
cloud can catch fire, with expected damages such as burns and similar injuries.
Evacuation of the badminton hall is required as fast as possible in case of gas
leak. The badminton hall would however be a rather simple from an
evacuation point of view. The premises in the basement would need to be
evacuated first, as liquefied petroleum gas is heavy. Both gas alarm and fire
alarm would be directly connected to the Fire and Rescue Services. The
badminton hall would be even closer to the liquefied petroleum gas tank than
the sports centre Munktellarenan. Therefore the same regulations would apply
for the badminton hall as for Munktellarenan.

The Fire and Rescue Services lined up a number of necessary risk reducing
measures regarding explosions and damage on people, environment and
property:
• The workshop staff responsible for the liquefied petroleum gas at VCE

would have safety instructions and the required education.
• The industrial area and the place for refilling the liquefied petroleum gas

should be well closed off for unauthorised access.
• There should be gas detectors that alert the Fire and Rescue Services in

case of gas leak. The same type of alarm used to warn visitors at the sport
centre Munktellarenan, would also be installed in the badminton hall.

• VCE was during 1998 required to reduce the use of liquefied petroleum
gas in production by replacing part of it with nitrogen-methanol (Sw:
kvävemetanol), which would be better from a safety point of view.

• The Fire and Rescue Services required drivable alleyways for operation
(Sw: insatsvägar) around the workshop.

83 This information is based on the Fire and Rescue Services’ plan statement, but also on an
interview with a representative for the Fire and Rescue Services (2005-02-16).
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• In order to minimise risks refuelling the liquefied petroleum gas from the
tanker would only be allowed early in the morning, when the least amount
of people traffic the surrounding area.84

The badminton hall is occasionally used for larger tournaments, and in
connection to this the matter of sleeping night-guests in the hall had come up,
and issues on fire and safety with it. Sleeping over at ground level was
approved by the Fire and Rescue Services, under some conditions.85 The sports
centre Munktellarenan is also used for larger trade fairs, and Volvo has agreed
not to use the tanker during these occasions. Crowding due to the large amount
of cars constitutes extra risk with possible difficulties for the tanker to get out.
What is important from a risk point of view is that the tanker can turn and be
prepared to take of in the right direction, as the driver must be able to remove
the tanker to safe ground in case of fire. Also the tanker itself constitutes a risk
as it may be attacked, which however was considered to be a small risk. The
fact that a tanker is involved makes it a transportation issue, which means that
the Police and the County Administrative Board are responsible for
supervision (Sw: tillsyn).

The Environmental Agency’s86 (Sw: miljöförvaltningen) consultation
statement first of all emphasised that environmental impact assessments are
important parts of all plans and helpful for the plan work.87 It was argued that
several of the shortcomings in the plan proposal could most likely be traced to
the lack of analysis of consequences from issues concerning environment,
health and safety.
• The Environmental Agency informed that the location at an old industrial

site may cause inconveniences and problems from an environmental and
health point of view. Eskilstuna has had industrial activities for 400 years
and one risk connected to this is soil contamination. Although soil
contamination constitutes a temporary risk for those exposed to it, there
may be people exposed for several hours a day. The Environmental
Agency suggested that soil contamination, which was not at all brought up
in the plan, should be discussed in the plan and further investigated.
Moreover, the plan should emphasise that the risk for soil contamination
should also be considered when designing storm water systems.

• The Environmental Agency further pointed to the fact that safety distances
were not at all brought up in the plan proposal, and that the surrounding
industries were only discussed summarily. It can be difficult to achieve
satisfactory safety distances from a risk- and health point of view in a
transformation area during a transition period, but the long-term aim must
be to remove or replace any dangerous or disturbing activities in order to

84 It would be unacceptable to load and unload in the middle of the day when there are a lot of
school children in the hall argued the representative for the Fire and Rescue Services (2005-
02-16).
85 Which indicates that they did not consider the risks from the liquefied petroleum gas tank to
be too large, as they would otherwise not allow this. According to an interview with a
representative for the Fire and Rescue Services (2005-02-16).
86 Note that I will use the name Environmental Agency throughout the study. This
department is in documents and in interviews however referred to under at least four different
names. Sometimes several names are used even within one and same document.
87 Information is based on the Environmental Agency’s statement (1997-10-02), but also on an
interview with a representative for the Environmental and Building Department (2005-02-16).
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achieve satisfactory safety distances. The Environmental Agency therefore
meant that the lack of safety distance in the plan should be motivated and
the future handling of safety distances and risk considerations in the area
should be clearly presented.

• The noise levels along the street Västra Storgatan were already before the
badminton hall exceeding the municipality’s directives, and adding one
more public building in the Munktell area would increase the noise levels,
especially in the evenings, which would have a negative impact on the
residential houses along the street. The Environmental Agency considered
this to be a serious problem, and proposed that managing this problem
should be more strict, than the “vague expectations” that were suggested in
the plan proposal. A suggestion was that the previous discussions and
proposals for traffic adjustments, for example in the work on the
comprehensive plan for the city district Norr, should be completed.

• In conclusion; “to achieve a satisfactory planning that takes into account
environment, health and safety, the Environmental Agency suggests that
the plan proposal is complemented by an enhanced risk analysis in order
to make the knowledge about consequences clear and distinguished”.

A number of statements concerning other issues than ‘risk’ were also
presented. The Estate Office suggested that the car entrance should move to
the proposed position, in order for pedestrians to have a safer access to the
entrance. The Park and Sports Office considered it better to plant trees in
connection to the parking place. HSO (collaboration authority for associations
of handicapped) (Sw: handikappföreningarnas samarbetsorgan) requested that
the buildings with locker rooms and entrances would be accessible for
disabled. HSO also questioned the suitability of the proposed location from a
risk point of view. Jernbolaget Eskilstuna Jernmanufaktur AB found the
parking lot and the common use area (Sw: gemensamhetsanläggning)
unacceptable, as it would mean that their tenants no longer could continue
their work. E&M Värme suggested that the badminton hall would be
connected to the local district central heating net. Eskilstuna Badminton
Club questioned the requirement for a full brick facade, and instead suggested
a combination of brick and tin. The County Administrative Board had
nothing to add to the plan proposal.

Revising the Plan Proposal
The Planning Office commented the statements on the plan in a consultation
report (Sw: samrådsredogörelse) and revised the plan based on the input from
the consultation.

The Town Architect Office’s remarks were added to the plan description. The
section on geotechnical issues had been extended in the new version of the
plan to state that previous examinations of the foundation (from 1962) led to
recommendations on support piling to solid ground. It further stated that in the
Swedish Rescue Services Agency’s comprehensive mapping of risk for
landslide had the southern part of the plan area, closest to Eskilstunaån, been
marked as stability zone 1. Within this zone there is risk for spontaneous or
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provoked landslides and avalanches, which needed to be considered in
connection to piling.

The Planning Office adjusted the plan proposal with supplements in
accordance with the Environmental Agency’s statement. Besides these
adjustments in the plan, the Environmental Agency’s request for a further
environmental impact assessment was not considered justifiable. The new
version of the plan described that the badminton hall’s location in a
transformation area means that for a long period of time the industrial
activities has to continue parallel with public activities, and that the safety
distances that are usually required between public activities and industries
would therefore not be possible to achieve. The intention during the transition
period would instead be to eliminate the effects from damages, such as risks
from handling inflammable and explosive goods, noise, pollution and
disturbances from traffic.

On both the Environmental Agency’s and the Town Architect Office’s request,
the modified plan description stated that as the plan area is part of an old
industrial site, investigations for possible soil contamination were required and
if necessary followed by soil decontamination, which the municipality would
be in charge of. Further, the risk for soil contamination needed to be
considered in the handling of storm water.

The traffic section was supplemented with a request for reviewing the traffic
in the whole western part of the city district Norr, in order to handle the traffic
flow into Nithammaren. A section stating that Västra Storgatan was already at
the time overloaded by noise and pollution from cross-traffic had been added
to the plan description. The plan refers to the proposal for comprehensive
plan’s suggestion that the part of the street Västra Storgatan between
Gränsgatan and Munktellsgatan should be closedd off, which would mean that
the traffic flow would decrease from more than 5000 vehicles per day to 700.
The sound-environment for housing in the area would thereby improve
greatly. It would moreover improve the pollution-rates so that the
municipality’s environmental directives for this section of the street could be
met.

The Fire and Rescue Services’ request for gas leak alarms in the badminton
hall was already included in the plan description, and their request for the area
around the tank to be sealed off in order to avoid unauthorised access was
added to the plan. In accordance with their claim, a four meter wide fire path
alleyway along the workshop’s and the badminton hall’s facades to make fire
extinction possible was added to the plan description. However, the Planning
Office stated that as the turning area is outside of the plan area the requirement
for enough turning space for the tanker in connection to the gas tank could not
be considered. In the risk-handling section, the amount of liquefied petroleum
gas that VME’s workshop handles had increased from 40 tons, to 80 tons.

Regarding Jernbolaget’s statement on parking spaces, the Planning Office
replied that the area that was intended as parking for the sports centre
Munktellarenan in the plan from 1994, disappeared with the new plan, as most
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of the plan area for the badminton hall was located on this space. Therefore the
parking proposed in the plan was intended to fill parking need both for the
sports centre and for the badminton hall. The parking lot was not intended to
be built on the suggested location, but was only meant to show the future need
for parking within the urban block. The parking lot was therefore removed
from the plan proposal, which meant that there was a need for 160 parking
places for the two sports centres. This would initially have to be provided for
by the large guest parking lot outside of the urban block’s gates. Also that a
parking place for disabled should be placed in connection to the entrance, was
added to the plan. As the parking place had been removed from the plan, the
Park and Sports Office’s request for planting trees was no longer valid.

HSO and DHR’s request on accessibility for disabled was already included in
the plan description and were to be secured in the building permit handling.
That HSO questioned the location’s suitability from a risk point of view was
not commented in the consultation statement.

Regarding the Badminton Club’s remarks on facade material, the Planning
Office replied that the badminton hall must be designed in accordance with the
surrounding buildings, who’s older industrial architecture is considered to be
valuable. Tin was not considered to be a suitable material, but perhaps a
combination of brick and plaster (Sw: puts).

In conclusion, all statements were commented in the consultation report
(except for HSO’s questioning of the location’s suitability from a risk point of
view). Most of them led to changes in the plan, and if not, the Planning Office
explained the reason for this.

EExpos it ion

In November 1997, the Urban Planning Department requested that the
Building Committee demanded delegation from the Municipal Council to
admit the plan, on condition that the economical matters had been solved. The
Badminton Club hoped to start building in the beginning of February, which
made the matter urgent. Difficulties had appeared in the plan work as some
implementation matters turned out difficult to solve and could have
economical consequences for the municipality. Therefore simple planning
procedure had to change to regular. The difficulties were first of all that
further soil examination and possible soil decontamination were necessary;
second, the question of connecting to a municipal water and wastewater net or
alternatively to the aged internal net in the urban block, which Jernbolaget
owned; and third, requirements for brick facades. The Urban Planning
Department hoped that these matters could be solved during the time for
exposition and that they would be settled by the Municipal Council’s meeting
on the 18th of December 1997. The Building Committee agreed to the Urban
Planning Department’s request, and on the 18th of December 1997, the
Municipal Council decided to delegate the plan’s admittance to the Building
Committee.
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The Building Committee took the decision to expose the revised plan proposal
for review on the 17th of November 1997. An invitation to the exposition was
advertised in two local newspapers, and the plan proposal was exposed for
review between the 24th of November and the 19th of December 1997, with
reference to matters regarding implementation not yet having been solved.

Statements from Exposition
A few statements on the plan proposal were handed in during the exposition,
and these were commented in the Planning Office’s exposition report (Sw:
utlåtande).

Eskilstuna Modellindustri AB, who owned the nearby property
Nötknäpparen 27, asked that the municipality would, before the plan proposal
was appointed, regard their remark that the proposed design for car approach
could influence their lorries’ turning radius to and from their factory area. The
Planning Office replied that the new car entrance was presented already in the
approved detailed development plan for the sports centre Munktellarenan,
even though the entrance had not yet been moved. Regarding the new
entrance, Eskilstuna Modellindustri AB would enlarge their gates so that the
lorries could drive in and out to the property without intruding on other
interests.

The Estate Office highlighted that the proposed parking was not just for the
two sports centres, but for the whole urban block, which meant that it was a
public parking place and that operation and attendance would be handled as
other public parking places. Also Eskilstuna Jernmanufaktur pointed out
that the parking places were shared for the area. The Planning Office replied
that the text on the illustration map would be clarified.

The Fire and Rescue Services presented the same statement as after the
consultation, which described the actions that had been taken and that were to
be taken in order to minimise the risks for a possible gas explosion at the VME
workshop. The Planning Office replied that the plan description would be
clarified and that the statement itself would be added to the exposition report.

Adjusting the Plan
The plan map was revised after the consultation phase. When the parking
space was removed, the plan area was decreased. The plan area shrunk even
more after the exposition, and the plan map was changed again. After the
exposition the illustration map also showed that the badminton hall would be
turned 90 degrees. The application for the building moreover increased on the
admission act’s plan map, to not only hold sports purposes, but also include
offices and various small activities. This made temporary storehouses for the
VME workshop possible, something they had requested in a consultation
statement. The plan changed to only include the badminton hall, and instead
coordinate the parking. Initially it was decided that the plan should not be
located too close to the waterside, as land had been reserved for a promenade,
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but after fitting it into the existing grid pattern, the hall protruded somewhat. 
The proposed building permission was decreased and adjusted to fit the actual 
hall, after consultation with the Badminton Club. The decision to cancel the 
valid property plan omitted (Sw: utgått), as the plan area had been restricted to 
part of the property Nithammaren 7, where the property plan had already been 
revoked.

The admission act, which was presented in January 1998 looked generally the 
same as the exposition act, with an addition in the plan description in 
accordance with the Fire and Rescue Services’ statement that the VME 
workshop would reduce the use of liquefied petroleum gas during 1998, and 
instead use nitrogen-ethanol, which is better from a safety point of view. The 
revised implementation description also stated that decontamination could be 
necessary if investigations showed presence of remaining soil contamination 
due to prior industrial activities.

The admission act included the Planning Office’s exposition report, where the 
written statements from plan consultation and exposition were presented 
together with the Planning Office’s suggestions and motivations to how these 
comments would be considered during the following plan work. The 
exposition report further presented on the Planning Office’s suggestion for 
decision.

The Planning Office proposed the Building Committee to admit the revised 
plan, and the plan was admitted on the 19th of January 1998. As the 
municipality’s decision was not appealed and there were no remarks from the 
County Administrative Board before the prescribed time, the detailed 
development plan for badminton hall gained legal authority on the 19th of 
February 1998.

Admitted detailed development plan for the badminton hall in Eskilstuna.
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Build ing Proce ss

Time was very limited during the planning process for the detailed
development plan. Before the plan had gained legal authority building acts
were already being set up.88 The Badminton Club applied for building permit
for the badminton hall, on the 20th of January 1998 (the day after the plan was
admitted), and the permit was granted on the 16th of February 1998. The
building permit regulated application, site, and exterior design. Technical
characteristics were not addressed in the building permit.

The Badminton Club accepted the construction company NCC’s quotation for
building the badminton hall on the 8th of January 1998. A number of contracts
regulated the relationships for building and operating the badminton hall. A
contract between Eskilstuna Badminton Club and the Municipal Executive
Board through the Planning Office was set up in January 1998 to regulate
responsibilities regarding work and costs for the detailed development plan.
Another contract between the municipality and Eskilstuna Badminton Club
regulated grant of use of site-leasehold at Nithammaren 7, on condition that
the site-leasehold for Granaten 10, where the old badminton hall had been
located, expired and the municipality would have free disposal of this
property. The municipality was to make sure that the site-leasehold at
Nithammaren 7 was cleared out to ground level and that there were no
remaining soil contamination from former industrial activities, even if that
would require decontamination.

In Eskilstuna the Building Committee grants permits (Sw: tillståndsmyndighet)
for liquefied petroleum gas, whereas the Fire and Rescue Services are
supervisory authority (Sw: tillsynsmyndighet) for liquefied petroleum gas.
Volvo already had a permit for the liquefied petroleum gas, but it had do be
renewed as permits are time-limited and thereafter need to be reassessed.
Partly because of renewing the permit the Fire and Rescue Services required
that Volvo set up a risk inventory, which was given both to them and to other
municipal authorities.

Investigations and Building Consultations
Four building consultations (Sw: byggsamråd) were held during the building
process, where various matters concerning the construction were discussed.89

Among the risk considerations examined were mainly the preparation of
documentation on fire protection, which the Fire and Rescue Services assisted

88 The building phase (building permit assessment and building consultations) started before
the planning process had been completed according to the interview with a representative for
the Environmental and Building Department (2005-02-16). The respondent states that a
temporary building permit was first given, as it was not possible to grant a building permit
without a plan.
89 Third meeting was not actually classified as a building consultation according to the
Planning and Building Act, as it mostly discussed environmental issues.
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in, and the presence of soil contamination due to previous industrial activities.
The latter became the central topic of the building consultations.

The scarce time affected how the matter of soil contamination was handled.
The Soil Engineering Office (Sw: markanläggningskontoret) took the first
samples in Nithammaren in November 1997, and these showed presence of
oils. The Environmental Agency was however not satisfied with these tests
and required further investigations. On the 13th of February 1998 the
consulting firm AB Jacobson & Widmark (J&W) took more samples in order
to investigate the soil contamination. The problem was that there was a storage
building on the site, which made it impossible to make a complete soil
investigation. It was not possible to perform a complete soil examination until
the landlord Kommunfastigheter had given the tenants notice and demolished
the building. But when this was done, the plan was already completed.

A number of standpoints had to be made regarding the existing contamination,
and whether to decontaminate or not. The Environmental Agency pushed for
the area to be completely decontaminated, but there was a lot of political
resistance towards this, as many parties pushed for the process to be rapid. The
badminton hall wanted new premises, the Leisure Department wanted their
premises back, as the Badminton Club for the time had to use the existing halls
in schools etc, which were already occupied by other sports activities. It
became crowded, and prioritising between different groups had to be done.
The procedure that was chosen was to isolate the soil contamination and set up
a control program in order to see to that nothing of what had been enclosed
leaked into the river.90 An expert responsible for the control was hired.
Thereby the building process could begin, which was valuable in time aspect.
The soil was never completely decontaminated, and the soil just under the
badminton hall is not decontaminated. Instead were building technical
measures made. The decontamination for the earlier sports centre
Munktellarenan was never completed either, and time was one aspect also in
this case. The solution to seal off the contamination means that oils are now
sweating out from the concrete due to moisture transport (Sw: fuktvandring)
through the construction.

The first building consultation was held in the beginning of March 1998. The
results from the soil investigation were presented on the 12th of March 1998,
and the Environmental Agency informed about the preliminary environmental
technical investigation at the second building consultation, which was held in
the end of March. This investigation was to be complemented with various test
analyses. The design for local handling of drainage and storm water was made
after evaluating the results from soil samples. At the second building
consultation the Environmental Agency informed about different alternatives
based on the soil contamination investigation. They were to propose suitable
actions for minimising the risk that soil contamination would be released
during foundation engineering, at a meeting with the Environmental Agency,
the developer (Sw: byggherre) (the Badminton Club), the president of the

90 Starting earthwork required an application according to 19 § of the Environment Protection
Act (Sw: miljöskyddsförordningen) including a control program.
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Environmental Committee and other interested parties. The solution that was
chosen protects the people inside the badminton hall by three different sealed
layers, which prevent gas from the soil contamination to get into the hall.

The third building consultation was held in April 1998, and started with
presenting agreements between the different parties regarding the
contaminated soil. There were some obscurities concerning the extension of
the control program. The control program should state that contact need to be
taken with the Environmental Agency when excavating in contaminated soil,
and no earthwork was allowed to start until the Environmental Agency’s
representative had approved the control program. The control program should
also show the design of roof- and storm water handling. Decontaminating the
polluted water did not only regard the property for the badminton hall. The
Environmental Agency and J&W’s representative had different opinions on
the degree of contamination in the ground water. According to the
Environmental Agency’s representative was the risk for leakage larger than
what J&W’s investigation showed. Therefore was a follow-up measurement of
the ground water to be handed in to the Environmental Agency. The fourth
building consultation was held in the beginning of May 1998. The fire
protection documentation had then been completed in consultation with the
Fire and Rescue Services.

The location plan showing the Fire and Rescue Services’ operational
alleyways was presented in August 1998. There were no objections on this,
and the matter is considered solved.

Complications
The existing pipe-system in the surrounding area was examined during the
foundation engineering, which lead to a number of wells being blocked.
Because of misunderstandings and incomplete material the drainage from
surfaces east of the badminton hall was connected to the pipe system that had
now been blocked. This was discovered during supervision of the plan area,
when it was found that rain water wells within the badminton hall had been
filled with gravel, and that there were still water in wells next to an adjacent
building in the area, which indicated inadequate drainage. The building
inspector who performed the supervision believed that the storm water pipe
under the badminton hall probably was an extension of a pipe that drains part
of the Munktell area. He assessed that there was a risk that requisite drainage
not would be achieved, which could lead to inconveniences. Further, the storm
water pipe was found to be very close to the markings for piles.

The construction company NCC reported that their investigation showed that
the first storm water well had no connection with the second storm water well,
that the second storm water well only had one outlet, and also that there was
no pipe under the badminton hall. However, the building inspector still
considered, after studying both NCC’s sketch and the Planning Office’s
comprehensive plan, that the two wells were connected to a pipe under the
badminton hall. He therefore concluded that the proposed design for ground
drainage around the badminton hall would have long-term negative
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consequences. How the rain- and melt water was drained, and that this is done
in a way that does not damage the badminton hall, needed to be controlled
with the adjacent property owners.

On commission from the Badminton Club, the technical consulting firm
Scandiaconsult compiled the problems regarding the storm water net and the
badminton hall, and suggested an action plan. The construction entrepreneur
could block the pipe outside of the building in order to prevent possible
infiltration under the building. This would however not solve the whole
problem, and a long-term solution would have to be discussed with all affected
parties. Scandiaconsult presented a proposal for supplementary storm water
pipes in November 1998. This proposal suggested that the storm water pipe
situated under the badminton hall would be blocked at the pipes entrance and
exit outside the building. A new storm water pipe would instead be placed
along the building’s northwest side, and connect to the existing surface
drainage, through a new inspection well. The new pipe’s outlet would be
connected to the existing inspection well towards Eskilstunaån.

Project Completed and Continued Transformation of the Area
In January 1999, NCC reported that the badminton hall had been completed,
that final inspection had been performed, and that they thereby appealed for a
final certificate (Sw: slutbevis).

After building the sports centre Munktellarenan and the badminton hall the
whole area has continued to transform from industrial activities to public
purposes.91 Moving the workshop to Brunnsta Industrial area, where other
parts of VCE are located, will take place during spring 2006. This provides
new opportunities for the area. The relocation is much due to pressure from
the municipality, as it is problematic to have a risk industry so close to public
premises. Discussions have been vivid between Volvo, who was there first,
and the politicians. One issue was who should pay for decontamination and
groundwork. The cost for decontamination within Munktellstaden was
determined to be divided between the municipality and Volvo CE. Discussions
of what to use the workshop’s premises for have started. A technical upper
secondary school in collaboration with Volvo or additional ball-sports halls
have been discussed.

The streets (Sw: gaturummen) in the Munktell area are currently (spring 2006)
being redeveloped. Using existing buildings and preserving the environment
have been important in the regeneration process. Maintaining the cultural
character of the area as an old industrial area is emphasised in the impact
assessment set up for the new plan. An architectural quality program for the
area Munktellstaden was admitted in August 2004, in order to adjust the new
activities and buildings to the old industrial milieu from the beginning of the
19th century to the 1950s, without losing the cultural and historical character.

91 The text about the Munktell area after the badminton project is to a large degree based on
interviews with representatives for Planning Office and Fire and Rescue Services (2005-02-
16), as well as the planner’s contributions in connection to reviewing the case description.
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The first stage will be completed in autumn 2006, when a new art museum is
inaugurated in one of the old premises. The Munktell Science Park, which is
an innovation centre for small companies, has also recently opened. Premises
are being rebuilt to be used for the college. The main application in the new
detailed development plan for the Munktell area, which was exposed for
review during spring 2005, is sports and culture, but also offices, commerce,
small industries, crafts and adult education. Building permission for housing
will be possible when the workshop has moved. As the proposed dwellings are
at a far distance from the liquefied petroleum gas tank, the Fire and Rescue
Services did not consider this to be an obstacle. One reason for building
housing in the area is that it enhances the sense of security in the area, which
can otherwise seem insecure during late evenings. The Munktell area has by
many residents in Eskilstuna been considered to be a closed area to which they
do not feel that they have access. The aim has been to open up the area, but at
the same time it has been considered important to maintain the area’s
industrial character.

Several of the lessons learnt from the plan work for the sports centre
Munktellarenan and from the badminton hall can be recognised in the new
plan. Soil contamination that in some cases need to be decontaminated is
discussed, as is the fact that there are industrial activities in the area that
require safety distances to places that the public occupy. The workshop and
the risks connected to the liquefied petroleum gas are also brought up. An
environmental impact assessment has been set up for this plan, where
ecological, cultural, social and economical aspects are compared to the zero-
alternative.
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View over the badminton hall.

View over the Munktell area.
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Chapter 6 – Detailed Development Plan for Ice-
hockey Arena

A new ice-hockey arena was going to be built in Örnsköldsvik.92 The choice of
location was more or less predetermined in the assignment, but alternative
locations were investigated in order to evaluate the effects that an arena at
different locations would bring on. The proposed location was assessed to be
most suitable regarding a majority of aspects, where the most important was
that it would be advantageous for the development of the city core and for
tourism in general.

Some matters needed to be solved, for example traffic and air quality. How to
transform the plan area, which had been used for industrial activities and
harbour, was another important issue. This required consideration to safety
and security, both regarding adjacent gas tanks, but also regarding safety
along the quay. A special safety-group with representatives for different actors
formed in order to incorporate safety and security issues from as many
viewpoints as possible.

The idea of building a new ice-hockey arena was first presented in June 2002.
The detailed development plan was admitted in June 2004 and building permit
granted in September 2004. The arena is expected to be completed during
autumn 2006 in time for the ice-hockey season 2006-2007.

IIntroduct ion

The city of Örnsköldsvik
Örnsköldsvik is located on the Norrland coast, as the most northern
municipality in Västernorrland County.93 Trade and industry are based on
paper- and pulp industries. The population decreased during the 1990s, but has
begun to level, and is currently approximately 55 000 inhabitants, of which 29

92 The case description is based on a large amount of data from the planning process for the
detailed development plan and the following building process for the arena at Framnäsudden.
This includes plan program, different versions of plan acts, statements produced during,
consultation and exposition, and various sorts of assessments, investigations, permits,
applications, contracts, meeting protocols, referrals etc. Also documents regarding the
comprehensive plan (2003), a proposal for detailed comprehensive plan for the city centre
(consultation version 2004-02-27 & exposition version, 2005-04-30), for an Action Program
for Safety and Security in the Harbour Area (2005), and ”Action Program for Protection
Against Accidents in Örnsköldsvik’s Municipality 2005-2006”(proposal) have been assessed.
Further, interviews with a plan architect, a building inspector and a representative for the Fire
and Rescue Services have contributed with information. The planner’s review of the case
description with suggestions and modifications has been valuable for validation. The author
provides exact references by request, although not be presented in the case description unless
of specific relevance.
93 This information is based on Örnsköldsvik’s comprehensive plan (2003) and on a proposal
for detailed comprehensive plan for the city centre (exposition version 2005-04-30).
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000 live in central Örnsköldsvik. But, as the population has a lower proportion
of people in fertile age, and a relatively large amount of elderly, continued
population decrease is estimated. The fact that the proportion of men is much
higher than of women is also a contributing factor.

MoDo Hockey has an important role in the municipality, which is reflected in
the detailed comprehensive plan for the city centre that states regarding the
city’s identity; “today it is MoDo Hockey that plays the leading role in
Örnsköldsvik” (own translation).

PPlannin g st rat eg ies

Ice-hockey Arena at Framnäsudden
A project group called Vision 2008 worked with matters on development and
how to make Örnsköldsvik attractive. The group consisted of both municipal
officials and people from the trade and industry sector. In June 2000 this group
presented a number of development projects for Örnsköldsvik, one of which
was the idea of building a hockey- and event arena at Framnäsudden in
Örnsköldsvik’s harbour. In October 2000 the Trade and Planning Committee
(Sw: Näringslivs- och planeringsutskottet) commissioned the Municipal
Direction to set up a time schedule for this development. A referral to
summons (Sw: remiss och kallelse) was sent to a number of authorities and
other possibly affected parties, presenting the project and inviting to a meeting
to further discuss the project. The referral notified that rapid implementation
could be required, and that building would perhaps start already in January
2003. This would mean that planning and preparation work would have to be
completed during 2002. Two different time schedules were presented, a
“forced” time schedule, which would mean the arena completed in August
2004, and a “normally pressured” time schedule, which would mean the arena
completed in August 2005.

The arena’s purpose was first of all to constitute head arena for Örnsköldsvik’s
elite ice-hockey team MoDo, but it was also to be used for other types of
arrangements with large audiences such as other sports arrangements, music,
galas, circus. The arena would hold a restaurant, offices, an exhibition and a
“Swedish version of Hockey Hall of Fame”. That Örnsköldsvik has produced
several world talents in hockey was emphasised in the referral to summons.
The idea was to design the arena as a symbol for Örnsköldsvik, in particular
because of the spectacular waterfront location that was suggested.

The Plan Area
The plan area is situated at Framnäsudden about 500 m south of
Örnsköldsvik’s city centre, and consists of industrial land and harbour.
Örnsköldsvik municipality owned most of the property at the time, although
some was privately owned. The surrounding harbour and industrial areas had
already begun transforming into softer activities, and there was an aspiration
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to convent this attractive site close to the city centre and to the bay more into
public-friendly actvities, for example by proposing a promenade along the
quay.

© Lantmäteriverket Gävle 2006. Medgivande I 2006/0886

Referral to Summons
The referral to summons stated that investing in the existing local hockey
arena, Kempehallen, was not considered to be as advantageous as building a
new centrally located arena. Framnäsudden’s central localisation was instead
said to provide unsurpassed qualities and advantages such as proximity to the
city centre and the city buses, to the Inner Harbour and to the central bus- and
train station. This was considered advantageous due to the ongoing
constructing of the railway Botniabanan, which is estimated to be completed
by 2008. Botniabanan will run through Örnsköldsvik, and along the Norrland
coast. It will to place Örnsköldsvik in the middle of a region with about 350
000 persons, and thereby provide an even larger audience base. The access to a
larger region, and increased urbanisation (more people moving from the
countryside into the regional centres), were mentioned as reasons for
development and for promoting such a large investment as a new arena.94

The referral stated that some businesses and temporary stores in the harbour
would be required to move to make it possible to build the arena at
Framnäsudden. Traffic and parking issues would moreover need to be further
investigated, especially because of possible congestion in connection to events
at the arena. Some soil investigations had already been performed.

The Planning and Environmental Office (Sw: plan- och miljökontoret) in a
statement on the referral informed that the exclusive and spectacular location
and the arena’s size would make it the dominating impression of the city seen

94 This is argued in the referral to summons, but also in other documents. According to the
interviewed plan architect is the fact however that having access to home-station as well as
suitable train time-schedule are aspects that reduce the amount of hockey visitors travelling
with Botniabanan.
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from the water. The design would thereby be very important, and it was
suggested that an architectural design competition would be advertised to
collect different design solutions. A number of design perspectives that would
have to be considered were proposed.95 The Planning and Environmental
Office further stated that the detailed development plan would require to be
altered in order to build the arena. A large number of parking spaces would be
required, and it would be important that the plot would not appear sterile.
Furthermore an event arena would bring on increased traffic and thereby also
increased discharge in the city centre, with a risk to exceed the Environmental
Code’s environmental quality norms. The Planning and Environmental Office
suggested that other locations would be examined, due to these factors. They
also pointed to the fact that as Framnäsudden consist of a landfill area there
was a possibility for soil contamination (Sw: markföroreningar), which would
require further investigation. They also remarked that Framnäsudden could be
suitable for other future purposes such as housing.

The proposal for the new arena was further investigated, and the working team
for Vision 2008 presented their investigation report to the Municipal Council
in June 2002. This report presented the vision for the arena, some sketches,
economy and a suggestion for how to proceed with the work. At this stage in
the planning process there were discussions on how to divide roles. In similar
development projects the external interested party had been in charge for
implementation and the municipality responsible for infrastructure (with EU-
funding). One proposal was that MoDo Hockey would form a limited
company, Arenabolaget AB. Arenabolaget was suggested as responsible for
the whole project; design (Sw: projektering), construction, ownership and
management.

A feasibility study, which assessed that Framnäsudden filled several of the
requirements for a new arena, was presented in June 2002. The location filled
the requirements on accessibility as it would have an adjacent parking as well
as walking distance to nodes for both public transportation and for the future
railway Botniabanan. It filled the requirements on traffic solutions, and the
environmental requirements as it was assessed to be an open space with good
possibilities for environmental consideration during design and construction.
The requirements regarding exposure were filled as the location in central
Örnsköldsvik was unique and unexposed. The Framnäsudden location was
moreover considered to fill the requirements on marketing, and to add to
MoDo Hockey’s market potential. The Municipal Executive Office (Sw:
kommunledningskontoret) assessed in their plan assignment that a centrally
located arena would be an important strategic investment for the development
of the municipality.

Revising the Comprehensive Plan
The municipal comprehensive plan from 1999 was at the time undergoing
revision. This comprehensive plan described how the harbour area and the
industrial areas nearby had been transforming during the last decades and

95 Such as harbour-like on one side, park-like on the other side, and sight lines.
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would continue as the areas are attractive locations close to the city centre and
to the bay. The plan stated that the harbour area should gradually transform
into areas where trade and smaller industries would be mixed with public
activities and some housing. The public environment would be regenerated
and include a promenade along the bay. The comprehensive plan further stated
that as the public would then to a higher degree be present in these areas there
would be higher requirements on environment and on safety, and that risks,
emissions and noise should be minimised. As the transformation would
increase the property value, the property owners would be responsible for the
necessary changes. The intention was to include the arena and its location in
the exposition proposal of the comprehensive plan so that the Municipal
Council could decide in the matter. The consultation version therefore briefly
mentioned the arena project and possible different localisations, of which
Framnäsudden was pointed out as most suitable.

Consultation of the Comprehensive Plan
The comprehensive plan was reviewed for consultation from the middle of
November 2002 to the 10th of January 2003. In total, 55 statements were
presented, and the Municipal Executive Office commented these in their
consultation report. The municipal committees and the political parties had the
possibility to present their opinions during the consultation. The plan was also
presented in the municipality’s information magazine and at a press
conference, which resulted in an article in the local newspaper and in the local
radio. The local newspaper also presented some of the statements on the plan
at different occasions. A short plan version was distributed to several
associations, organisations, media, political parties, and private persons, and
the complete plan version was distributed to political parties, municipal
committees, the County Administrative Board, authorities to those
organisations whose interests were not covered by the short plan version, as
well as to everyone who requested a copy. Both plan versions were accessible
at the municipality’s libraries and possible to download at the municipality’s
homepage. In addition to this, a number of information meetings were held.

A number of changes were suggested during the consultation, whereof the
“arena-related” were that MoDo Hockey presented motives for locating the
arena at Framnäsudden; accessibility, possibility to use existing infrastructure,
environment, exposure and marketing. Örnsköldsvik’s group for
environmental care, some private persons, NGOs, and some political parties
were for different reasons critical to locating the arena at Framnäsudden and
would prefer other locations or at least further investigation of alternative
locations.96

The revised comprehensive plan was admitted in June 2003.

96 This critique regarded for example traffic- or environmental issues.
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The Plannin g Pro ces s

On the 4th of December 2002 MoDo Hockey and Arenabolaget AB, which was
founded at the time, requested that the work on a detailed development plan
for the arena would begin.97 Arenabolaget AB did not mention any alternative
locations in their plan request, but instead emphasised their belief that
Framnäsudden would provide an opportunity to create a good and inspiring
environment for ice-hockey, and for events and experiences throughout the
year. On the 17th or December 2002 the Trade and Planning Committee
decided to commission the Planning and Environmental Office to start the
detailed development plan work, and to (in consultation with MoDo Hockey
and Arenabolaget) take the necessary initiatives from the municipality’s side.

The Trade and Planning Committee applied for EU-funding to help finance the
infrastructure expansion around the arena. Whether this would be granted or
not was to be decided during spring 2003. This infrastructure expansion
included building more parking places, improving streets and intersections,
pavements, illumination, construction of an attractive surrounding,
improvement of quay and waterfront, water-, storm water-, and electricity
pipes, property redemption (Sw: fastighetsinlösen), examinations, and soil
improvement (Sw: grundförstärkning).

DDetail ed Devel opment Plan Program

The location of the arena was further investigated in a detailed development
program, which outlined the future planning and further examined issues such
as how to solve traffic and parking, soil contamination, and design.
Framnäsudden was compared with other locations to see what physical
prerequisites the different sites could provide, in particular regarding number
of parking places, extent of car traffic’s environmental impact and
disturbances such as pollution, noise and traffic congestions. Also other effects
on society, both positive and negative, from the different locations were
examined.

The program stated that as the municipality would invest in infrastructure in
relation to the arena, one important purpose with the arena would be its
contribution to developing the city centre and tourism. The municipality hoped
that this would be achieved by providing good parking, communications and
pathways to the city centre and the future central bus- and train station.

Investigating Alternative Locations
Six alternative locations were discussed, one of which was to expand the
existing ice-hockey arena Kempehallen. However, the only two alternatives

97 Arenabolaget AB, which has the role of developer in the arena project, is by 60% owned by
MoDo Hockey and 40% by Forspro AB.
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that, after broad examination, were found interesting to compare with
Framnäsudden, was a periphery site in Svedje, and a central site where the
existing bus station was located. The bus station would move to the new
central bus- and train station because of the new railway Botniabanan, and the
area could thereby be used for other purposes.

An investigation to estimate the required number of parking places for the
arena was set up by Nordplan AB, a consulting firm with experience from
several other arenas. This investigation estimated the total parking need for the
different locations. A central location would require a much lower number of
parking places as many of the visitors would live within walking distance, and
because public transportation would be better. The consulting firm Sweco
VBB continued the examination by setting up a comprehensive traffic
investigation for the arena. This investigation showed that the parking
situation could be solved for all the three locations, but that the location at
Framnäsudden would be cheapest. The Framnäsudden location required using
some of the existing parking in the city centre. However, of the 1850 required
parking places only 1390 could be made available by using new and existing
parking. If public transportation would be improved, if pedestrian- and bicycle
roads would be designed, and if other types of steering and control would be
used, the parking shortage could be accepted anyway and the accessibility to
the arena could still be considered good.

Sweco VBB showed that the most disturbing problems regarding air quality
would occur in the central city. An arena at a central location would require
fewer cars than a peripheral arena. The peripheral location would mean that
fewer cars would drive through the city centre, but the total distance within the
zone where they would contribute to air pollution would still be higher than
for a centrally located arena. Additionally, since many visitors could be
expected to remain in the city centre between work and game, the number of
cars that would actually drive through the city centre could be estimated to be
even lower with a centrally located arena. Building the railway Botniabanan
was also estimated to decrease travelling by car from certain locations, if
choosing a central location. Sweco VBB’s calculations included a built-in
safety aspect as they were based on present numbers, which already contained
ice-hockey visitors. The estimated increase due to the ice-hockey traffic had
thereby been included twice. Yet another built-in safety aspect was that the
number of cars that would drive away from the city, and not going to the
arena, by the beginning and end of the event, would be lower than usual.

Sweco VBB also calculated the increase in traffic on the streets in the city
centre to analyse intersections and see whether they would be able to hold the
necessary capacity. The larger traffic flows would only occur occasionally in
connection to events. Eight intersections were evaluated, and four of these
were assessed to be under-dimensioned. Redirecting traffic, design for access
and exits to the arena, and building roundabouts were suggested as measures
to increase capacity. The locations at Svedje (the peripheral location) and at
Framnäsudden were estimated to contribute to an acceptable traffic situation in
the city centre and by the arena, under condition that some measures would be
made. However, the bus station site was assessed to lead to an unacceptable
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traffic situation with long traffic-congestions that would block the E4
roundabout. The city centre’s equivalent sound level was estimated to only
increase slightly for all three proposed locations, but more accurate
calculations would be made during the detailed development plan work for
street sections with housing and other vulnerable activities.

The arena would be about 20 meters high. Both Framnäsudden and Svedje
provided good prerequisites for a large and high building from a townscape
point of view, whereas the area by the bus station was not assessed to be
suitable.

One of the purposes of locating the arena in the city centre was its contribution
to the city’s development and to a vibrant city centre. People remaining in the
centre between work and the game as well as after the game would increase
the activity and provide an opportunity for new business. The detailed
development program stated that the bus station site would be most beneficial
from this point of view, and would attract more events than Framnäsudden.
The peripheral location would have least beneficial effects for the city centre.
However, Framnäsudden was considered to provide additional favourable
effects, as it would involve rearranging the surroundings into an attractive
public environment. The anticipation was that an arena with Framnäsudden’s
spectacular location, a restaurant and a Hall of Fame, could be a symbol for
the hockey town Örnsköldsvik, which would hopefully attract visitors also
outside of hockey season.98

The program concluded that the location at Framnäsudden, which
Arenabolaget had proposed, was overall considered to be the most suitable. It
would be beneficial for the development of the city centre and for tourism, and
the spectacular site close to the water and close to the city centre would
provide an opportunity to build a “landmark in hockey-land” (Sw:
symbolbyggnad i hockeyland). The cost for exploitation was estimated to be
relatively low, as much of existing infrastructure, parking and public
transportation could be used. Also the environmental effects were estimated to
be acceptable.

Further Investigations at Framnäsudden
Alternative use of the land at Framnäsudden that were discussed were
waterfront housing, green areas and camping. But as Framnäsudden was an
industrial and storage area at the time, transforming it into a pleasant housing
area would require large efforts. The detailed development program stated that
unless the demand for housing in Örnsköldsvik would change, housing at
Framnäsudden would not be realised in a foreseeable future, especially as
there were several other central urban blocks that would be attractive for
housing that would be easier to exploit. The program therefore stated that most
likely, Framnäsudden would remain unexploited and with the same
appearance as today, if the arena was not built. However, by building the arena

98 The “hockey town Örnsköldsvik” (Sw: hockeystaden Örnsköldsvik) is a notion used in the
Detailed Development Plan Program for Arena at Framnäsudden (2003-04-30)
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the fact that the infrastructure project would partly be financed from EU-
funding would make the surrounding area attractive. The area would become
more accessible, and a promenade could be constructed along the quay. Also
the arena’s sea view restaurant was expected to attract visitors to the area.

The municipality owned property with storage surfaces and two warehouses in
the area. Constructing the arena would require moving the two warehouses to
free enough space and to create open view to the waterfront. A cement silo
located in the surrounding area was kept intact, at least initially. Redemption
of a storage was required, as well as of an un-built approach to a road carrier.
Smaller intrusions on other property along the street Victoriaesplanaden could
also be required. All this was to be dealt with in the plan work. Some of the
industrial properties contained stores with liquefied petroleum gas tubes.
These were considered unsuitable if the arena was to be constructed, and
would have to be relocated.

The program stated that an arena at Framnäsudden would require a
geotechnical investigation in order to investigate the prerequisites for the
foundation and to investigate possible soil contamination. A comprehensive
geotechnical investigation was to be made during spring 2003. Thereafter was
the contractor to perform a deeper investigation regarding foundation, and if
necessary would the municipality further investigate soil contamination.

Good safety along the quays would be required, with wide pedestrian surfaces,
well marked off areas for car traffic, and good illumination. Some form of
fence would be necessary for events with large audiences. Rescue equipment
would have to be accessible, and there would be ladders or stairs down to the
water. A coordinated investigation for safety along the whole quay, from
Arken (which holds a business park, library, conference centre etc) to the
arena, was considered necessary to make a homogenous design possible.99

The arena did not require a permit according to the Environmental Code, but
the basic regulations in the third chapter on economising of land and water
would need to be considered. An environmental impact assessment was to be
appended to the detailed development plan to illustrate environmental issues
such as car traffic noise, discharge, contaminated soil and impact on
townscape, but also to investigate quay-safety and the design of intersections.
Further investigations were considered necessary in order to see that the
environmental quality norms would not be exceeded by building the arena.
These were to be performed in the detailed development plan work.

Statements on the Detailed Development Program
The detailed development program was referred for consultation between the
26th of March and the 25th of April. It was during this time accessible at the
Planning- and Environmental Office. A public information meeting was
announced in a local newspaper, and held on the 2nd of April in the City Hall.

99 This is done in an architectural design program (Sw: gestaltningsprogram) for
Örnsköldsvik’s quays.
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The Fire and Rescue Service’s statement on the program brought up a
number of issues. They considered it necessary to perform a detailed
investigation on safety and security in connection to larger audiences close to
the quay, which that had also been given notice in the plan work for the Inner
Harbour. It was considered suitable to investigate both areas together in order
to attain an overall idea for the design for potential building technical
measures. The Fire and Rescue Services had requirements regarding that the
arena’s sprinklers would be considered in the design (Sw: projektering) of the
water pipes, as well as requirements that the plan would direct the fact that the
freezing-system would have to be designed so that possible leakage of
ammoniac would not cause hazardous effects on the surroundings. The Fire
and Rescue Services further requested a stronger emphasis that the storages
with liquefied petroleum gas in the area were unsuitable and would have to be
moved before the arena was in operation.

The County Administrative Board had no objections on the plan program
and considered it suitable as a base in the future plan work. As several parties
had claims for the development of this central location, it was suggested that
the development of the areas around the streets Strandgatan and Sjögatan and
their connection to other areas would be studied broadly. For example by
prioritising the municipality’s work on the detailed comprehensive plan, so
that important land-use decisions could be assessed in a more overall manner.

The County Administrative Board underlined the importance of the
municipality ensuring that soil examinations would be performed to a
sufficient extent and degree of detail, as the location included large risks for
soil contamination. The results from the investigations should be clearly
presented in the environmental impact assessment together with suggested
actions. The County Administrative Board requested that the matter of the
soil’s suitability and the matter of responsibility for soil decontamination
should be solved before admitting the detailed development plan, as both
investigations and possible decontaminations are time-consuming.

The County Administrative Board also referred to PBL 2ch 1§, which states
that a detailed development plan cannot be admitted if implementing it would
contribute to exceeding an environmental quality norm, and asked that the
detailed development plan would clearly present how the measured contents of
air pollution in the area relate to the mean-value for environmental quality
norms, as well as the consequences from the traffic generated by the plan, and
present the risk for exceeding environmental quality norms.

Both the Municipal Executive Office (which was involved in the plan work)
and Trade and Planning Committee assessed that the program well
illustrated the conditions for planning the arena. The committee would
however wait with their final decision until the Planning and Environmental
Office had completed their administration of the program.

The Department for Health and Social Care’s (Sw: omsorgsförvaltningen)
statement on the detailed development program emphasised the importance of
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providing good accessibility for disabled. They also stressed that it would be
important for representatives for disabled to be given an opportunity for
opinions on the location of the arena and on the surrounding areas.

CESAM (a collaboration project between local merchants, property owners,
the Trade and Industry sector, and Örnsköldsvik municipality) already in a
statement during the comprehensive plan’s consultation emphasised the
importance of keeping the city core concentrated. They therefore welcomed a
centrally located arena, which was assessed to be favourable for the city centre
and tourism. The fact that that the arena would be used for other purposes than
hockey was supported, as restaurants, offices and exhibition premises were
considered to be a prerequisite for making the arena a meeting place also
outside of hockey season.

The Police, the Technical Office’s Exploitation Unit, Örnsköldsvik’s
Museum as well as the Coast Guard approved the program’s suggestion to
locate the arena at Framnäsudden. The police considered the site to be good
from a parking and evacuation point of view, and considered the evacuation of
the arena to be good. They meant that the suggested measures would provide
good accessibility in central Örnsköldsvik, and considered that an arena at
Framnäsudden would provide a more vibrant city centre and harbour area. The
Technical Office’s Exploitation Unit considered Framnäsudden to be the best
location for solving traffic issues. The museum considered Framnäsudden to
be a good location as it could provide the necessary prerequisites for the
arena’s visual appearance without disturbing other building environments. The
Coast Guard considered this suggestion for use of Framnäsudden to suit their
purposes better than a previous suggestion, as the coastal station would remain
in this suggestion. TeliaSonera AB had no remarks to the location, but
requested that their existing and future infrastructure for telecommunication
would be considered in planning and design (Sw: projektering), and that they
would be provided a possibility to participate in the planning. Centerpartiet
agreed to building a new arena in Örnsköldsvik’s municipality, but considered
it important that the arena’s economy would be self-supportive both long-term
and short-term. This meant that the municipality should resign from
responsibilities for future soil decontamination, traffic solutions and rents.
Centerpartiet moreover argued that a proper environmental impact assessment
should be made, as the project would have a considerable impact on the city’s
future.

The Technical Office’s Land and Water Unit also considered Framnäsudden
to be the best location for the arena, and presented a number of standpoints.
The Technical Office also provided their assessment on how to solve
intersections from a capacity point of view, as well as pointing to the fact that
the program did not at all discuss the problems with pedestrians in connection
to the increased amount of traffic. Information on flow, fire extinction and
sprinklers would be necessary for deciding on measures on the existing
municipal VAD-pipes. The Technical Office moreover appointed that as
MoDo Hockey’s board was going to form the limited company Arenabolaget
AB to design (Sw: projektera), build, own and manage the arena, no municipal
funds should be assigned for this. The Technical Office considered that cost
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for design should be included in the infrastructure project’s EU-funding. They
also required that all costs, besides the EU-funding, would be covered by
municipal means without charging the Technical Office’s budget.

Result of Consultation
The Municipal Executive Office found that the program had assessed
Framnäsudden to be the most suitable location for a new arena. The location
would be favourable for the city centre’s development and for the
development of tourism, and the “spectacular site” close to the water and close
to the centre would provide the best opportunities for the arena to become a
“landmark for ice-hockey”. It would require relatively low costs for
exploitation as existing infrastructure, parking and bus-lines could be used to a
large extent. Also the environmental consequences were assessed to be
acceptable.

The Planning and Environmental Committee, on commission from the
Municipal Executive Office, assigned the Planning and Environmental Office
on August 26th 2003 to create a detailed development plan for the arena based
on the detailed development program. Regular planning procedure was
chosen, and the plan’s purpose was to test the suitability of building an arena
at Framnäsudden and to regulate land-use. An environmental impact
assessment would be added to the detailed development plan to illustrate
issues such as traffic, parking, traffic noise, air quality and townscape.
Furthermore the detailed development plan work should include investigations
on geotechnical issues, soil contamination, noise, air quality, on the design of
some intersections, and on how to use the municipality’s sport halls.

DDetail ed Devel opment Plan

The detailed development plan consisted of a plan description, an
implementation description, an environmental impact assessment, a list of
properties, a map and an illustration map. Implementation time for the plan
was set to five years as the arena was soon to be built. Valid plans that affected
the plan area were the comprehensive plan for Örnsköldsvik’s municipality
admitted in June 2003 and a number of detailed development plans ranging
from 1955-1997. A detailed development plan that allowed residential housing
in an area adjacent to the planned arena had recently been admitted and
building was expected to start during autumn 2003.

The detailed development plan was considered to be consistent with the
regulations in chapters 3 and 4 in the Environmental Code, on economising of
land and water. In the consultation version of the plan was the consistency
with the regulations in chapter 5 in the Environmental Code (on environmental
quality norms) yet to be investigated.
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Regulations for Land-Use
The arena would be constructed on municipal property, which Arenabolaget
was to lease. The surrounding public places and parking were to be added to
the municipality’s property Örnsköldsvik 9:1. Land from some properties and
businesses, for example a warehouse and some of the Technical Office’s store
spaces for sand etc, were required to instead use for public purposes. Also
some properties that were not directly in the plan area might in the long term
have to be “refined” into more of a trade character than the current industrial.
This would however not be regulated in this detailed development plan, but
wait until more immediate interest was actualised. In the detailed development
plan from 1987 the southeast corner of the plan area was proposed to be used
partly as harbour and partly as green area, but the landfill in the water that
would have expanded Framnäsudden to the south was never made. This
detailed development plan was therefore omitted. The Coast Guard had
locations in the area. Their activities were considered to be an important
element of the marine environment and would remain. Part of the quay and
land areas was marked for harbour activities in the plan. The plan stated that
the area by the quay should be kept enclosed. The municipality’s costs for
investigations, redemption and arrangement of public spaces within the plan
area and other measures outside of the plan area, would be covered by the
means granted for the project “the Arena area’s infrastructure” within EU-
goal 1. Arenabolaget AB were to be responsible for constructing and operating
the arena and the land within its area, and the municipality was to be
responsible for the surrounding streets, public squares, parking and pipes. An
agreement between the municipality and Arenabolaget was a condition for the
Municipal Council to admit the detailed development plan.

Open public squares were proposed north and west of the arena. These squares
were to be used for parking daytime and during events, but also as bus parking
and walking area. Part of it could be used for outdoor activities during trade
fairs and similar events, and the space west of the arena, which would be used
as bus parking during hockey season, could be used for other purposes during
summer, for example as roller skating rink. The part closest to the water would
be designed as quay, and suitable safety measures needed to be taken for this.
Stairs down from the quay would provide a possibility to come close to the
water. Both the arena and the surrounding area would be made completely
accessible for disabled and these issues were to be guarded in the building
consultation.

Initially the traffic signal in the intersection Strandgatan-Victoriaesplanaden
would be provided with two control programs, one to be used during events
and one for the everyday traffic. The traffic development should be further
observed, and if necessary, the intersection would be rebuilt as a roundabout.
The other intersections along Strandgatan had been studied and the capacity to
take care of the increased traffic from the arena had been considered sufficient.

The quay’s condition and the municipal pipes for water and wastewater in the
street Victoriaesplanaden were to be examined regarding capacity and
standard, as the sprinklers in the arena required high torrents of water. This
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would be done as soon as the decision for implementing the plan had been
formally taken.

The plan stated that as people would reside regularly in the arena, it would
have to be designed so that radon in the indoor air would meet Boverket’s
regulations from 1994.

Environmental Impact Assessment
The purpose of the environmental impact assessment was to make a collected
assessment of how the implementation of the plan would impact the
environment. The Environmental Code states that location should be chosen so
that the purpose pf the activity can be reached with least intrusion and health
and environmental inconveniences (unless the demands are unrealistic). A
valid environmental quality norm cannot be neglected. That Framnäsudden
was the most suitable location had already been evaluated in the detailed
development program. Car traffic noise, discharge, contaminated soil and
townscape, were considered to be relevant environmental issues and therefore
discussed in the environmental impact assessment. Several parts were
incomplete in the consultation version; the parts on air quality and townscape
were to be completed for the exposition, but are presented here anyway to
provide a better comprehension.

The arena’s capacity would be about 6500 visitors. The total parking need was
estimated to be 1900, whereof about 600 would be new parking places to be
arranged adjacent to the arena. Besides that, existing parking spaces, public as
well as private, would be used. The environmental impact assessment referred
to Sweco VBB’s investigations for the detailed development program
regarding the car traffic generated by the arena in comparison to the other
alternatives.

The municipality had measured traffic noise in the city centre in 1995. The
environmental impact assessment stated that traffic would increase most at
Strandgatan where the additional traffic would increase the equivalent sound
level with 2 dB(A). The increased sound level would be lower on the other
streets. The maximum level would not change from the increased number of
cars, as lower speed and less heavy vehicles would have a larger effect than
increased number of cars. The increase in sound level due to the arena traffic
was estimated to barely be audible, and the guidelines that had been set up in
the municipality’s comprehensive plan would not be exceeded under condition
that the facades would reduce the sound as expected. As the other traffic
calculations, these calculations included a built-in safety aspect as the ice-
hockey traffic had been calculated twice.

Tyréns AB Umeå performed an environmental geotechnical investigation in
the harbour area in September 2003, with the purpose to describe the soil
contamination in the area. This investigation resulted in a collected risk
evaluation that considered the contaminations degree of dangerousness,
percentage and extension, the vulnerability and protection value of the
surroundings, future land-use, and possibility of dissipation. The investigations
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did not find any significant extents of contamination contents exceeding the
guidelines, and no indication of extended contamination of metals was found.
There was no information on previous activities within the area that could
have caused soil contamination. There was however a possibility for soil
contamination because the harbour area in several stages (from beginning of
1900s to 1960s) was filled with masses of unknown origin. The investigation
concluded that no environmental geotechnical measures would be necessary
for building the arena.

The area boarders to Örnsköldsvik’s bay, which is a vulnerable recipient. The
National Environment Protection Board’s general guidelines for less
vulnerable land-use with ground water protection were therefore considered to
be a suitable level for protection with regards to future land-use. The
protection level meant that bushes and plants could be planted in the park, and
that animals that would temporarily occupy in the area would be protected. As
the guideline was based on health limit values (Sw: gränsvärden) for drinking
water, it overrated the risks for several substances.

Regarding townscape issues, the final design of the arena had not yet been
decided, but the arena’s plan measures would not be changed significantly,
even though the height could be modified. The Planning and Environmental
Office’s suggestion for a design competition was never realised, but instead
Arenabolaget invited some of the larger construction companies and discussed
forms for cooperation, sketches and construction. Arenabolaget finally chose
Skanska, partly due to economical factors, but also since Skanska had an
architect who had drawn several other arenas. This meant that instead of
organising a competition an architect was chosen. Skanska had a proposal for
design drawn up by Bergfjord-Ivarson Arkitekter AB.

The municipality had commissioned IVL Svenska Miljöinstitutet AB to
calculate and assess the arena’s effects on the air quality in the city centre and
how this would relate both to environmental goals and to the valid
environmental quality norms, which regulate the lowest environmental quality
level that people and environment can be exposed to without
inconveniences.100 This investigation was completed during the consultation,
and the results were added to the plan description and to the environmental
impact assessment. The calculations regarded dissipation of air pollution
related to discharge. The results were compared with measured contents, and
expected contents connected to the arena were compared to expected contents
in case the arena would not be built. The measured values were found to be
below the environmental quality norm, but above the upper limit for
evaluation, which meant that the development needed to continuous
evaluations. The investigation concluded that the environmental quality norm
would probably be exceeded in 2006, and that the environmental quality
norms for nitrogen dioxide and benzene were likely to already have been
exceeded. The main reason was that the European road E4 runs right through
central Örnsköldsvik, and causes a heavy traffic load. The investigation did

100 Municipalities and authorities need to regard these norms in community planning. An
action program must be set up in case an environmental quality norm cannot be reached.
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not assess that an arena at Framnäsudden would contribute to any significant
increase to the traffic on the E4 trough the city. The condition was however
that the planned number of 50 events per year would not be exceeded, that the
planned increase in traffic would be sufficient, and that traffic increase would
occur on the street sections used in the investigation. Compared to the traffic
that ice-hockey matches already generated, the new location would generate
less cars through the central part of Centralesplanaden (E4), which had the
highest contents of nitrogen dioxide, benzene and dust. But, even without
building the arena the municipality would need to follow the development and
continue measuring the content of benzene and nitrogen dioxide, as there was
a risk that the latter would exceed the upper evaluation limit. The
environmental impact assessment concluded that the most effective action to
decrease the risk of exceeding the environmental quality norms would be to
move the E4 to a tunnel through Åsberget, which had been investigated in the
comprehensive plan.

The environmental geotechnical investigation, the calculations for noise and
the investigation of air quality, were appended to the environmental impact
assessment.

Statements from Consultation
The plan was referred for consultation between October and November 2003.
By that time Arenabolaget had not yet taken the final decision to actually
construct the arena, but the municipality chose to continue the planning
process anyway, in order to be able to start building according to time
schedule once the final decision had been taken. The Municipal Executive
Office sent out a preliminary version of the plan to the concerned property
owners. The environmental impact assessment was not appended, but was
accessible, together with the rest of the plan proposal, at the Planning and
Environmental Office and at the municipality’s homepage. The consultation
was also advertised in the local newspaper. The consultation resulted in a
number of statements, which were all brought up and commented by the
Planning and Environmental Office in the municipality’s consultation report
(Sw: samrådsredogörelse).

The County Administrative Board presented a number of opinions. There
were no objections to Tyréns’ report, which had concluded that no
environmental geotechnical measures were required. The County
Administrative Board however requested that the soil contamination situation
would again be controlled during design (Sw: projektering) as the soil
consisted of landfill of unknown origin. The County Administrative Board did
however not agree with IVL’s report on air quality, which stated that the arena
would only marginally contribute to increased discharge. Instead the County
Administrative Board assessed there to be a risk for increased traffic in the city
centre, and thereby a considerable risk for exceeding the environmental quality
norms for nitrogen dioxide. The arena’s effect on central Örnsköldsvik
required well thought trough traffic planning. The County Administrative
Board moreover requested clarifications in the description of disturbances and
normal noise, as they found it rather unclear and difficult to understand.
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The County Administrative Board’s statement was appended to the plan. The
Planning and Environmental Office remarked that the possible presence of soil
contamination would be taken care of in connection to further investigations,
and construction of quays, parking, pipes, and foundation (Sw:
grundläggning). The Planning and Environmental Office further stated that an
increase on the street segment along the central part of Centralesplanaden
should be avoided as IVL’s investigation had shown that the environmental
quality norm along this segment may be exceeded, mainly due to the E4’s
lining through the central city. The consultation report also stated that the
section on traffic noise would be clarified by including a longer section from
the environmental impact assessment in the plan description.

The Social Department (Sw: humanistiska förvaltningen) and the Local
Council for Crime Prevention’s (Sw: lokala brottsförebyggande rådet)
statement on the plan proposal began with a request that architects and
developers involved in planning and building would consider the situational
crime prevention (which is to decrease the possibilities for crime) in the design
of the public space around the arena.101 Suggestions presented were well-lit
streets and parks, wide pavements that would provide an overview over the
immediate surroundings, avoiding overgrown parks and green areas, tunnels
and narrow passages, and providing a well-lit and guarded parking space and a
good overview over the bicycle parking space. They concluded that by
considering situational crime prevention people’s fear and sense of insecurity
would decrease. This would have the effect that more people would dare to be
outdoors also in the evenings, which in turn would actually increase the
informal social control and scare off potential perpetrators. The Planning and
Environmental Office’s consultation report stated that these issues would be
considered in the design (Sw: projektering), and that smaller modifications
would be made in the plan description.

The Department for Health and Social Care’s statement included remarks
and questions regarding accessibility for disabled. The Department for Health
and Social Care referred to the municipality’s Handicap Plan from 1999,
which should be considered both in the plan-work and during construction.
The Planning and Environmental Office replied that these issues would be
considered in the development and that smaller modifications would be made
in the plan description.

The Municipal Executive Office participated in the plan work and had no
opinions on the plan other than that they considered it being consistent with
the valid comprehensive plan from June 2003, and with the approved detailed
development program. The Trade and Planning Committee approved the
plan proposal, but would not make a final decision until consultation and
exposition had been completed.

101 Which they had briefly brought up already in a statement for the detailed development
program.
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Neither the Museum nor Telia-Sonera had any objections to the location at
Framnäsudden. As in their statement on the program, Telia-Sonera requested
that their existing constructions would be secured, and that the new
infrastructure for telecommunication would be considered in planning and
development. Telia-Sonera wanted to be involved in the planning, as did also
Energihuset who were tenants in the property Köpmannen 1 and would be
affected traffic-wise. The Planning and Environmental Office replied that they
would discuss parking with adjacent property owners and tenants when the
formal decision for building the arena had been taken.

The Technical Office’s statement on the plan involved a couple of requests
for clarifications regarding pedestrian-, bicycle-, buss- and car traffic, and they
also discussed storm water (Sw: dagvatten) pipes in a separate statement. The
Technical Office also discussed the fact that they required compensation for
the costs connected to building and operating the infrastructure project. They
referred to how they had not received compensation for the increased costs for
operation and capital costs for the EU-project for Veckefjärden’s golf course.
The Planning and Environmental Office replied that the Technical Office’s
arguments would be considered in the plan.

Result from Consultation
After the plan consultation some additions and adjustments would made. Most
importantly, the section on air quality was added.102 A formulation regarding
building new housing west of the street Nygatan, adjacent to the plan area, had
been modified due to the fact that the exposition version of the plan was made
later than the consultation plan version, hence the planning and building
process for the other area had progressed. By autumn 2003 construction had
started and residents were estimated to start moving in during 2004. Other
modifications and new formulations regarded for example a pedestrian- and
bicycle road, handicap parking, storm water pipes and telephone wires, and
Cementa’s property, which would remain until the municipality and Cementa
had agreed on a different location but would until then have to be surrounded
by a fence. In line with the County Administrative Board’s statement the
description on disturbance due to traffic noise at Strandgatan was clarified.

Statements from Exposition
The detailed development plan was exposed for review in the City Hall and in
the Arken library between the 15th of March and the 5th of April 2004. It was
also presented on the municipality’s homepage. The exposition was advertised
in the local newspaper Örnsköldsviks Allehanda on the 6th of March 2004.

Three statements were sent in after the exposition, and these were commented
by the Planning and Environmental Office in the exposition report (Sw:
utlåtande).

102 As has been described in the section about environmental impact assessment.
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The Technical Office had in a former statement informed that they alleged
compensation for the costs that the arena would bring on. They would
otherwise have problems fulfilling their future undertakings. They informed
that they lacked comments regarding this matter in the exposition plan act. The
Planning and Environmental Office replied that this was not a detailed
development plan issue, but would be managed by the Municipal Council
together with other decisions concerning the arena. The result was that the
Municipal Council added to the Technical and Service Committee’s budget,
for management and infrastructure investment and for investing in
Kempehallen.

The Technical Office also referred to their ongoing investigations on storm
water treatment in the area around Strandgatan/Järvedsleden, which could
result in effects on the pedestrian- and bicycle roads in the area. The Planning
and Environmental Office replied that any adjustments of the pedestrian- and
bicycle roads could be solved without changes in the detailed development
plan.

The County Administrative Board again referred to the importance of
following up the need for soil decontamination. They considered that this
should be clear both in the implementation description and in a contract with
Arenabolaget to clarify who would be responsible for performing and
financing possible decontamination. The Planning and Environmental Office
replied that the municipality would be responsible for any soil
decontamination, and that an estimated amount for groundwork was included
in the granted EU-funding. A description of this was added to the
implementation description, but this change did not result in a new plan
exposition.

The County Administrative Board further referred to their statement after the
consultation regarding air quality issues. The municipality had informed that
they would follow the development by continued measuring and calculations,
and the plan act stated that the negative effects from arena-traffic could be
reduced by planning and regulating the traffic. The County Administrative
Board therefore required that a plan with traffic regulations and parking would
be set up, and could be implemented already in 2006 if investigations proved
that the environmental quality norms were exceeded. The Planning and
Environmental Office replied that IVL’s investigation showed that the
environmental quality norm risked to be exceeded in 2006 even without
constructing the arena, most likely due to the traffic on Centralesplanaden
(E4). The arena would not have negative effects on the situation. They stated
that the municipality was aware of the pressed situation, and the air quality
issue had been assessed in the comprehensive plan for the city centre, where it
was concluded that the only way to provide a considerable improvement of the
air quality in the city centre would be by moving the E4 traffic from the city
centre to a tunnel through Åsberget.

Västernorrlands Läns Trafik AB suggested that buss stops in closer
connection to the regular route should be arranged. The Planning and
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Environmental Office replied that this was a valuable viewpoint, which would
be used in the ongoing traffic planning.

The report concluded that no standpoints were presented during consultation
or during exposition that had not been provided for.

Admission
The Planning- and Environmental Committee approved the detailed
development plan in April 2004, and handed it over to the Municipal Council
for admittance. A prerequisite for admitting the plan was that the other
decisions for implementing the arena had been formally taken. Once
accomplished, the Municipal Council admitted the detailed development plan
on the 21st of June 2004. The County Administrative Board decided not to
assess the municipality’s decision. The detailed development plan gained legal
authority on 15th of July 2004.

No changes were made in the plan description between exposition act and
admission act. There were some changes and modifications in the
implementation description, whereof the only significant regarded that the
municipality would be responsible for unexpected soil decontamination
actions.
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Detailed development plan for the ice-hockey arena.

Illustration of the planned ice-hockey arena.
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Safety and Security in the Harbour Area
The Fire and Rescue Services initiated a work group in connection to the work
with the harbour plan. This working party was formed in May 2004. The aim
was to develop an action plan as basic data for creating a safe and secure
environment in the inner harbour. This would be based on the comprehensive
plan from 2003’s suggestions for developing the area, and with consideration
to the municipality’s crime prevention program. The aspiration was that
increased collaboration between actors working with safety and security in
Örnsköldsvik would both make the city safer and use the city’s resources more
effectively. The group consisted of representatives from the Planning and
Building Office, the Social Department (which included the Local Council for
Crime Prevention), the Police, the Culture and Leisure Department, the
Municipal Executive Office, the Technical Office and the Fire and Rescue
Services. The property owner Öviks Buss was also consulted. The data would
focus on measures in the physical environment, with suggestions on how to
create safety focusing on preventing damage on people, environment and
property, and a plan for designing the area to make it safe for visitors. The
goal was to create “a welcoming and attractive (positive) environment where
the risk for violence and crime and the number of accidents have been
minimised”.103

The work started with an inventory of the risks in different parts of the harbour
area. The risks that were identified were drowning, assaults, traffic, fire as the
work of an incendiary (Sw: anlagd brand) or vandalism, scribble, people
climbing on the harbour cranes. A number of measures for avoiding or
reducing the possibility for damage were proposed together with suggestions
for physical design and various types of equipment. Besides that measures to
increase status in general were proposed. Finally costs and benefits were
estimated, and responsibilities were divided between actors.

The action plan also included measures for minimising larger risks to society,
referring to the municipal risk analysis which showed three larger risk sources
in the area; the liquefied petroleum gas tank at the restaurant Statt, and two gas
depots at Framnäsudden. These activities were considered non-appropriate as
the area would transform from industrial area to trade and public premises.
The Fire and Rescue Services, who is responsible for supervision (Sw: tillsyn)
at these companies, informed them that they would be required to move. The
liquefied petroleum gas tank and one of the gas depots were removed in 2004.
The other company, Industriservice Norr AB, found it more difficult to find a
new location. Their permit would expire the following year and the Fire and
Rescue Services informed that it would not be extended. To have this verified
on paper, Industriservice in February 2005 applied for extension of their
permit. The company’s location had previously been assessed to be suitable,
but as the surrounding area had changed during the last few years, gas
handling in the present extent would not be possible, as that would require a
safety distance of 300 meters from residential housing and larger meeting

103 Own translation, from the Action Plan for Safety and Security in the Harbour area (2005-
01-28), p 3.
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halls. Industriservice had a rental contract, which would expire in the turn of
the year 2006-2007. The Fire and Rescue Services granted an extended permit
for this limited period of time. This gave Industriservice a longer period of
time to find a new location.104 The Fire and Rescue Services, the planners and
the Technical Office met to discuss different alternative locations in order to
find a solution. The fact that Industriservice leased the property, unlike the
other company who were property owner, meant that they did not receive first
hand information about the new situation.

The restaurant Statt uses liquefied petroleum gas in the kitchen.105 Their permit
for handling liquefied petroleum gas in a tank would expire in the end of
January 2006. In order to receive an extended permit it was necessary to
restrict the amount of liquefied petroleum gas, and the tank was replaced with
gas bottles collected in gas packages, to reduce the risk. Handling liquefied
petroleum also required that the staff were given appropriate training and
knowledge about how to behave in case of fire.

The group’s work resulted in an action plan for safety and security in the
harbour area. The plan was also appended to the detailed comprehensive plan
for Örnsköldsvik’s centre, which was reviewed for consultation during spring
2004 and included the transformation of the eastern industrial area and
Framnäsudden. The Fire and Rescue Services in their plan statement brought
up the matter that those activities that would require moving, should be offered
new locations that would better suit their activities. The action plan was
admitted in January 2005, and described that disturbing or dangerous activities
would not be allowed in the area.

BBuild ing Proce ss

The initial idea was to use “district refrigeration” (Sw: fjärrkyla) for the ice in
the arena. This was however never implemented, but instead an ammoniac
tank with 100 kg ammoniac was used. The ammoniac tank required safety
consideration, and the Fire and Rescue Services requested a risk analysis to be
set up. The risk analysis main intention was to make sure that a gas leak or a
breakdown would not affect people outside.106

104 By the time for interview (June 2005) they had not yet found new location.
105 Which, according to a representative for the Fire and Rescue Services, requires permission
even for small amounts of gas.
106 The report “Hur farlig är en ishall med ammoniak” states that modern ice halls with up to
75 kg ammoniac only constitute a small risk for people in an arena’s surroundings. Discharge
may only occur to the inside, as the ammoniac is only present in the actual refrigerating
machine. So from a Fire and Rescue Service point of view is a risk distance of 100 meters is a
good base for operational planning. What happens when condensed gas or liquid is released is
that a gas cloud is formed, which with wind can spread to the surroundings. The concentration
of gas at different distances depends on the quantity and durability of the gas leak, on wind,
and also on if there are buildings in the surroundings. A gas leak next to a building reduces the
risk distances compared to a leak in free field, as the gas is spread in a so called sheltered hole
(Sw: lävak) with about the same volume as the building. The gas is thereby diluted before
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Skanska Sverige AB Region Hus Norr set up a description of water and
wastewater and the sprinkler system, which would cover all floors except the
ice. It also described evacuation for the arena, as the surveillance of fire gas
systems was part of Skanska’s undertakings. ÅF-Installation AB performed a
frame-description regarding fire, which however only presented general
system solutions to be used as a base for cost estimates. A more detailed fire
protection documentation was set up during the design phase (Sw:
projekteringsfasen), and was to present design and fire technical calculations
more in detail.

Consultation of building permit was held with the Fire and Rescue Services,
the Technical Office and with the Planning and Environmental Office’s units
for units for environmental protection and health protection. No reminders
were presented. Building permit to construct the arena was granted in
September 2004.

Building Consultation
The project was divided into two parts with two different commissioners. The
ground and the area around the arena were part of an EU-project, whereas the
actual arena was assigned to Skanska and Arenabolaget.

A building consultation for the arena was held in October 2004.
Representatives for MoDo Hockey, Skanska, Arenabolaget, the Planning and
Environmental Office, and a building inspector attended the meeting. The fire
protection documentation had not yet been set up, but the frame description
was to be used as a base.
• The Fire and Rescue Services brought up a number of issues that they

wanted to emphasise; such as evacuation dimensioning, design and
dimensioning of fire gas ventilation, safety and security aspects in the
surroundings, design of the alarm, the ammoniac treatment. From a safety
point of view it would be favourable if the ammoniac could be led directly
out to the harbour basin. Whether or not this could be accepted from an
environmental point of view had to be examined. The upper grandstand
would be steep, and could include risk for accidents. That the amount of
water would be sufficient for sprinkling would have to be controlled. The
safety requirements should be filled in the design of railings also with
consideration to child safety.

• The arena required permission or report according to the Environmental
Code, as it would form public premises.

• A control plan should be set up as soon as possible by the quality
responsible and the building inspector. It included aspects such as
accessibility, consistency with building permit, and risks inside the
premises such as fire, ventilation and child safety.

spreading to the surroundings. Ammoniac can in worse case lead to suffocation, but may also
cause effects on eyes and breathing (Eriksson, 1998).
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Fire Protection
The Fire and Rescue Services’ operational time (Sw: insatstid) was expected
to be within the normal time-span (less than 10 minutes from alarm) as the
building would be centrally located. The arena’s evacuation system would be
dimensioned so that it could be secured without active participation from the
Fire and Rescue Services. The risk for fire spreading to other building was
considered low because of the distance. The primary requirements for
evacuation should be performed before any critical circumstances would arise,
which meant evacuating before people would be exposed to too high
temperatures, flames or toxic fire gases. Therefore would evacuation capacity
have to be sufficient and the distance to evacuation paths should not be too far.
Different measures to prevent rapid spread of fire were suggested such as
evacuation passages, emergency lighting, sprinklers, fire alarms connected to
the Fire and Rescue Services, and other technical actions. The Fire and Rescue
Services should be able to drive around the whole building in order to make an
operation possible.

The fire protection documentation was set up by ÅF-Installation AB. It
presented fire technical calculations and investigations for the arena, which
meant that the visitors’ safety was evaluated in different aspects. Different
scenarios were studied, and the evacuation-time from start of fire until all
people had been evacuated was assessed. Also the consequences from a fire,
extent of fire, spread of fire and mechanical fire gas ventilation’s effect were
calculated. The fire protection documentation concluded that if all technical
systems would work as they were supposed to, nobody would be exposed to
critical circumstances.107 The only reason that people could be exposed to
critical circumstances was if several of the technical systems would fail, which
was assessed to have a very low probability. The fire protection
documentation included a quantitative risk analysis that assessed the
probability for certain scenarios. Fundamental here was the degree of
trustworthiness of the fire technical installations, such as sprinklers, alarms,
detectors and fire gas ventilation.

The arena is currently (2005) being built, and will be completed in autumn
2006.

107 Critical conditions were defined as “distress” above and beyond the fact that there was a
fire, and not in the sense of fatalities.
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View over the ice-hockey arena.

View over the construction site.
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Chapter 7 – Cross-Case Comparison and Analysis

Chapter 7 is structured by issues.108 The first sections are of a descriptive and
comparative character. Tools and strategies used in planning are described,
and the municipalities’ organisations are outlined, focusing on the authorities
that are central to the study. Thereafter each case is discussed based on
significant issues related to safety and sustainability, with a concluding cross-
case comparison to discuss general tendencies, differences and similarities
between the cases. Next, the actors at focus in the study are discussed, their
own interpretations of their roles in the community planning process are
reviewed, as are their possibilities to influence the planning. The following
sections constitute of evaluations of actors, ‘risk’, and responsibilities in a
planning context, and of how matters concerning risk, safety and sustainability
are handled in practice in plan work.

All conclusions are based on my interpretation of material and documentation
for the case studies, but also with input from and reference to other research
and literature. Information regarding the three actors at focus is primarily
based on information from officials that have been involved in the planning
cases that the research is based on. Each planning process is individual and
has its own characteristics coloured by the municipal practice, the persons
involved, and the specific object.

SStrate gi es and Planning Instruments

The case studies illustrate detail development plan processes. Detailed
development plans constitute means to legally bind land-use. Comprehensive
plans, on the other hand, provide guidelines for the development of the
municipality. Although not legally binding, they should provide enough
support for detailed development plans and area regulations and there is often
a link between the detailed development plan and what has been proposed in
the comprehensive plan. But, as one of the respondents said, “even if there is a
comprehensive plan, all kinds of thoughts and ideas pop up”.

Anna Johansson who has made a content-analysis of comprehensive plans in
70 Swedish municipalities argues that comprehensive plans usually have
“ambitiously formulated” purposes and goal formulations, also regarding
health-, safety- and security aspects (Johansson, 2004: 52-54). It is usually
highlighted that risks should be prevented or restricted and that risks will be
considered in future planning. Very few comprehensive plans on the other
hand explicitly state how and when to handle risks. Johansson therefore
wonders; do municipalities actually live up to their visions? Besides the fact
that comprehensive plans contain strategic political visions, respondents in my
study suggest that a reason for the “inventive” appearance may be that there is

108 The analysis is to a large degree based on interviews, but also on data from the case
descriptions. The author provides exact references by request, although not presented here
unless of specific relevance.
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a short-term perspective and a long-term perspective for planning. A
comprehensive plan may therefore be rather visionary, as its strategies do not
have to be decided upon or even taken into consideration at that moment. But
when the specific case arises, matters become urgent and there may not be
time for all sorts of investigations and assessments in the detailed development
planning process. Actors have to relate to this in their plan work, and those
actors that require certain aspects to be reflected on - which means that
procedures may change - may find themselves to be a source of irritation. This
issue will be discussed further later in this chapter.

The connection between comprehensive plan and detailed development plan
differ between the cases in this study. The plan for the biogas bus depot in
Linköping follows the comprehensive plan’s directives regarding the
municipality’s large biogas project and ambition to convent to more
sustainable traffic alternatives. A contributing factor may be that the
consulting firm who made the detailed development plan, already was working
on a detailed comprehensive plan for the Kallerstad-Mörtlösa area. In the case
of Eskilstuna, on the other hand, the normal course of action was reversed.
The comprehensive plan and a detailed comprehensive plan were made after
detailed development plans in the Munktell area had already been set up.
Lessons learned from them are included in the comprehensive plans. In
Örnsköldsvik, the concept of building a new arena was tested in the ongoing
revision of the comprehensive plan, which provided an opportunity to include
the Municipal Council’s standpoint. Building a “landmark for ice-hockey” and
Örnsköldsvik’s role as world-famous up-bringer of hockey-talents are
emphasised both in the detailed development plan and in the comprehensive
plan.

OOrgani sat i on

The municipalities in this study all use different structures to organise their
departments. Generally, the Fire and Rescue Services is a separate department,
whereas the Planning Office, the Environmental Agency and the Building
Office, are connected or separated in various ways and under numerous
names. The three latter authorities are in Eskilstuna and Örnsköldsvik located
in the same building, whereas the Fire and Rescue Services’ department is
located separately.109

The descriptions and figures of the municipalities’ organisations are
concentrated on the actors at focus in the study. The respondents are
positioned into their respective role of municipal officials and are indexed with
a capital letter followed by a number, which they will be represented by
throughout the analysis. The letter (L, E, Ö) represents the respondent’s
municipality. As the municipalities have different structures and names of
their departments, the number represents the respondent’s role. The number

109 The Fire and Rescue Services’ vehicles and their need for fast connection to main roads
may be reasons for this.
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one represents the planning office, the number two represents the
environmental agency and/or the building office, and the numbers three and
four represent the fire and rescue services. In this section where the
organisation is described, I will translate the municipalities’ own names of
their departments into English. In the rest of the analysis I will instead refer to
the role, unless it is of specific relevance for the context. As I focus on the
authoritative role, I will neither refer to the respondents’ education, nor to their
occupation.

The figure below presents the organisation of Linköping municipality.110 L1
represents the planning office.111 L2 represents the environmental agency.112

L3 and L4 represent the fire and rescue services.113
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& Service’s nine
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Service

(a result unit )

L3 L4

Linköping municipality is organised into orderers and implementers. One
orderer is the Technical and Planning Committee (Sw: teknik- och
samhällsbyggnadsnämnd).114 The Technical and Planning Office is the
“business area” that implements this committee’s assignments. The
Environmental Agency is a separate unit, which responds to the
Environmental Committee. The Fire and Rescue Services is on the other hand
structured as a “result unit” under the “Production”, which is the

110 Based on http://www.linkoping.se/Organisation/index.htm (2005-11-07).
111 When referring to L1, the information is based on an interview with a representative for the
Technical and Planning Office, Linköping (2004-11-29).
112 When referring to L2, the information is based on an interview with a representative for the
Environmental Office, Linköping (2004-11-29).
113 When referring to L3, the information is based on an interview with representative A from
the Fire and Rescue Services, Linköping (2004-11-29), and a meeting (2004-06-17). When
referring to L4, the information is based on an interview with representative B from the Fire
and Rescue Services, Linköping (2004-11-29).
114 Based on information from Linköping municipality’s webpage
http://www.linkoping.se/Organisation (2005-10-03) and on discussions at meeting in
Linköping (2004-03-23).
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municipality’s implementer of fire and rescue service and medical and social
care. Politically elected orderer-committees (Sw: beställarnämnder) buy the
Production’s service. Tekniska Verken is a municipal company with
subsidiaries in charge of for example biogas, parking, and broadband.
Tekniska Verken had the role of developer in the bus depot project.

The figure below presents the current organisation of Eskilstuna
municipality.115 E1 represents the planning office.116 E2 represents the
environmental- and building department.117 E3 represents the fire and rescue
services.118
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In Eskilstuna nine departments are organised under the Municipal Executive
Board (Sw: kommunstyrelsen).119 At focus here are the Urban Planning
Department (Sw: stadsbyggnadsförvaltningen), the Environmental and
Building Department (Sw: miljö- och byggförvaltningen) and the Fire and
Rescue Services, each working on commission from respective political board.
The Urban Planning Department includes a Planning Division (Sw:
planavdelning). The organisation was slightly different during the time of the
badminton hall project, with ‘planning’, ‘environmental’ and ‘building’ units
organised under the Municipal Executive Board Department (Sw:
kommunstyrelseförvaltningen).120 There was also a different board structure.
Moreover, the department including ‘environment’ and ‘building’ was then
named the Building and Environmental Office. I will in this chapter however
refer to this department as the Environmental Agency, as that is the role in
focus in my study. Although I am aware that such a department is non-
existing, I make this choice to facilitate comparison with the other cases. I
have in interviews and plan data found at least four different names used for
this particular department (sometimes even several names within one and the

115 Based on Eskiltuna municipality’s webpage, http://www.eskilstuna.se (2005-11-07), and on
information from E2.
116 When referring to E1, the information is based on an interview with a representative for the
Planning Division, Eskilstuna (2005-02-16).
117 When referring to E2, the information is based on an interview with a representative for the
Environmental and Building Department, Eskilstuna (2005-02-16), and a telephone
conversation (2005-04-11).
118 When referring to E3, the information is based on an interview with a representative for the
Fire and Rescue Services, Eskilstuna (2005-02-16).
119 Based on Eskiltuna municipality’s webpage, http://www.eskilstuna.se (2005-11-07).
120 Information about the former organisation is based on information from E2.
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same document). Two of these names refer only to an environmental unit. I am
therefore confident that my generalisation is acceptable. Moreover in case of
referring to the merged department, I will refer to the Environmental and
Building Department, although non-existing at the time of the badminton hall
project.

The figure below presents the organisation of Örnsköldsvik municipality.121

Ö1 represents the role of planning office, although organisationally belonging
to the Municipal Executive Office (Sw: kommunledningskontoret).122 Ö2
represents the Planning and Environmental Office in the role of building
inspectors.123 Ö3 represents the role of fire and rescue services.124
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In Örnsköldsvik the Municipal Executive Office - who coordinates, leads and
follows up on the municipality’s activities - and the Fire and Rescue Services,
are structured directly under the Municipal Executive Board.125 The other
departments respond to their respective political board. The departments for
planning, building and environment share the same department and political
board. The department is called the Planning and Environmental Office.

PPlannin g Proc es se s

There are similarities as well as differences between the cases as regards
issues of safety and sustainability, and how these matters are directed in the
planning process.

121 Based on Örnsköldsvik municipality’s webpage,
http://www.ornskoldsvik.se/ornskoldsvikskommun/kommunkoncernen (2005-11-08).
122 When referring to Ö1, the information is based on an interview with a representative for the
role “planning office”, Örnsköldsvik (2005-06-24). Moreover, Ö1 has participated in the
reference group for this research project, and especially his participation at my seminar (2005-
12-07) has been valuable for the analysis.
123 When referring to Ö2, the information is based on an interview with a representative for the
Building Inspection, Örnsköldsvik (2005-06-24).
124 When referring to Ö3, the information is based on an interview with a representative for the
Fire and Rescue Services, Örnsköldsvik (2005-06-24).
125 Based on Örnsköldsvik municipality’s webpage,
http://www.ornskoldsvik.se/ornskoldsvikskommun/kommunkoncernen (2005-11-08), and on
information from Ö1 and Ö2.
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Linköping
The planning project for the biogas bus depot had a political incentive with a
clear idea of what the outcome would be. Its environmental profile was also
present in the comprehensive plan. The planning process did not include a
program and the project was very compressed in time and was completed with
just about a week’s margin. The location was the main issue, but the project
was carried straight ahead, and there were no noteworthy investigations for
alternative locations. The matter of location as well as the general outline of
the plan was already more or less decided when the plan reached the fire and
rescue services and the environmental agency. Both actors however agreed
that it would be a good location because of the proximity to the biogas
production plant and to the waste plant. As the area was not really used for
anything else and was not close to public activities, the actors did not see any
problems. The fact that the problems at the Barhäll depot would be solved by a
relocation of the depot was an important contributing factor.

Matters regarding safety and sustainability were brought up at an early stage in
the planning process. The main risk was the presence of biogas stored under
high pressure, which meant that the construction’s design was governed by
legislation that in detail regulated everything from the thickness of building
material, to requirements on safety and security in various aspects. The way
the constructions could be located meant that risk aspects addressed in the
detailed development plan work were considered to be manageable.126 The
urgency in the matter made it important not to run into impediments at a later
stage, so the planners and the developer Tekniska Verken tried to be prepared
and proactive. A lot of expertise was summoned, and assessments and
investigations were made. One example is the risk analysis for the built depot,
which was not a formal requirement but was carried out in order to identify
possible shortcomings in advance.

The informal part of the planning process was important in this project,
perhaps especially valuable due to the urgency in the matter. Informal contacts
where people met in corridors or communicated by telephone calls and e-
mails, made the respondents feel that they were involved in the planning
process when they in fact were being presented with a ready idea. The
respondents consider that the short time ensured the necessity of keeping them
well informed, and that their opinions were thereby requested. One of the
respondents even describes an informal detailed development plan program
based on informal meetings and agreements.127 Respondent L2 means that the
bus depot project was one of the few occasions where it has been possible to
verify that the municipality took care of matters, unlike many other plan cases
that can be rather slow and lengthy. Biogas is an important environmental
project in Linköping municipality, of which the biogas bus project is a vital
part. By building a new biogas bus depot and thus solving the problems in
Barhäll, the politicians could show their ability to take action.128 Respondent
L2 says that in environmental matters, it is common to separate the “symbolic

126 According to L1.
127 According to L2.
128 According to L2.
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matter” from the “subject matter”. It is politically interesting to work with the
symbolic matter, but the officials try to work with the subject matter. The bus
depot case came to include both.

The opinions and statements that were presented during the planning process
were generally suggestions for considerations and adjustments in the plan and
could be solved with technical solutions (although perhaps not without
economical consequences). Only one statement, in which Saab questioned the
suitability of the location from a risk point of view, was against the basic idea
of the plan. But the municipality considered the advantages of this location for
the municipality’s future development to be considerable, and the risks to be
small. Saab has generally been negative towards the way the municipality has
acted. Not only due to the biogas bus depot, but also because of a large upper
secondary school and the newly built Cloetta Centre, also located under Saab’s
flight zone. A risk analysis for Saabs flight zone was in 2004 in progress. This
was initiated mainly by the planning office and the fire and rescue services to
evaluate where building would be possible from a risk point of view.

Eskilstuna
The badminton hall’s location in the urban block Nithammaren was a political
request with the intention to concentrate cultural and leisure activities to the
area. The planning project was urgent. There was no detailed development
program, but instead was a ready plan presented. The area was already since a
few years in transformation from industrial activities to public use, and sports
activities had been evaluated both in the detailed development plan for the
sports centre Munktellarenan and in the ongoing revision of the
comprehensive plan.

Safety aspects due to the adjacent workshop’s liquefied petroleum gas
handling had been assessed in plan for the sports centre Munktellarenan, and
this work was transferred to the plan for the badminton hall. The fire and
rescue services had been involved in the previous plan work and had the same
requirements on the badminton hall as they had previously had on the sports
centre. They supervise Volvo’s workshop every year in their role of
supervisory authority (Sw: tillsynsmyndighet) for liquefied petroleum gas. The
fire and rescue services consider the situation of the last couple of years as
unproblematic and state that they have a close working relationship with
Volvo. Therefore although being presented with a ready plan for the
badminton hall, the fire and rescue services nevertheless consider that they
were involved in the process, that they received the information they wanted,
and that their requirements for risk consideration were fulfilled.

The environmental agency on the other hand was not as satisfied with the
planning project. They clearly informed that they did not consider the location
suitable due to the risks from liquefied petroleum gas and soil contamination.
They further considered that the urgency, both due to time aspects and because
of the political will, complicated matters as there was no time for reflection.
The environmental agency submitted one of the more critical statements
during plan consultation. It was argued that several of the shortcomings in the
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plan proposal could most likely be traced to the lack of analysis of
consequences from issues concerning environment, health and safety. They
strongly recommended that an environmental impact assessment with a risk
analysis would be set up. The environmental agency’s suggestions were
incorporated in the revised plan document, but the planning office did not
consider any further environmental impact assessment to be justifiable. The
planner E1 says that they look at the reality and at the specific industry in their
plan work. These aspects were therefore included anyway. For an adjacent
plan which was being set up in 2005, a complete environmental impact
assessment has however been made due to legal requirements.

The environmental agency’s main risk concern was the contaminated soil,
both in the planning phase and in the building phase.129 They first and foremost
pushed for the area to be completely decontaminated, but there was a lot of
resistance as many parties pressed for a speedy process. But as respondent E2
argues, sometimes a bit of time is required in order to reflect on all aspects and
find time for investigations and analysis. In this urgent plan work the
environmental agency became an impediment when appointing risks, requiring
further investigations and discussing possible decontamination. Because of the
degree of contamination in the soil, the badminton hall became one of the
projects where the environmental agency was reluctant to give up their
cause.130 The soil contamination were finally encapsulated and a control
program was set up. As the building process could run parallel to this, time
was efficient, but it also meant that the soil under the hall remained
contaminated.

The whole area has continued to transform. The workshop is during spring
2006 moving to another industrial area, which provides new opportunities as
risks in the area are further reduced. The workshop is moved much due to
pressure from the municipality. Discussions have been long and intense
between Volvo, who was there first, and the politicians. One issue was the
matter of financing decontamination and groundwork. The environmental- and
building department’s stance is that when the area is further developed, the
main alternative is complete decontamination as “there are no shortcuts,
nature will catch up”. There is more proactive planning now, and the time
schedule is not as tight. It is also more accepted now to make a larger
decontamination, and additionally the area that is suggested for residential
housing is not as contaminated as the soil under the badminton hall. But E2
suspects that even if a decision is made to take care of all known
contaminations, matters such as how, when, to what extent and to what
economic cost always remain.

129 Interesting to note in connection to the environmental agency’s strong reaction and many
opinions regarding the plan is that the County Administrative Board did not have any
objections neither on the location nor on risk matters. They instead informed that they had
nothing to add to the plan proposal.
130 According to E2.
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Örnsköldsvik
Image aspects – building a landmark in ice-hockey land (Sw:
symbolbyggnad i hockeyland) - were important in the arena project. The
effects that the arena would have on the development of the city centre and on
tourism were emphasised.131 MoDo Hockey is a strong economic force in
Örnsköldsvik, which is evident both in the detailed development plan and in
the comprehensive plan. The arena’s location was more or less decided before
the planning process, but alternative locations were investigated in order to
decide on the most suitable site. The arena was also assessed in the ongoing
revision of the comprehensive plan to include the Municipal Council’s
standpoints. The case started with a referral to summons to discuss the idea,
and the planning process started with a detailed development program

Some statements about the comprehensive plan and letters to the press
published in the local newspaper discussed the possibility of using the site for
other purposes. Some people also questioned the investment of such a large
amount of money on building an arena. They argued that the old hall could be
used instead, and considered that other building projects should be prioritised.
The fuzzy intention of building a “hockey landmark” was questioned with
speculations that the project was an “order-errand from a completely ice-
hockey fixated Municipal Council, Executive Board and delegate troop”.132

According to planner Ö1 was the municipality however at an early stage
conscious about its framework and that sponsors and the Arenabolaget would
have to finance the rest.

The municipality was eager to run the project. One indication of this is that a
formal decision for building the arena had not been taken by the time for plan
consultation. The reason was that Arenabolaget, which was to lease the
property and be responsible for constructing and operating the arena, had not
yet been formed. The plan work continued anyway to make it possible to start
building according to time schedule once the final decision had been taken.
The planner Ö1 says that this happens sometimes when everyone has agreed
on wanting to implement a project. The municipality decided that the project
was sufficiently realistic and conceivable that the plan work should continue in
spite of the risk of stopping the project. Some work would in that case have
made in vain, but that is part of the job according to Ö1. Another indication of
the municipality’s enthusiasm is that the construction of the arena started
before any negotiations for sponsorship were initiated, even though having
determined that a head-sponsor was required. According to respondents the
municipality was convinced that there would be companies that would like to
be associated with the arena.

131 In the initial excitement over the opportunity to build a new arena, a symbol at an exclusive
site, the Planning and Environmental Office even suggested advertising an architectural design
competition (Sw: arkitekttävling) (which was however never implemented). This is perhaps in
line with Charlotte Svensson’s research that has indicated that design competitions often are
used as “promotion” in intention to increase interest and value for the building itself as well as
for the area in general; the so-called “Bilbao-effect” (Svensson et al., 2005).
132 The quotation is taken from some letters to the press published in the local newspaper
Örnsköldsviks Allehanda (2003-04-23).
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The main issues to solve during the planning process were traffic and air
pollution. There was a risk of exceeding the environmental quality norms,
which had to be directed. From the point of view of the planning office, the
fact that the arena could strengthen the city centre was an additional important
effect. The former harbour area is currently transforming to public activities,
and the arena contributed to this process, especially thanks to EU-funding for
the infrastructure.133 The transformation process and the building of the arena
required redemption of some property, and refining some industries into softer
activities. This in turn meant that some activities were no longer considered
suitable. Two larger adjacent gas stores were required to be removed in order
for the arena to be built, and this was the fire and rescue services’ focal issue
in this planning case. Respondent Ö3 believes that these gas stores would
probably have remained, had the fire and rescue services not remarked on
them. Another issue for the fire and rescue services, who was an active
planning participant, was the ammoniac system for the ice. A risk analysis was
made on the fire and rescue services’ request, with the aim to ascertain that a
breakdown or leakage would not cause harm to people outside. The fire and
rescue services further considered aspects connected to safety along the quay,
and initiated a working party with the aim to develop an action plan for safety
and security in the harbour area. This action plan was to be based on
cooperation between all actors in some way working with safety and security
in Örnsköldsvik.

Cross-Case Comparison
“Image” was an important issue in all three planning processes. The cases
were responses to political visions ranging from a sustainable urban
development, to a vision of transforming old industrial areas to other purposes,
to a vision of strengthening the city centre and creating a “landmark for ice-
hockey”. Moreover, in all three cases different local forces stressed to start the
projects, and to do so rapidly. In Linköping, the existing bus depot caused
problems, and there was also a strong public opinion of nearby homeowners to
remove the depot. In Eskilstuna, several directions pushed to start rebuilding
the burned down hall. In Örnsköldsvik, strong forces from the trade and
industry sector were involved.

What is characteristic in these cases is an early decision concerning location.
There is a leading idea and other determining factors, rather than attempting to
find the most suitable location with consideration to a number of issues. This
means that a choice for location is made first and thereafter the plan work is
adjusted to motivate this choice. An additional factor in all cases was the
limited time, which is reflected in the way that statements and actors’
opinions and requests are treated. This is discussed later in this chapter in the
section “Vision versus Reality”. The predetermined planning assignments are
also visible in that two of the planning processes started without a program.
Different tactics for coping with the tight time-schedule were used in the

133 The EU-project regarded regeneration of the quay area. Had the arena project not been
completed, these plans would probably also have been put aside (according to a meeting with
Ö1 and Ö3, 2004-04-02).
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planning process for the bus depot compared to the planning of the badminton
hall. In Linköping many investigations were made in advance in order to not
run into impediments later on. In the planning process for the badminton hall,
evaluations were instead left out initially. Due to critique from other planning
participants as well as complicating issues that came up during the planning
process, the planners however had to extend the planning process.134 Some
planning participants in Eskilstuna mean that the political will combined with
the tight time-schedule led to overlooking of important aspects. Whereas in
Linköping one result of their tactic is more satisfied planning participants, who
feel that they had an active contribution and that their opinions were
incorporated in the plan work. It is however important to remember that the
fact that the Kallerstad depot would solve the problems in Barhäll was most
likely a contributing factor, as was the fact that new depot’s location was not
controversial. Respondent L2 said that it would have been interesting to see
what would have happened if the planners had presented a more problematic
suggestion for location. Although being content with the planning process, the
respondents still referred to that a ready plan was presented and that the
schedule was tight. The planning of the bus depot indicates a case of “expert
planning”. The fact that an external consulting firm made the plan acts perhaps
contributed to the expert planning approach and the high degree of
investigations. Another explanation to why the bus depot’s plan work, like
also the plan work for the ice-hockey arena, included much more
investigations than the badminton hall, may be that the former two regard
more complicated constructions and activities. However, the area itself where
the badminton hall is located was the most problematic of the three cases, with
both adjacent risk sources and soil contamination.

AActor s’ Role s in Planning

Three municipal authoritative roles are at focus in the study. They have
different responsibilities in plan work, but also different access to the planning
context, which is what will now be directed.

Planning Office
The planners interviewed in the study seem to perceive the purpose of their
role in the same way. Planners are to collect information, knowledge and
opinions from various fields of interests and include this information into a
plan act. Other research has also indicated that the planners have a holistic
responsibility (Håkansson, 2005: 103&154). This means that planners

134 An interesting detail is that after being revised after consultation, the plan document
becomes increasingly extensive due to the actors’ requirements, whereas the plan area shrinks.
The reason was that it more and more came to include only the actual hall, and that parking
was instead coordinated. Changing property boarders is a tool that planners sometimes use to
avoid problems. Eva Bergdahl argues that planners apply a strategy for solving conflicts,
which involves isolating obstacles into manageable parts in order to avoid stops in the process
(Bergdahl, 2004: 150-151). But perhaps it was in this case also an indication of a too urgent
plan process, where there was no time for further evaluation?
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distinguish themselves from other planning and building actors in the role of
generalists that in a wise way balance the other more narrow experts’
knowledge and expertise (Orrskog, 2003: 78). The respondents however
appoint that fulfilling this purpose and incorporating other actors’ input is not
an easy task as there are many aspects, perspectives and interests to consider.
Adjustments have to be made and motives for choices have to be explained
and justified. As planning takes place in the “real world”, taking all aspects
into account may not always be possible, and perhaps not even desirable. Of
relevance for the study is Orrskog’s description of the rather diverse
responsibilities of planners. Orrskog argues that a planner is a problem-solver
who comes up with solutions to society’s problems and helps the other actors
formulate and solve their problems. The planner however has to do this on
several levels; from regional planning, to municipal comprehensive planning,
to detailed development plans, and by including many aspects and
perspectives. In addition to this, the planner has the role of leading
negotiations and of being a political secretary. And as if that was not enough,
she has the role of enthusiastically working to include the public in community
planning (Orrskog, 2003: 70).

Having a holistic responsibility that intersects several levels is a wide-
spanning role, but at the same time also a narrow role as the planner is ruled
by set conditions. Planners are assigned by a political board, which means that
planning to a large degree is a matter of transforming political visions into a
plan, and often the commission is to do so fast! All three cases are examples of
so-called political order-errands (Sw: politiska beställningsjobb);
assignments with clear directives from politicians, and thereby more or less
determined in advance.135 What the planners, like the other actors, could
contribute with were suggestions for adjustments. Planner E1 means that plan
work is to a large degree about compromises, and that it is not always easy to
regard the public’s interests when there is a political agenda. Investments are
important from the politicians’ viewpoint, but political objectives have
probably become restrictions to the planners’ acting-possibilities in cases that
are referred to as ‘order-errands’. The planner is torn between political
incentives and the public in whose name the plans are actually made. The
planner is given a role of administrator rather than someone that evaluates
from different perspectives in the way that legislation requires and that
planners are trained to do. The divergence between what the politicians want
to achieve and how the planners want to do their job indicates a discrepancy
between the actual planning context and the idea of planning.

Environmental Agency
The primary role of the environmental agency in planning is the referral
role.136 They are thereby generally involved in the preparative work, the

135 The term ‘political order-errands’ was introduced by L2 and has thereafter been used in
discussions with other respondents, planners as well as other actors. This indicates that the
political order-errands influence also other actors’ work besides planners’ work.
136 An interesting description on how the Swedish municipal environmental care and
professionals connected to it have evolved can be found in Maria Håkansson’s dissertation
(2005: 68-77). See also Håkansson (2005: 109-150) for a thorough description of three
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consultation phase and the statement round. According to respondents, the role
has changed in the last decades. Now they are involved at an earlier stage in
planning (although dependant on plan author). This is considered to be an
improvement since the environmental agency previously only could present
their opinions when everything had already been completed. The
environmental agency can also be involved in the building and operation
stages in case they are involved in the assessment of permits according to the
Environmental Code regarding ecologically hazardous activities (Sw:
miljöfarlig verksamhet), for example chemicals (SFS 1998:808, 9ch, see also
26ch 3§).137 In Eskilstuna they are also involved in the permit assessment for
liquefied petroleum gas, which the Environmental and Building Committee
grants, unlike in for example Linköping and Örnsköldsvik, where the fire and
rescue services handle this. A tendency amongst municipalities where the
environmental agency is merged with another administration may be that
several officials are involved in the same case, where they contribute with
different competences and responsibilities, and are involved at different stages.
But also in municipalities with a separate environmental office, several
employees with different competence may be involved. In Linköping they
within the agency internally try to avoid that the same person administers both
permit and the plan matter.138

Building Office
The building office assesses building permits, and the building inspectors hold
building consultations (Sw: byggsamråd) to control the process during the
building phase. Building consultation is usually very formal as certain issues
have to be examined. In Örnsköldsvik the building inspectors are nowadays
involved in the whole planning process with a role of coordinator and
controller. In large projects it is however necessary to rely on the competence
of the persons involved in the project, when it comes to specific knowledge
that the building inspectors do not necessarily have themselves. Their task is
rather to control the process. It can be difficult for the building inspectors to
have sufficient insight into the projects as much of the work and decisions take
place in project groups. When occasionally mistakes are made, respondent Ö2
wishes that they had then been involved earlier. Also building permit
assessment can be complicated if the building office becomes involved too late
in the project, as certain matters may have not been discussed and the sketches
may be too far progressed.

Building inspectors have some possibilities to stop a building project if there
are risks for the environment or for health. This is in practice something that
very rarely happens. The developer assigns one person responsible for quality
within the project, whom the building inspection has the role of approving.
The building inspector usually discusses with the person made responsible for

Environmental Administrative managers’ (Sw: miljöchefer) perception of their role and the
municipality’s environmental work in last decades, especially in a planning context.
137 See also Statute (1998:900) regarding supervision according to the Environmental Code.
138 Interesting to note is that respondents from the fire and rescue services in both Linköping
and Örnsköldsvik rather see it as a strength that they have had the same people are involved in
the plan case as in the building permit assessment.
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quality and finds good solutions, but can also appoint shortcomings by leaning
on the Planning and Building Act and building regulations. The building
inspector has a power position in the role of authority, which in some cases
can meet other actors’ agony, according to Ö2. The building inspectors often
consider their coordinating role to be good. But Ö2 believes that other actors
in large projects such as the hockey arena probably consider building
inspection to be a matter of unnecessary controlling, as there have already
been negotiations in the detailed development plan and as the construction
engineers are known to be competent.

Fire and Rescue Services
The fire and rescue services’ commission is to guard safety and security in the
municipality and to protect the public from accidents. This is done by fulfilling
a number of tasks; a central mission is fire protection. A task that is
increasingly emphasised due to the Civil Protection Act from 2004 is the
preventive work, which includes active participation in the municipal planning
process.139 As preventive work is a rather new assignment, respondent L3
describes that they try to cooperate, for example in a network of fire engineers
who meet a couple of times a year. The fire and rescue services in Linköping
have, together with Norrköping and Motala, developed a document for how to
handle risks in a detailed development planning process. The aim is to make
the planning process similar in the involved communes. This document is
based on the investigation “Riskanalyser i detaljplaneprocessen”
(Slettenmark, 2003), which describes a handling procedure based on the
conviction that risks should be considered as early as possible in the detailed
development plan process. Linköping’s document was presented at a seminar,
which had the effect that some other smaller municipalities also became
interested in the concept.

The fire and rescue services are in a planning and building process usually
involved as referral authority to the planning office during plan consultation
and exposition, and to the building office in the building permit stage.
Common planning cases where the fire and rescue services choose to be
involved are when new housing are to be built and there are traffic with
dangerous goods nearby, or in planning sites nearby chemical treatment. If the
fire and rescue services is the authority involved in the permit assessment
and/or supervision (Sw: tillsyn), they are also involved in the building and
operation stages. Measures to prevent and restrict damage are obligatory for
activities that handle substances that are dangerous for health or environment
(SFS 2003:778, ch2 §4). This requires appropriate competence, and in some

139 That the Civil Protection Act advances the fire and rescue services’ participation in
planning was one of this research project’s starting points. It is also generally assumed by
respondents as well as a tendency in discussions in other contexts. Interesting to note is
therefore that L3, who works actively with these matters, does not consider the new legislation
to have done much in this matter. He argues that there was already support for handling risk
matters in planning in both the Planning and Building Act and the Environmental Code. L3
does not believe that the other actors are unaware of the support in legislation. He means that
it is rather that they do not know how to handle it, and perhaps do not have sufficient
knowledge about accident-matters.
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cases also a permit. Permits are time-limited, and include requirements that
need to be fulfilled. The Swedish Rescue Services Agency is the central
supervisory authority for the Act on Inflammable and Explosive Goods,
whereas the municipal boards responsible for fire and rescue service and for
police authority are in charge of supervision at the local level (SFS 1988:868,
ch 1). The fire and rescue services perform supervision as a measure to reduce
the probability for accidents. During supervision the fire and rescue services
control the activity’s internal control, as they do not always themselves have
specific knowledge regarding all factors.

Actors’ Possibilities for Influence on Planning
The Planning and Building Act requires that the municipality consults the
County Administrative Board, the Surveillance Authority and other affected
municipalities in a detailed development plan process. The municipality shall
also provide the possibility for insight in and influence on the plan work to
concerned authorities, organisations, property owners and tenants as well as
everyone that may have interest of a plan or are concerned by its effects (PBL
5ch 20§). The question is; does this work? Or do actors of different character
and on different structural levels have different possibilities to influence the
planning process? Are there unofficial obstacles that are connected to actors’
roles and access to the planning arena, rather than to the formal view of
planning and legislation?

This research study focuses on three municipal authorities, yet these are not
the only participants in the planning process. Hans Fog suggests a model that
categorises participants either as initiator (to change), responsible for
regulation or affected, as a way to approach their focus, responsibilities and
actions (Fog et al., 1992: 26-27). Participants can belong to several of these
categories, or shift from one to another during the process. An actor’s power in
a planning context can be either of a regulated or unregulated kind, and actors
use their power, as well as their formal and informal contacts to influence the
direction of the planning process. Examples of ‘initiators’ are for example
local politicians who are the commissioners of different strategies to develop
the local society. Their focus and action impinges on what planning cases are
dealt with in the municipality and shape the context for planning. ‘Initiators’
may also be developers or forces from the local trade and industry sector.
There is an interdependency between them and local politicians, as a
possibility for building something that may be valuable for the municipality as
a whole, and which might lead to more work opportunities, is appealing for
politicians. The planning office in the role of directing plan incentives as well
as in ensuring that other actors follow legislation, are ‘responsible for
legislation’ in a local planning context. The fire and rescue services and the
environmental agency have this role in the risk context, which in this study
coincides with the planning context. The Municipal Council, the Municipal
Executive Board or the Building Committee admit plans, which includes a
responsibility to follow the plan process and to ascertain that the political
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goals are reached.140 Examples of actors ‘responsible for legislation’ on other
structural levels are governmental and regional authorities, who generally have
a strong position. Powerful in a risk/planning context is the County
Administrative Board who guards health and safety issues in municipal
planning. Moreover, the Swedish Rescue Services Agency has an influential
role as central authority for matters concerning accident prevention and
damage reduction, as well as in the role of coordinating the fire and rescue
services’ work. The Swedish Rescue Services’ role as referral authority in the
process of permit assessment for explosive and inflammable goods includes
indirect influence on planning. ‘Affected’ are those who are exposed to the
effects from a plan’s implementation such as the public, or property owners.
Property owners can be private such as members of the public or companies,
but may also be public in the form of municipalities or municipal subsidiaries.

Municipal Authorities
The actor-group at focus in this study, municipal authorities, are usually
invited to participate in planning by a directed referral for summons.141 The
authorities themselves chose what cases to be active in, and present their
opinions in plan statements. Those actors involved in permit assessment or
supervision of for example inflammable and explosive goods or chemicals,
have active participating roles in later planning, building and operation stages.
It is however often emphasised that matters regarding sustainability and safety
have a better impact if considered at an early stage in the planning process.142

This is due to the fact that requiring changes at a later stage is more
inconvenient and problematic, and generally also more expensive.

Örnsköldsvik has an interesting system for early collaboration between
different departments in relation to planning. A group called PG1 consisting of
officials from various departments meet regularly to discuss planning related
matters in the municipality, which can include safety and security issues. PG1
is lead by the Municipal Executive Office. For information and discussion,
general matters are presented to a planning group – PLG - that consists of both
politicians and officials. Presides in the Municipal Executive Board, the
Technical and Service Committee and the Planning and Environmental
Committee are summoned to the PLG-meetings. In order to ensure that each of
the Municipal Council’s political parties is represented, additional politicians
participate. Further, the administrative managers and other leading officials
involved in planning issues from all municipal departments, municipal
companies, the hospital and the police are summoned to the meetings. Both
PG1 and PLG were initiated in the late 1970s with the intention to direct the
comprehensive planning for the expected large housing expansion (which
however never took place). Over the years environmental and safety issues

140 This has however not been evaluated in the study, which has rather regarded the planners’
perception of what it means to work as implementers of political visions. Tore Sager argues
that spatial planning and politics are interlinked and cannot always be directly separated. A
difference between the two fields is that planners’ primary mission is to investigate and sort
out a matter, suggest means and provide guidance for reaching the desired outcome. The
politicians, in their role of decision-makers, thereafter decide which of these alternatives is
preferable (Sager, 1990: 9-13).
141 The referral procedure is regulated in the Planning- and Building Act (PBL 5ch).
142 Stressed for example by Pauldrach (1998), Göransson (2001) and Slettenmark (2003).
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have become an increasingly important theme in the groups’ discussions. The
idea with PG1 and PLG is to provide information and collect opinions before
the regular planning procedure is carried out. If a project is considered
inappropriate in these discussions, it can be rejected before too much effort is
put into the project. Based on experience, the participants know which issues
and plans on the agenda are of relevance for their work and competence. In
some projects where not all departments need to participate, or if the project is
considered too large and complex, a new group can be formed. An example of
such a group is PG5, which was formed for the Botniabanan project. Neither
group are in the position to make decisions, as decisions are made by the
Municipal Executive Board.

Other ways for planners to incorporate different municipal departments’
perspectives at an early stage are by “start-up” meetings and briefings. In some
cases it may be briefings on vague ideas, but in other cases a finished sketch is
presented, to which the participants have a chance to respond. This provides a
possibility to gather knowledge, opinions and competence before the plan or
the program is set. However, respondents argue that although it may be good
for an actor to be involved at an early stage it may also be problematic. It is
hard to present requirements at a later stage, if not having been sufficiently
alert in the early stage when the discussions tend to be more vague. Others
may then consider the matter already handled. This is complicated since
situations can change and new issues may arise later in the planning process.
Eskilstuna has formed another procedure with project-groups consisting of
representatives for different departments involved during the whole planning
process.143 This is applied also in smaller planning projects. According to
respondents, working with start-up meetings and project groups provides a
possibility for new thoughts and ideas in an interplay with other actors’
perspectives, and thereby a possibility to include more aspects. This may be an
indication of the intuition that Orrskog describes when arguing that “the
solution to a problem often […] comes intuitively and before the formal
analysis is done” (Orrskog, 2002: 243).144

These examples suggest that there is a formal invitation for municipal
authorities’ opinions. If they actually choose to participate, and whether it
assures that actors feel that their opinions are sought after is however another
question. There is a range of actors that work with ‘risk’, who are not brought
into this study because of the selection of study objects and the project’s
delimitations. On the other hand, the fact may just as well be that not all
participants are contacted. Not all actors are necessarily interested, or have
enough knowledge about the planning processes to be involved. A question
that follows is if those participants who are not actively involved in a planning

143 This was however not the general procedure at the time for the badminton hall project.
144 Orrskog sees planning as constituting of two disparate parts; problem solving and
legitimating. The problem solving part is where the planner (in a technical manner) combines
different social sector’s perspectives and incorporates their solutions. The next part,
legitimating, takes place in for example decision-making or in processes where different actors
try to collaborate. Orrskog states that it is nowadays stressed that these two parts need to
converge with each other, as it is when different opinions and demands come up and meet
during the process that solutions are actually developed (Orrskog, 2002).
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process actually get “their” risks sufficiently considered? One of the planners
said that a planner has to be as open as possible and allow discussions also
about matters outside the plan. He states that “this is the actual purpose with a
detailed development plan. In order to have a complete assessment, just about
everyone must be given the opportunity to speak their mind”. Does the
ambition to invite everyone’s opinion ensure that their interests and
competences are incorporated? The statement “planning is what planners do”
indicates something that actors belonging to other departments can experience
- that their role is somewhat outside of the actual planning process.145

Vision versus Reality
The study suggests a divergence between vision and reality regarding three
issues in the officials’ planning context. The first regards the planner’s role,
which has been discussed in the section “Actors’ Roles in Planning”. The
second issue regards the time-perspective for planning. The third issue regards
the transparent planning procedure. These divergences mean that actors have
certain, often unspoken, conditions to relate to in order to participate in
planning.

Connected to the previous discussion the vision of planning as a procedure
that takes time, and that sufficient time must be granted. However, two of the
cases in this study suggest another reality. Distinctive in the case studies is that
the restricted time already is predetermined in the assignment and cannot be
discussed, but instead is a condition that the involved parties have to adjust to.
The vision is that planning takes time, but in reality time is often scarce when
various stakeholders put a strain on something to be done. This means that it
may not be possible to investigate and find the best location from a risk or
environmental or cultural (etc) point of view, but instead planning becomes
more a matter of trying to do the best of the situation.146 Finding a way to
adjust to the planning conditions; to perform a fast planning process that
implements a political agenda, is seen as a sign of political empowerment and
vision. This is evident in for example the bus depot case where the
municipality handled matters instead of going through with an extensive
planning processes, which is the common procedure. The project meant
solving problems in Barhäll at the same time as being part of the
municipality’s large biogas project, which was understood as an ability to take
action. The planning of the badminton hall on the other hand failed to adjust to
the tight time-schedule and actors involved were displeased with the lack of

145 Based on interviews in case studies, and also on a discussion at lecture I held at the
Swedish Rescue Services Agency’s school in Rosersberg (2005-03-17).
146 Respondent Ö1 refers to a debate-article by Banverket’s director-general Bo Bylund in the
Swedish newspaper Dagens Nyheter (2005-05-22), which discussed the construction of the
railway Botniabanan. Botniabanan contributes to substantial environmental improvement, but
there are anyway conflicts with environmental organisations that only regard some smaller
aspect. In order to make the large environmental profit from the railway, it may be necessary
to sacrifice something else. Ö1 means that making these adjustments have become a
somewhat rigid instrument. Those who guard certain interests can delay projects very much.
Besides being expensive this also means that profits (environmental and other) are not being
made.
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time for required assessment. As a result the planning process was extended
and the building process started before planning had been completed.

The transparent planning procedure and actors’ actual access to the planning
process is influenced by the issue of time as well as by other unofficial
conditions. Eva Bergdahl argues that the closest involved actors have often
predetermined a number of conditions in the detailed development planning
processes. This divergence, between what she calls the formal and the real, is
however not obvious to other participants, who might be under the impression
that everything is open for negotiations in the consultation (Bergdahl, 2004:
148-149). Her findings correspond with the cases in this study in how
statements and actors’ opinions and requests are treated.147 In both the bus
depot case and in the badminton hall case one statement used risk-arguments
to question the general idea with the plan. Taking this statement into
consideration would require overturning the project. Planners have to handle
critique that may prevent the plan’s implementation, or that may lead to a
more extensive and expensive process. Saab’s statement on the biogas bus
depot plan was devalued, and HSO’s statement for the badminton hall plan
was made invisible.148 The critical comments that were consistent with the
planning goals were on the other hand transformed into technical solutions and
given substantial room in the planning process. According to respondent Ö1,
but also indicated by other respondents, planners want to go through matters
and make adjustments before actually setting up the plan, for example in a
program. This to avoid such opinions that may overturn the plan once the plan
work has started. Having to go through everything in a plan stage would be
very time-consuming and inefficient since it means that a lot of the work
would have to be remade. This handling procedure may explain why opinions
that arrive too late and that cannot be solved in a technical manner are
considered to be “wrong”.

Unofficial conditions concerning political will or time also affect the
relationship between planners and other concerned parties who try to do their
job and guard their responsibilities. One aspect indicated in the study is that
the informal part of the planning process becomes important when the formal
procedure is too time-consuming. Moreover, it may be hard to find time for
reflection in an urgent planning case. Some respondents point out that they are
sometimes seen as difficult by other actors due to requesting considerations

147 Although as will be discussed later in this chapter, some respondents have actually realised
and also adjusted to this condition of planning.
148 How Saab’s statement was handled is described in the section “Cross-Case Comparison”.
When HSO (the collaboration authority for associations of handicapped) questioned of the
suitability of the badminton hall’s location from a risk point of view, their statement did not
receive a comment in the consultation statement. All other statements were commented, and if
not leading to changes in the plan, then the planning office at least explained why. According
to planner E1 was the reason for not considering HSO’s comment that the planning office
considered the location to be a political request, and not something that could be discussed.
They did not consider there to be sufficient arguments to question the site from a risk point of
view, so instead tried to handle the problems. But besides the fact that seeing to it would
overturn the project, another possibility may be that HSO was not considered to have authority
to discuss “risk matters”. Had the comment come from a heavier actor, such as the County
Administrative Board, the case may very well have been different. See also my discussion in
the section ”Risk Definitions, Roles and Responsibilities”.
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and investigations or ask for better basic data for decision-making. This is
time-consuming in a tight process where the planners respond to politicians.
This indicates that whether an actor can afford to apply an overall perspective
or has to settle for tunnel-vision depends on roles, assignment, resources but
also on areas of responsibility and regulations.149

The Public
The public is the party who is affected by the implementation of the plans, and
that they should be provided a possibility for influence is stressed in the
Planning and Building Act (5 ch). The National Board of Housing, Building
and Planning states that “being given the possibility to participate and
influence is not only a means but also a goal” (Boverket, 2002: 3, own
translation). However, in the review of data from the three planning cases
there were very few comments from the public. All plans have been advertised
properly in local newspapers just as the Planning and Building Act (PBL 5ch
24 §) requires, and they have been accessible in municipal premises. There are
also examples of public meetings. Respondents call attention to the fact that
the public is hard to reach and that very few in general attend the public
meetings that are held. An example of this is that the City Council Hall that
was intended to be used for the public meeting for the arena’s plan was
replaced by a smaller meeting room, as so few members of the public attended
the meeting. There were almost as many officials as public, as respondent Ö1
put it. Ö1 means that this is common for detailed development plans. Only
those directly concerned, usually property owners, are interested.150 There may
be letters to the press published in the local newspaper, but very few public
members actually write formal statements. Also Orrskog has described the
many fruitless attempts for including the citizens in planning. He argues that
this is sometimes even described as ”[…] the major disappointment among
planners today. Nothing seems to work” (Orrskog, 2003: 47, own translation).
Interesting to note in relation to the planners’ disappointment over the public’s
lack of interest in planning is that Göran Cars, who has studied neighbourhood
governance in deprived urban areas, argues that just promoting wide
participation does not guarantee an effective result.151 The fact is also that very
few detailed development plans are actually significantly changed as a result
of the public’s appeal. There are moreover critique from property-owners and
construction companies that citizens’ participation and the possibility for the
public to appeal to a plan in fact only leads to a longer and more expensive
planning and building process.152

The fact that the public was not involved in the planning processes of the three
cases may be due to the cases’ character. Other types of cases such as a

149 This corresponds with Magnus Rönn’s findings regarding building permits and the
possibility for actors to complicate the assessment process by referring to legislation. This
means that focus on specific issues are emphasised rather than the overall view (Rönn, 1996).
150 This is in line with other investigations; the public is mostly interested in planning when it
regards the level of a neighbourhood or a smaller area (Boverket, 2002: 19).
151 Based on a text by Judith Allen and Göran Cars in connection to a seminar series at the
Royal Institute of Technology, School of Architecture and the Built Environment, Stockholm,
(2006-03-09).
152 This is argued in various inquiries regarding the Planning and Building Act, and also
discussed by respondents.
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housing neighbourhood or a day-care centre would have been chosen if the
intention had been to focus on public participation in planning. Both the
badminton hall and the biogas depot are located at a distance from housing
areas, so the public absence in the planning processes may be
understandable.153 Politicians are the public’s representatives in planning. In
the case studies, the public perhaps also trusted the authorities to look out for
their interests. Respondent E3 for example assumed that when the fire and
rescue services approved the badminton hall plan from a risk point of view,
the public did not see any need for protests. But another contributing factor to
why the public is not visible in plan work may be that they actually do not
know how to behave in a planning process and what possibilities there are.
The National Board of Housing, Building and Planning means that the
officials’ work-situation, which again is connected to the issue of ‘time’, may
be another reason. “Another obstacle can be limited personal resources and
involvement. We are often told that there is no time for making the contacts
with people and associations that would be needed. Neither is there time for
reflection and involvement, which has to take time. This is an increasing
problem in society, which adventures a sustainable development” (Boverket,
2002: 16). Moreover different legislation and perspectives in the departments
is a complicating factor for the individual in contact with the municipality. The
citizen does not necessarily have knowledge about the municipal departments’
internal organisation and what legislation is valid.154

Evaluations and Conclusions

Marianne Winther Jørgensen and Louise Philips have reviewed several
approaches to discourse analysis. Based on this review they present tools for
studying how identities, discourses and the social room are discursively
organised. As my study regards specific municipal officials’ work context, the
identities are organised by the roles planner, environmental official, and fire
and rescue service official. The discourse is organised by ‘risk’ and
‘environment’. The discourse order is the social room, the arena, where
several discourses and genres meet within the same context. In this research
study the discourses meet in the social room of community planning.155

Discourses are bound by conscious as well as unconscious agreements and
invisible “obvious matters” which form the action. What is not included in the
discourse’s identity is always part of defining what is included. There is
however an osmosis regarding the discourse’s content, and it is not necessarily

153 The public was involved in the endeavour of relocating the bus garage from Barhäll. Once
this had been accomplished, they were not much bothered about what happened to the bus
garage next. Respondents believe this to be due to the public never being in the plan location’s
surroundings, which is outside of the city, on a site where there are no residential areas, and
which is not used for recreational purposes. The location’s proximity to the biogas production
plant was also assumed to be a contributing factor.
154 Discussed by respondent E2 and L3 regarding permits of different types.
155 I could have chosen risk management as discourse order. I would in that case have focused
on actors’ risk work regardless of planning related or not. But as my base is in planning, I
determine community planning to be the primary context.
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possible to determine where one discourse ends and another begins. The study
takes place in the intersection of ‘planning’ and ‘risk’. The authorities’ roles,
the term ‘risk’ and the social room of community planning are all “fleeting
significants” (Sw: flytande signifikant), which means that several discourses
struggle to determine its content (Winther Jørgensen and Phillips, 2000: 57-
58&134-141). In accordance with this has several approaches and
interpretations been indicated within the risk-discourse just as there are several
directions and topics within the planning-discourse.

The study indicates that the planners have the power to decide within the
context ‘community planning’.156 They have a holistic responsibility and
decide what issues and participants are to be allowed onto the arena. Their
planning-discourse as opposed to the other planning participants’ are therefore
of interest in the study. The environmental agency and the fire and rescue
services are on the other hand stakeholders regarding the subject ‘risk’. Their
notions of risk are in contrast to each other, but are also overlapping. When
they approach the planning context, they are, no matter how much they “own”
the subject, still on the planners’ playground and have to adjust to their rules.
Of interest in the study is the struggle between discourses and the osmosis
regarding what is and is not part of the discourse that comes from shifting
towards a preventive risk perspective and emphasising risk management in
planning through new actors’ active participation. This together with its social
consequences will now be directed.

Planning

Risk from the fire and rescue

services’ point of view

Risk from the

environmental

agency’s point of

view

156 Note that this regards a local level, which is obviously influenced by power from actors on
higher structural levels and legislation.

’Others’ – ’not’

Discourse
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Actors and ‘Risk’ in a Planning Context
When scanning for suitable study objects in the initial phase of this research
project, it became apparent that risk work in community planning varies a lot
between municipalities. In some, ‘risk’ was merely another factor that
sometimes came up in the planning process. In other municipalities it was very
different, and the work of emphasising risk awareness in planning was an
ongoing process. This may be explained by differences in objects or in
locations that make the planning participants feel more or less concerned. But
another reason could be the differences in the municipalities’ organisation or
authorities’ character. What is obvious is that there are differences in how
actors perceive ‘risk’. As has been described in chapter 1, the term ‘risk’ itself
can be interpreted in numerous ways. Moreover, what risk-effects the actors
focus on differ, and this influence their approaches to risk management. A
base for a social constructionistic research approach is the connection between
knowledge and social action (Winther Jørgensen and Phillips, 2000: 12).
With reference to this, the actors’ risk perspectives and approaches to risk
management emanate from differences in discipline, competence,
responsibilities, interests, value systems and traditions, as well as from law
interpretation. Discourse analysts argue that the leading perspective at the time
determines the context. Entitled questions are therefore; how do actors work
with safety and sustainability in planning? Could it be that one approach
on how to interpret and apply ‘risk’ is considered more appropriate or
more convenient than others in a planning context?

Based on the study I argue that there are differences between how actors
regard and work with ‘risk’. I believe that this statement can be divided into
three parts. The first stage regards that actors evaluated in my case studies
have identified this as a fact in a planning context. This is not necessarily the
case in others municipalities. Secondly these three municipalities have actively
addressed the problems it causes. The third stage regards how this work has
turned out. I will follow these three stages in my following description.

Risk Definitions, Roles and Responsibilities
Almost all respondents appoint the fact that actors’ perceptions of ‘risk’ differ.
Particularly there seems to be a difference between the environmental
agency’s perception of risk and the fire and rescue services’. Both parties are
increasingly requested to actively participate in the community planning
process and both have important roles in guarding safety and sustainability
matters. The planners’ role is to balance their perspectives into the plan. Some
of the planners describe their own perception of risk, whereas others describe
how they have incorporated the “risk experts” approaches.157 Based on
interviews, discussions with different parties, as well as a literature review, the
conclusion is that traditionally, and still in many municipalities, the fire and
rescue services’ interpretation of risk is focused on safety and personal
injuries, and on accidents and fire. They do not really bother with
“environmental and ground issues”. ‘Risk’ in terms of consequence and
probability is central. The environmental agency on the other hand focus more

157 Risk expert is in this sense usually the fire and rescue services, as will soon be further
elaborated.
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on environmental and health inconveniences, and matters such as discharge
and noise. Another difference is that the fire and rescue services consider the
short-term effects, whereas the environmental agency focuses on the long-
term.158 This perhaps indicates a distinction between their approaches to risk
work, where the environmental agency regards risk as a process, whereas the
fire and rescue services focuses on measures that increase safety.159 These two
actors’ fields have previously been separated but are now expected to be
coordinated. The respondents assumed that considering a wider perspective is
important in planning. How to accomplish that in practice is nevertheless a
more complicated matter.

Actors can attain either the role of advocate (Sw. förkämpe) or the role of
guardian (Sw: väktare) to watch over their responsibilities and interests when
participating in planning (Käppi et al., 1993: 16-17, from Brunsson & Jönsson
(1981)). Actors have different access to discourses, which means that what
they are considered to have the authority to have opinions about differ. Some
are regarded as experts within a field, and some are not. An expert’s statement
is usually regarded as the truth, whereas someone else’s statement is simply
regarded as an opinion (Winther Jørgensen and Phillips, 2000: 135). One
indication of this in the study is that the environmental agency perceives both
‘health’ and ‘safety’ as wide concepts. As they understand their
responsibilities to be extensive regarding health and environment, they also
consider themselves entitled to have opinions about a range of issues. Other
actors do not always agree on this. The environmental agency senses this
disagreement, and interpret that they have a reputation of interfering with
issues they do not have anything to do with, and to only see problems. One
respondent meant that others see them as “the no-sayer that hinders society’s
development” (Sw: nej-sägargäng som hindrar samhällsutvecklingen). The
study suggests that part of this reputation concerns the discourse order ’time’.
As discussed earlier in chapter 7, extending the time-pressed planning process
is not appreciated, and not necessarily in correlation with the planning
conditions. Another respondent had the impression that the environmental
agency is anyway listened to more often nowadays. One reason may be that
legislation now emphasise environmental assessments to a greater extent. The
fire and rescue services on the other hand have focused on a more narrow field
of expertise in planning: accidents, which both they and the planners have
(quietly) agreed on. Similarly, Maria Håkansson states; “it is apparent in the
studies that the professional groups often have simplified, stereotypical images
of one another, even though each group without exception has respect for the
other professional groups. However, there are difficulties in the translation
between officials of knowledge and evaluation of facts of the different groups.

158 Interesting is that how the environmental agency and the fire and rescue services define
‘risk’ can be traced to how their central authorities define the term. The Swedish
Environmental Protection Agency uses a broad definition of ‘risk’, which not only sees the
immediate consequences of an accident, but also regards long-term effects connected to the
exploitation of nature (Naturvårdsverket et al., 2000: 14). The Swedish Rescue Services
Agency’s risk definition is on the other hand strongly connected to ‘accident’ (Göransson and
Statens Räddningsverk, 2001: 11-13).
159 This coincides with Magnus Rönn’s findings regarding workplace related problems in
connection to building permits (Rönn, 1996).
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There is often low understanding of the fact that other groups act based on
their professional knowledge and experience” (Håkansson, 2005: abstract).

The planners have the coordinating role in a planning process. According to
Ann Skantze; planners do not consider other planning participants to
understand the planning perspective, since they only contribute with details.
One reason for this may be that actors from other professions focus merely on
the field within which they feel at home. Another reason may be that only a
specific sort of information and knowledge that correspond to the planning
structure is wanted. Skantze argues that other planning participants’
contributions may in that case be seen either as “[…] another perspective or
only as wrong kind of information. If it is perceived as an other perspective
there is a chance for the participants to explore and elucidate different kinds
of knowledge, which would open up for mutual reflection. But if it is expected
that all professionals should have the appropriate information or knowledge
ready and fit for the planning process, there is no reason to penetrate or
discuss the different aspects of the planning task and the joint interests. The
information will be dismissed as ‘wrong kind of information'” (Skantze,
2005b: 8). Both these tendencies are detectable in the cases in this study.
Respondents aware of their role as no-sayers, in other words those that
contribute with wrong kind of information, describe how they adjust their
participation to the circumstances. Respondent E2 for example believes that it
is only meaningful to write a statement once.160 Thereafter it is better to decide
on the most crucial issues and focus on lobbying for them without “tearing
down the house”. E2 states that “you have to realise that you cannot fight
windmills, it is better to do the best of it instead”. Some planners on the other
hand describe how they have to move the process forward and that this can be
hard when others put emphasis on specific matters.161 Skantze argues however
that it is not the actual differences that make it hard for participants to learn
from each other. The discussion is rather obscured by the expectations for how
to attain a common understanding, which are based on the assumption that
information equals knowledge (Skantze, 2005b: 7-8).

The Civil Protection Act states that the fire and rescue services should also
work with protection from other accidents than fire “[…] without restricting
other’s responsibilities […]” (SFS 2003:778, 3 ch 1§, own translation). This
raises the question of what it means not to interfere with others’
responsibilities. Who is responsible of ensuring that issues related to
sustainability and safety are considered in planning in a satisfactory way?
Several of the respondents discuss how matters regarding risk, health and
environment are interconnected, which can be problematic when it comes to
distinguishing and delimiting responsibilities. In case of emergency this
problem becomes very evident. An example is that the fire and rescue services
and the environmental agency have different roles, responsibilities, and enter
in different stages in case of an oil-discharge. Both L2 and E3 refer to how

160 An example is that the Environmental Agency was very critical to the plan work for the
badminton plan. They still however only submitted a statement after plan consultation, and
kept from doing so in connection to exposition.
161 See section “Vision versus Reality” regarding how statements that question a plan’s general
idea are treated.
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delimiting is rather difficult, as it is also a matter of costs. Both sides describe
how the other has sometimes relied on their involvement although not being a
responsibility.162 Tensions due to diffuse roles and divisions of responsibilities
in other situations do, in my opinion, most likely influence the actors’
relationship also in a planning context.

The risk-stakeholders strive to fill the risk discourse’s content based on their
perspectives. There is moreover an anticipation from one of the fire and rescue
services-respondents that the environmental agency has not covered the whole
field. The worry concerns that the fire and rescue services core-issue
‘accidents’ may be lost and forgotten if the fire and rescue services are not
there to guard it. This study has however not indicated such an anticipation
from the environmental agency’s side, which may be due to the fire and rescue
only claiming a segment of the risk-field. They are more careful of stepping
into environmental matters. Permit assessment is one situation where this
conflict arises. The fire and rescue services can guard risks if in charge of
permit assessment for dangerous goods. The concern is that the accidental risk
aspect may get lost if the environmental agency does not consider it in their
permit assessment, for example in connection to the Environmental Code’s
permits for ammoniac or other chemicals. The environmental agency may rely
on the fire and rescue services to handle it, but it is not certain that the fire and
rescue services are even aware of the case. In Linköping the fire and rescue
services have now found a way to assist the environmental agency through
informal referrals for consideration. Due to the system with referring plans for
consideration, the fire and rescue services can guard such matters in a planning
context. But it may just as well be a case that concerns an already built area
where only the type of activity changes. Respondent L3 says that Linköping’s
fire and rescue services act as a risk expert, but that they in other
municipalities sometimes take on too much and take care of all, which L3
considers means losing some of the concept. Instead he emphasises the
importance of coordination, so that everyone considers the Environmental
Code, the Planning and Building Act, and other legislations involved. In
Örnsköldsvik the fire and rescue services interpret that they have a
responsibility to guard safety and security in the municipality and understand
also ammoniac to be a safety problem, even though they are not the
supervising authority. PG1 provides a possibility to be informed about plan
projects at an early stage, and based on experience the fire and rescue services
know which projects include risk consideration.

Consensus – A Means to Avoid Misunderstandings?
Cross-sector collaboration between state authorities as well as municipal
authorities, as a means to achieve a sustainable development and a good living
environment, is emphasised in the Governmental statement from 1997 (prop
1997/98:145).163 The aim is to combine knowledge and competence so that

162 The legislation however state that it is up to the Incident Commander (Sw:

räddningsledare) to decide when a fire and rescue operation is completed, at which point the
rescue service ends (SFS 2003:778, ch3 §9). This is done when the criteria for the State’s or
the municipality’s responsibilities for rescue service according to (SFS 2003:778, ch1 §2) are
no longer fulfilled.
163 See also Boverket (2002).
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actors complement each other. The emphasis for cross-sector collaboration in
planning and in work with sustainable development may indicate that
‘consensus’ is part of the planning discourse. This might be an effect of
planning theories. It may moreover be an effect of the planners’ holistic
responsibility. The aim with cross-sector collaboration is to create a wide base
for plan work with a final result based on many perspectives. Consensus (Sw:
samsyn) facilitates that this work actually results in a plan. Respondents as
well as various plan documents and literature emphasise that striving towards
consensus is a good way to solve problems caused by misunderstandings
between participants, and that a higher understanding and better overall result
can be reached by including several departments’ views. ‘Consensus’ is in
this study defined as a base for balancing different perspectives in order to
reach a purposeful solution. The study indicates that this involves
teambuilding, where a group with common values and goals is generated, in
other words, a group that can reach an agreement. This requires attentiveness
as well as the ability for compromises. However, “reaching consensus” is
closely related to forcing a common view. Skantze points to how both the
actors themselves, but also higher structural levels “urge for consensus”,
which has the consequence that “compromises between different conceptions,
early in the process, hide the differences and they will not be apparent in the
final document” (Skantze, 2005b: 9).164 How the authorities in this study
collaborate differ and to a varying degree they include the potentials that are
discussed in the following sections.

Working together contributes both to good contacts and to a base for
consensus. Based on the study it is suggested that merged departments is a
factor that promotes consensus. Departments that initially held Town Architect
Office, Town Engineer Office and Environmental Office have been merged in
different ways and in different steps over the years in many municipalities.
Respondents see both benefits and problems with this.165 In Örnsköldsvik
‘planning’, ‘building’ and ‘environment’ are included in the same department,
and respond to the same political board. Although the employees still have
their own areas of expertise, the merger means that people work close to each
other, which facilitates coordination and discussion, and which was one of the
reasons for the fusion.166 However, according to Ö1 the merger has not really
had that large an impact as Örnsköldsvik is not a large municipality, as the
departments already were in the same building before the merger, as people
knew each other, among other things through the group with officials in
connection to planning (PG1). In Eskilstuna departments have been
reorganised since the badminton hall project. This reorganisation combined
‘building’ and ‘environment’ into one department, with a board separate from
the planning office’s. Previously they all responded to the Municipal

164 ‘Consensus’ is thereby another example of an inbuilt divergence between vision and

reality in the planning culture.
165 An example, which is connected to Skantze’s “urge for consensus”, is that Ö1 refer to how
amalgamating ‘planning’, ‘building’ and ‘environment’ into the same department can require
compromises at an early stage due to the need of a united standpoint. Ö1 argues that it is good
to collect many competences, but that those guarding a narrow interest may find it difficult to
compete with building interests. Nonetheless at some point adjustments have to be made,
which means that having a board that includes many competences can be an advantage.
166 According to Ö2.
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Executive Committee Administration. The officials are however still located
in the same building. Respondent E2 considers the last reorganisation to have
complicated the administrative structure in Eskilstuna. “There is a conflict
between us [the Environmental and Building Department] and ‘planning’. One
aspect is that we have two different boards and therefore do not follow the
same order of decisions. The same political organisation does not admit plans,
as supervises and grants building permits. There are political attempts to
create an Urban Planning Committee that includes politicians from our board,
from the Urban Planning Board and from the Municipal Executive Board.
Using the land is a Municipal Executive Board interest, a municipal affair that
expands into most fields”.

Another consensus potential that several respondents highlighted is proximity
in space. It seems logical that it is easier to develop good contacts in a smaller
municipality. Distances between departments are shorter and some
departments are perhaps also located in the same building. Departments have
fewer employees, and people often know each other. Thereby the
teambuilding-process is of less importance. Being located in the same building
makes communication easy, as people meet in corridors and during coffee
breaks. Planner E1 means that by being in the same house as the units for
environment and building, they have a closer contact with them than with for
example the fire and rescue services. The latter are located in a separate
building, although only a few minutes away. Respondent E2 describes how
they have made an effort to be located in the same premises and share a
coffee-room, as he means that “organisation and premises have to be the
same”. This indicates that by merging departments connected to building and
planning, the social room and the physical room coincide. It moreover
indicates the effect that informal contacts have on the planning process.
Respondents emphasised the importance of informal relations and informal
meetings for providing a good climate where environmental and safety issues
can be integrated in the community planning process. This also facilitates
coordination between departments in an urgent project. But informal
collaborations and contacts can also be problematic. Maria Håkansson means
that contacts rather than competence determine who speaks with whom, and
that there also in small municipalities can be uncertainties regarding where and
with whom certain skills and competences can be found (Håkansson, 2005:
105).

Interviews and other discussions with municipal officials in connection to the
research study illustrate that planning is about being provided a possibility to
participate. Attentiveness between departments and colleagues and an
atmosphere that allows discussions is a vital component, or at least facilitates
the process. It facilitates listening to new perspectives, working towards
consensus, and incorporating enthusiasts’ visions and ideas. Ann Skantze
argues for what she calls “a pedagogical view on planning for sustainability”.
By this she means that there is a climate that allows a discussion between
different perspectives in a planning context, which leads to a mutual learning
process and thereby a better planning practice (Skantze, 2005b: 2&6). Orrskog
argues that a discourse analysis perspective means that the planners should
take the role of the chairman in a discussion between different interests. This
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interpretation is consistent with the conception of the planner’s holistic
responsibility”. The planner should in the role of chairman not only look at the
actors’ claims connected to that specific planning process. Instead she should
try to recognise the actors’ specific ways of thinking, discussing and acting
based on their profession, in order to better understand their general demands
and expectations. Orrskog states that “planning, especially at the strategic
level, should further be understood as a continuous process around never-
settled disputes and not be connected too much to special plans” (Orrskog,
2002: 266).

Respondents indicate that besides the importance of being invited into the
planning arena, participating in planning also implies actors’ own
responsibility to take place. Neither one of these matters is necessarily easy to
achieve, and it can be difficult for new planning participants to find an
appropriate role. A discourse offers certain positions for actors, and this
positioning brings on expectations on how to act and on what to say and not to
say (Winther Jørgensen and Phillips, 2000: 48-49). New actors’ participation
in planning therefore requires access to a language and codes for how to act.
But effective coordination between planning participants moreover requires
clearly defined roles, knowledge and competence. Through that, actors can
complement each other to emphasise environmental and safety matters in the
development of a safe and sustainable urban environment.167 How the fire and
rescue service’s new role in planning should be constituted is not yet clearly
defined, which means that how active and interested they have been differ
between municipalities. When I in the first section of “Evaluations and
Conclusions” argue that the role is a flowing significant, I mean that there are
within the profession, several interpretations of what the responsibilities are.
In both Örnsköldsvik and Linköping active participation in planning has
begun, but in other municipalities a more traditional role focusing on fire
extinction remain.168 It is however important to remember that active
participation in planning requires commitment, time and appropriate
competence. This means that including new tasks may require ranking in order
of priority. The fire and rescue services is a profession that has traditionally
been fighting fire, which means that leaning back into the old role and focus
on fire and traditional accident risks may be the easiest way.169 In this study I
have found enthusiasts at the fire and rescue services in both Örnsköldsvik
(Ö3) and Linköping (L3), who were working hard and enthusiastically on the
task of participating in planning.170 They are advocates for a new role.
Respondents said that the fact that these particular individuals had been

167 This will be further directed in chapter 8.
168 Based on discussions in connection to the case studies, and also evident in the initial stage
of the project’s telephone briefings with nine municipalities in the search for suitable study
objects.
169 Being a fireman has traditionally been a working-class profession with low educational
levels. The emphasis has been on practical and physical work, rather than on theoretical and
intellectual skills (Ericson and Statens Räddningsverk, 2004: 157).
170 This may be because of the study objects being chosen partly due to someone in key
position’s interest in the project, which was interpreted as an interest to develop risk work in
the planning process.
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involved in the project made them feel assured that risk aspects had been
provided for and included.171

Connecting Actors’ Risk Approaches in a Planning Context
Örnsköldsvik has, as previously discussed in this chapter, an interesting model
for collaboration between authorities in connection to planning, PG1, which
develops consensus regarding safety and sustainability. This system is well-
established, as it has existed for over two decades. Besides PG1, the
municipality and its organisation includes several of the previously described
potentials that favour the development of consensus; the municipality is
relatively small, several departments are located in the same building, and
departments have been merged in several stages. Additionally, there is a
person at the fire and rescue services, Ö3, who is working actively with safety
and security in the planning process, and who continues to try to widen his
view. Ö3 has a reputation of being competent and experienced, which makes
the other participants feel reassured due to his participation.172 Due to the
mature system for collaboration in a planning context, there is an atmosphere
that allows discussions.

Actors in Örnsköldsvik have realised that people in different parts of the
municipality work with the same issues, and that it is important to coordinate
energy and work. Ö3 believes that this is achieved by meeting each other. He
emphasises that in order to progress, it is necessary to continue expanding the
contact net outside of PG1, for example with authorities responsible for
culture and leisure.173 Moreover, Ö3 says that contacts with the Local Council
for Crime Prevention and the Police have become increasingly important when
working with safety and security matters. This also solves other safety issues
“since distracting elements downtown contribute to accidents as well”. After
setting up the municipality’s action program, a group working with safety and
security matters was formed, which has provided an even better contact with
other departments. There is according to Ö3 also good collaborative contact
between the County Administrative Board and the fire and rescue services
within the county based on a group that worked with preventive fire
protection. This collaboration was used in the Botniabanan project to reach
consensus on how to act regarding safety matters. These contact nets are
valuable and Ö3 emphasises the importance of meetings and discussions.

An entitled question is; what does the work carried out by groups such as
PG 1 actually lead to? Although it may lead to good conditions for reaching
consensus, what is the actual effect in plans? Does consensus actually mean
that sustainability and safety matters have a better impact? Planner Ö1

171 There are however two sides of the coin. Whether a person is considered to be an enthusiast
or a troublemaker depends on the context and on people involved, which is also apparent in
some interviews.
172 Örnsköldsvik fire and rescue services’ and Ö3’s work with ‘risk’ in community planning is
also described in the booklet “Medvind i säkerhetsarbetet” (2005: 16-19).
173 Forthcoming results in a report based on an survey directed to officials in different
departments and functions in 73 Swedish municipalities has indicated that the Cultural and
Leisure Department is an important accident-actor, for example regarding leisure injuries, fire
in public premises, accidents with dangerous goods in ice halls, damage and violence (Anna
Johansson, 2006 (forthcoming)-b).
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considers the matter to be tricky. He argues that most people working with
plans anyway “have it in them” to consider numerous aspects, of which one is
safety. Ö1 feels that discussions are important, but does not believe that there
are aspects that would have been overlooked without them. As an example, Ö1
considers that the same result in the detailed development plan would probably
have been achieved also without the risk group’s work with the harbour area.
My next question is; could it be that Ö1 considers that they would end up
anyway with the same outcome, as a direct result of the 25 year old ambition
for consensus? Or is consensus merely appreciable and fulfilling but not really
something that has an effect on the product? The cases suggest that the former
is a more likely explanation. This is also indicated as respondent Ö3 describes
that the environmental agency and the fire and rescue services in Örnsköldsvik
generally have similar views, and that they help each other. Ö3 believes that
this is an effect of their long tradition of working towards consensus, as they
are used to listening to each other’s arguments. Interesting is also that the
Örnsköldsvik example gives another dimension to the factor time. The
teambuilding process in planning has had over two decades to form a smooth
consensus-system that actors feel confident with. PG 1 can probably be
characterised as an organised informal system for contacts and collaborations.
As there is already a similar view, each specific case becomes less
problematic; hence complications with time in connection to specific plans
becomes less apparent. The teambuilding process means that a group is
formed, and discourse analysis theories suggest that this group forms a
discourse of its own. But how flexible is this discourse when it comes to
including new actors with other perspectives, and is it allowed to diverge from
the given discourse? With reference to Ann Skantze; “experiences from the
municipal field show that the existing planning culture can develop unintended
patterns of exclusion for environmental perspectives that are in conflict with
the dominant perspective” (Skantze, 2005b: 5). Consensus requires agreement,
which may in fact hinder discussion rather than promote discussion.

The overall aim of working with increased risk-consideration in community
planning is to achieve a safe and sustainable urban environment. But what is
the practical goal in the local planning context? Is it the process itself, is it
reaching a high level of risk-consideration, or is it a certain result of a plan?
The study suggests that this differs between cases. In Örnsköldsvik the goal
seems to be the process of attaining overall consensus, which should in turn
lead to better risk awareness in specific plans. Neither Linköping nor
Eskilstuna have developed a consensus-system of the kind that exist in
Örnsköldsvik. Collaboration between departments based on personal meetings
however occur, although on a smaller scale. The emphasis is, according to the
case studies, on a working model that rather aims to increase risk
consideration in a specific plan, with the aspiration that this leads to higher
general risk-awareness. In other words the opposite course of action. This
might be a more flexible way to include new perspectives than Örnsköldsvik’s
consensus-system. There is on the other hand an obvious risk. Trying to
include perspectives in each new case may lead to some aspects being
overlooked if a certain person is not participating. It may also have the result
that some topics become the “topic of the day” and thereby given more
attention, whereas others are forgotten.
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Respondents in both Linköping and Eskilstuna refer to how there are a lot of
discussions about risk as it is new and actualised. Respondent E3 means that
“the curve for risk analyses and risk-thinking is not linear. People have a
higher awareness as a result of the catastrophes and accidents we have had
over the recent years. This is satisfying to observe when we perform
supervision. There is a risk-awareness nowadays. Risk is today also a quality-
assurance, of having revised ones risks”. In agreement with this, planner L1
says that the environmental impact assessments that were made a couple of
years ago had a section discussing the issue of risk, whereas nowadays risk
and safety matters almost need their own “environmental impact assessment”.
Respondent L3 however suspects that it is “all talk and no action”. Although
implying always to consider risks, a risk investigation may be ordered, but is
thereafter merely put together with the rest of the plan documents without
anyone really paying attention to its results. L3 believes that risk matters are
still regarded as a bit fuzzy by other actors. He suggests that a way to solve the
problem is by toning down the matter, for example by showing that a risk
analysis does not have to be that complicated. L3 proposes that one way of
doing this is calling it risk assessment (Sw: riskbedömning) instead of risk
analysis.174

In Linköping, work has begun to connect the fire and rescue services’ and the
environmental agency’s fields. But according to L2, the environmental agency
still takes care of environmental matters and the fire and rescue services
handles risks. He means that everyone agrees to work in a positive spirit about
an issue, but that there is always the matter of responsibilities.

Respondent L1 means that requirements for handling safety and security
matters in planning are increasing, partly due to the fire and rescue services
pushing for increased risk consideration. The fire and rescue services’ role is
not clearly defined yet, and L1 refers to how far the work with increasing risk
consideration in planning has proceeded differs between municipalities. As
there is no formal requirement, it is rather dependant on the municipality’s
ambition. A program for how to handle this is being set up in Linköping. L1
argues that it is important to work cross-sector instead of as the earlier
structure when departments protected their own areas. The fire and rescue
services in Linköping consider that the increased risk awareness in society
makes it easier to have an impact also in planning, even though they still
always have to point out accidental risks. L3 means that they were previously
probably regarded as “tedious” due to constantly bringing up risks, but
describes a breakthrough a couple of years ago. The case regarded a public
activity, which was located in-between the railway and a larger road and
included several risk aspects. The fire and rescue services were not satisfied

174 As respondent L3 argued; a risk analysis can be anything from a couple of ticked boxes on
a paper to thick bundles of paper. The use and application of risk analyses in physical planning
has been evaluated in a report (Pauldrach and Boverket, 1998: 10-12). The report stresses that
risk-analyses should not be seen as a self-serving purpose, but as a basic data to use in
planning and decision-making. It is in the report moreover suggested that a better overall
image of the risk’s consequences on health, environment and safety is achieved that by
making sure that the risk analysis is integrated into the environmental impact assessment.
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with the risk investigation that had been made and required a risk analysis, but
met resistance. The fire and rescue services however argued that if there was
ever a need for a risk analysis, this would be the case. When it turned out that
people working with ‘risk’ around Sweden had the same requirements, it
became easier to gain attention for risk issues. The fire and rescue services
believe that other actors have now probably understood their value.

My conclusion based on the interviews in Eskilstuna is that the environmental
agency’s and fire and rescue services’ risk fields are further apart and that the
fire and rescue services have a more traditional fire and accident focus in
Eskilstuna than in Örnsköldsvik and Linköping.175 There is in Eskilstuna
however an aim now to develop work in connection to risk-matters. The fire
and rescue services and units for ‘building’ and for ‘environment’ nowadays
meet up occasionally for training and discussions about mutual concerns.
Moreover, recently (2005) the fire and rescue services began to have regular
appointments with the Building Committee to discuss risk objects in
connection to fire and larger risks for the environment, to which the
environmental agency sometimes attends. These are informal meetings, but
according to respondent E3, they “make you feel that everything is under
control”. The fire and rescue services’ role in planning seem to be developing
as well. They have previously not been very active in planning, which planner
E1 believes to be due to not considering many objects as their direct concern.
But in planning processes for the Munktell area the fire and rescue services
have participated actively. Moreover, visions of transforming old industrial
areas on both sides of Eskilstunaån into integrated urban structure will lead to
discussions on what activities can be mixed with residential areas, which E1
believes will be of interest to the fire and rescue services.

The relationship between the environmental agency in Eskilstuna and the
planning office was a bit complicated in badminton hall’s planning process.
The environmental agency experiences that they are now and then regarded as
demanding by other actors. Actors such as planners and other implementers
(in the badminton hall case for example the construction company) sometimes
consider that the environmental agency has more and more requirements.
Respondent E1 wishes that the environmental agency could support with
advice instead of just requirements, since they are same municipality and share
the same goals. The environmental agency does however not want to provide
advice when their role is to control afterwards. The reason for this is their
explicitly authoritative role.

Incorporating ‘Risk’ Matters in Plan Work
What makes a risk “plannable” (Sw: “planerbar”) so that it can be included
in the planning process? The risks that are brought up in the three cases are of
different categories, but primarily regard risks for the public. Both the
badminton hall and the hockey arena are public buildings, and located in areas
where the public is present. The biogas bus depot on the other hand is not a
public building, and additionally the reason for initiating this planning project

175 Based on interviews with E2 and E3.
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was to relocate the construction farther away from public areas. Central to the
bus depot case, to the badminton hall case, and to some extent also to the arena
case are the type of accident risks that a specific construction may cause for
the public. Examples are fire or risks caused by liquefied petroleum gas or
biogas, in other words technical risks. Such risks are possible to prevent at the
planning level by considering safety distances or by restricting the type of
activities in the surrounding area. Examples of security aspects in terms of
situational crime prevention discussed are of the kind that is connected to Jane
Jacobs’ (1961) emphasis of the importance of other people’s presence. Such
aspects were briefly discussed in the planning processes for the bus depot and
the arena and were also discussed in the continued development of the
Munktell area. The arena plan’s harbour safety consideration is also related to
personal security, as it regards the individual’s security in relation to the
physical environment. This is also the issue in the discussions regarding the
possibilities for anxiety about a highly explosive biogas tank in connection to
the bus depot case. Some risks connected to situational crime prevention and
harbour safety can be handled in a detailed development plan, such as ensuring
an overview over parking areas or narrow passages. Others risks are harder to
physically plan and are either directed during building permit or in the design
phase (Sw: projekteringsfas), or rather depends on the way society is
structured.176 The environmental risks put forward in the case studies are
generally of two types.177 These are either the kind of risks that the new
activity would be exposed to, such as possible soil contamination from
previous industrial activities, or risks of the kind that the new construction
would cause; such as additional air pollution or noise from increased traffic. In
conclusion, the first characteristic of a “plannable” risk is that risk
management is based on a risk concept that has been adjusted to planning.

A second characteristic of risks that are handled in detailed development plans
is, with reference to previous discussions in this chapter, that there is an actor
that guards the specific risk, and that this actor is interested in participating in
planning but also let into the arena. The assumption that the risks assessed in
planning depend on the participants in the planning process means that when
actors with new perspectives become involved, other types of risks are
introduced. How the planners relate to this; in other words what risks, what
actors and what perspectives are included, depend on the tools that the
planners have access to in the local planning context.178 This is a third
characteristic of a “plannable” risk. Based on previous discussions in this
chapter, I argue that those risks that can be solved in a technical manner, in
other words that can be translated in regulations of spatial aspects are included
in the detailed development plan. Other risks are neglected, or simply left to be
handled by other actors in other practices. Risks that require contacts with
higher sturctural levels are not “plannable” at the detailed development plan
level. According to Rönn and Abarkan is “rationality in a planning process
[…] based on the idea that problems and solutions are handled at the right
level of planning” (Abarkan and Rönn, 2003: 2, own translation).

176 See my brief discussion in the research review in chapter 1 for some references in this field.
177 As has been discussed in chapter 1 and previously in 7, environmental risks include health
and safety issues, besides ecological aspects.
178 As the study assumes that planners decide on the community planning context.
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An example of strategies and tools for how to handle ‘risk’ in physical
planning is the action program that the Civil Protection Act (SFS 2003:778,
ch3 §§3&8) requires and that each municipality sets up for its accident
prevention work.179 This action program should describe all risks for accidents
in the municipality that may require fire and rescue operation (Sw:
räddningsinsats), such as fire, landslides or dangerous goods.180 It is admitted
by the Municipal Council each term of office, and should be set up in
consultation with all authorities that may have interest in the matter.181 The
program presents the municipality’s aims with the accident prevention work,
how it is organised, and how it plans to prevent and restrict risks. Moreover,
experiences and directives from Seveso and from Toulouse 2001 are to be
considered in community planning together with other international and
national planning policies.182 In detailed development plan work,
environmental impact assessments are used to compare the implemented
plan’s consequences on people, animals, vegetation, air, soil etc compared to
the “zero-alternative”. Safety is one of many aspects to consider, and in some
cases a specific risk analysis is set up. As the environmental impact
assessment is part of the plan document, concerned authorities have a chance
to evaluate them during the planning process.

Previous research has shown that addressing safety and health aspects in
planning often results in safety distances directly from the handbook “Bättre
plats för arbete”, rather than analysing environmental, health and safety
aspects for a particular case and approaching the actual risk-source (Pauldrach
and Boverket, 1998: 13).183 Eva Bergdahl and Magnus Rönn argue that State
recommendations in the form of handbooks become interpretations of the open
goal formulations in legislation, which means that they become just as
governing as legislation (Bergdahl and Rönn, 2001: 15-17). Safety distances
are proposed in all three plans, as a tool that both the environmental agency
and the fire and rescue services use when guarding risk in planning. In the
biogas bus depot case, a safety distance was first proposed mechanically. This
was however modified after planning participants’ request to adjust the actual
distance in connection to future activities. An interesting observation is made
by planner E1 who refers to the environmental agency’s and the fire and
rescue services’ different concepts of risk. E1 means that it is often sufficient

179 The municipalities were to have admitted their action programs by the 1st of January 2005
to replace the rescue service plans connected to the previous legislation. However,
forthcoming results show that only 44 of the 50 municipalities in the investigation had an
action program by the 1st of January 2006, which was one year after it should have been
completed (Anna Johansson, 2006 (forthcoming)-a).
180 But as most fire and rescue services in Sweden do not themselves have sufficient
experience from chemical accidents to make an in-depth operational planning, this is
neglected in many municipalities (Eriksson, 1998: 6).
181 They should in other words be based on collaboration between different sectors. But
according to Anna Johansson are the action programs at present time still biased towards the
fire and rescue services’ field (Anna Johansson, 2006 (forthcoming)-a).
182 How risk, safety and sustainability issues are handled at a European regional planning level
has been investigated by Abdellah Abarkan (2006 (forthcoming)).
183 See also Bergdahl (2004: 30-32) for a discussion about how safety distances and separation
of functions are used as an easy means to avoid disturbances, and perhaps even more
importantly; to avoid conflicts due to disturbances.
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in plan work to follow the environmental agency’s requests. Their safety
distances (based on “Bättre plats för arbete”) are usually wider than the fire
and rescue services’, regarding liquefied petroleum gas tanks and similar risk
objects. E1 says that thereby, from a planning point of view, many issues are
solved. I suspect that this means losing an important aspect as one perspective
is thereby intentionally disregarded.

The results from this study indicate however that which safety aspects are
considered in a plan rather depends on the actual plan than on the use of some
kind of checklist or policy document.184 As an example planner E1 describes
how they in their plan work chose to look at the reality and what the specific
industry causes. One explanation to why a specific policy document to use in
planning does not exist, may be connected to the same phenomena as when
handbooks become governing. Such a document can become an instrument of
power, whereas modifying according to the specific case and application of a
more informal approach is based on a local need.

Side Effects from ‘Risk Work’ in Planning? The matter of Brownfield Areas
A fourth characteristic of the ability to handle a risk in a plan is that the
property owner is willing to implement change, either by own interest or due
to external pressure.

Two of the case studies regard brownfield areas, which are old industrial areas
transforming to new, softer, and more public friendly activities. This is a
common process in present-day Sweden and elsewhere. Brownfield areas are
often located in, or close to, the city centre. The incentives for transformation
differ, but are in many cases due to companies’ own choice to relocate. The
locations are often considered attractive for other purposes, due to factors such
as proximity to the city centre or a location close to water. Anna Storm, who
has evaluated ‘history’s’ place in contemporary transformation, argues that
“[…] the possibilities of creating identity and economical value with the
industrial history as a base” are important factors in the transformation
process (Storm, 2005: 14, own translation).185 Common new purposes in these
areas are cultural and leisure purposes, waterfront housing, or office buildings
in a “culturally valuable environment”. The transformation areas are often
connected to a range of problems such as contaminated soil due to previous
industrial activities and the matter of public premises adjacent to remaining
industries. These aspects have been brought up for discussion in the three case
studies along with how these issues are approached in the planning process.
But when examining actors’ risk-work in planning it is also of relevance to
discuss possible side-effects, such as what happens with those activities that
are no longer considered suitable for the transformed area and therefore are
required to move?

184 Based on interviews in Linköping and Eskilstuna.
185 This is apparent in the badminton hall case. The importance of maintaining and developing
the cultural, historical and architectural heritage in form of buildings and urban environment is
also emphasised in the environmental quality goal Good Urban Environment (prop
1997/98:145).
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Respondent E2 argue that it is important to keep some areas where noise and
smell are generally allowed. Legislation requires that the disturbing factor has
to take action. E2 refers to that the environmental and building department
handles complaints about noise, smells or disturbances, and has to make an
assessment. The department has to focus on the activity causing the
disturbances, and they are not allowed to tell the new neighbour to tolerate it
after moving into the area, which is why whoever causes disturbances has to
move.186 One difficulty is that what was not considered disturbing twenty years
ago can today be considered to be very disturbing, and also the changed
logistics with distributions during night are difficult. E2 emphasises that it in
this process is important to have an allowing attitude.

It is also necessary to have an allowing attitude in the process of transforming
former industrial areas. Certain safety regulations prescribe where buildings
can be located and delimitate the type of buildings that can be used. These
regulations must be followed since the matter of responsibility may be difficult
to determine in case of an accident, if a public activity is located too close to a
risk source. But it actually includes limited land-use and may restrict the
industry’s possibilities for future expansion. The Munktell area in Eskilstuna is
an example of this. Volvo’s workshop has to move from the area as it is no
longer considered suitable. According to respondent E3 the relocation will
take place due to pressure from the municipality. Having a risk-industry so
close to public areas led to collisions in the plan. There have been intense
discussions between Volvo, who were there first, and the politicians on the
highest municipal level. E3 means that they are grateful that a solution has
been found and that the workshop is removed from a place where the public is
present. A lot is happening in the area and there will be many new activities.
My reflection is that perhaps the background to these long discussions is
Volvo’s rather strong position. Another smaller (and for the municipality less
important) company may be easier to relocate, as the municipality would be
stronger in such a case.

This is perhaps what happened in the arena case in Örnsköldsvik. Two
industries in the harbour area included gas stores, and were noted as risk
sources in the Action Plan for Safety and Security in the Harbour Area. In
order to build the arena, they had to move. One of them rather quickly found a
new location, which was more problematic for the other company. One reason
was that they were tenants with a weaker position than a property owner with
regard to first hand information about what is happening in the area.
Respondent Ö3 says that this is the first time the municipality has experienced
problem caused by a requirement for a company to relocate and that the
municipality now tries to help them to find a new location. Ö3 feels that the
municipality has a moral responsibility to help in such a case. Therefore the
fire and rescue services extended the company’s permit application until the
rental contract had expired. Ö3 expresses it as; “I feel that it is not possible to

186 This is another situation that contributes to the environmental agency’s reputation. The
property-owners’ interest is to find a tenant to let out their property to. E2 state that
negotiations often come far before the idea to make an assessment arises. At that stage the
environmental and building department suddenly become a threat, and are said to destroy
trade and industry, to impoverish an area, and to take away job opportunities.
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regard this rigidly in community planning, but a soft transition has to be
applied. It is important to be realistic, otherwise is it not possible to move
ahead. […] Therefore I feel that it is necessary to look a bit further and see if
it is possible to manage matters in a soft way and reach a good result within a
reasonable time”.
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Chapter 8 – Final Discussion, Key Issues and
Outline of Future Research

A concluding discussion of my observations and reflections based on my
research project is presented in this final chapter.187 It moreover includes a
presentation of key issues that have been extracted from the three case studies,
and outline of future research. The shift from a reactive perspective to risk,
safety and sustainability towards a proactive perspective affects the
approaches for risk management. One outcome is that community planning is
given a more prominent role in preventing accidents. It has therefore been
considered interesting to study if, how and why safety and sustainability
issues have had an impact in the three planning cases. The dissertation has
provided a deeper interpretation of actors’ work with safety and sustainability
in planning.

The study is based on the assumption that successful practice can be explained
through theory, and that this theory in turn can provide input back to practice.
It is however important to bear in mind that one municipality differs from
another, and that no case is the same as the other. The conclusions in this
dissertation are therefore not necessarily possible to apply to all planning
cases. The intention is to adjust the key issues to the local planning arena and
thereby favour the development of a safe and sustainable urban environment.
The key issues both regard actors’ collaboration and municipalities’
organisation.

Actors and the Planning Arena
The study focuses on three participants in planning; the planning office, the
environmental agency and the fire and rescue services. To some extent the
building office is also involved. These actors have different roles and
responsibilities in planning. The environmental agency and the fire and rescue
services are the risk-actors, whereas the planning office and the building
office are responsible for the projects. The latter actors have to strive
towards implementation, while the risk-actors guard their issues. The arena
where the actors meet and where they perform their work is community
planning. The planners hold the power over this arena; their rules are
implemented and they shape the context. The other participants contribute
within the frame of their perspectives, but have to relate to given conditions.

Cross-sector collaboration in connection to planning as a prerequisite for
sustainable development is nowadays emphasised in Governmental directives
as well as in other planning research. This is due to the fact that several actors
hold important functions that can be combined to attain a better overall result.
Relevant for the study is that the role of the environmental agency and the fire
and rescue services in guarding safety and sustainability matters in planning

187 This chapter is based on arguments from previous discussions in the dissertation, primarily
in chapter 7. I will therefore not present references to other research or to data from my case
studies.
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have become increasingly emphasised. Actors however have different
perspectives, interests and responsibilities. They also have different access to
planning.

Planning is regulated by legislation as well as unofficial conditions, which
planners as well as other planning participants have to relate to. The study
indicates a divergence between the vision of planning and the actual local
planning context regarding three issues. The first issue regards the planner’s
role. Planners respond to politicians, which means that certain conditions have
to be adjusted to. All three cases were responses to political incentives. There
were clear directives in the assignments, much was predetermined and there
were requirements for rapid implementation. Respondents refer to these cases
as political order-errands, which indicate that political visions have become
restrictions that reduce the role of the planner into an administrator rather than
an evaluator and coordinator. This conflict regards the difference between
what the politicians want to achieve and how the planners want to do their job.

The second issue regards the vision of planning as a process that takes time.
The cases rather indicate that the time factor is already predetermined due to
external pressure, hence a condition for planning actors to adjust to. Being
able to adjust to predetermined planning conditions and perform a rapid
planning process implemented by a political agenda is seen as a sign of
strength and power to act. This however means that the planner’s role is
squeezed between political directives, other planning participants, and
responsibilities towards the public.

These predetermined planning conditions in turn influence the third issue,
which regards the vision of a transparent planning process and actors’ actual
possibilities for participation in and influence on planning. That actors of
different character and on different structural levels have different possibilities
to influence the planning process, is indicated in the study as well as in the
literature review. One aspect is that requirements for a fast planning process
make informal contacts and informal plan work important. Requirements for a
fast planning process moreover make it difficult to find time for consideration
and for assessments. This leads to another aspect, which is that although there
may be a formal request for actors’ participation, there may also be informal
obstacles that can be traced to roles and access to the arena rather than to the
formal view of planning and legislation. Planning participants are not always
aware of the predetermined conditions, and may thereby not be able to act
based on appropriate knowledge. This is apparent in how actors’ plan
statements are handled in the cases. Critical comments regarding issues that
may be technically solved in the plan are given substantial room, whereas
those that may prevent the plans implementation or that may lead to a more
extensive or expensive planning process, are disregarded as wrong kind of
information. The reason is that planners, who have a responsibility for
directing the planning process ahead, want to handle critique before starting
the plan work. It is time-consuming as well as ineffective to go through
everything in a plan stage. This in turn influences the relationship between the
planner and other planning participants that guard their responsibilities by
requiring further considerations and investigations. They can thereby be seen
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as time-consuming and as difficult - as no-sayers. Also other research
indicates that planners perceive that the other planning participants do not
understand the overall planning perspective.

Actors and ‘Risk’
An idea I started out with in my project, and which I have also found support
for in my work, is that there are differences in how actors approach ‘risk’
based on their roles and as well as on their discourses. The actors’ different
interpretations of ‘risk’ in turn affect their approaches to risk-management.

The planners in the study do in general not have their own risk definition. That
is however not necessary since their role as coordinators in the planning
process implies that they include the risk-actors’ definitions. The difference
between the risk-actors’ definitions is primarily the time-perspective. The
environmental agency has a long-term perspective of risk and focus on
environmental and health inconveniences, such as noise and discharge, which
means that they work with risk as a process. The fire and rescue services have
a short-term accident and injury perspective, which leads to a focus on risk-
reducing actions. There is however not a clear division neither between the
actors’ risk definitions nor between their responsibilities. This can lead to
confusion and misunderstandings, and can thereby cause irritation. Both risk-
actors try to determine and legitimise content and responsibilities connected to
the term ‘risk’. Additionally, the study indicates a concern from the fire and
rescue services’ side that the environmental agency may fail to attend to
accident-risks in those matters they handle. That a similar concern has not
been indicated from the environmental agency’s side may be explained by the
fact that the fire and rescue services only claim a smaller segment of the risk-
field, and are more careful of stepping into environmental matters.

The risk-actors can in a planning context attain the roles of advocate or
guardian. How actors view their own as well as others’ roles and
responsibilities in planning as well as in other fields, influence how planning is
performed. It influences which actors are allowed to participate in planning, as
well as of what different actors are entitled to have opinions. Theories of
discourse analysis show that some actors are regarded as experts in certain
contexts, which has the effect that their statements are regarded as the truth.
Other actors’ statements are on the other hand regarded merely as opinions.
The study indicates that the relationship between the environmental agency
and the planning office regarding each other’s roles and what issues they are
allowed to interfere with can sometimes be complicated. The environmental
agency has a wide interpretation of ‘environment’, ‘health’ and ‘risk’, and
thereby understand their responsibilities to be wide. This is not necessarily
something that planners agree with. The relationship between planning office
and fire and rescue services seems to be less complicated. Besides the
discussion above about no-sayers, my reflection is that another reason may be
that the fire and rescue services’ roles, interests, fields of work and
responsibilities have previously not collided with the planning office in the
same way that the environmental agency has. The environmental agency’s
focus on long-term risk prevention coincides with the physical planning
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context. Perhaps the fire and rescue services’ input is easier for the planner to
handle, as their focus is on short-term accident prevention. This situation may
change now that the fire and rescue services’ responsibility in planning
increases, which has also been indicated by respondents. Shifting the fire and
rescue services’ risk perspective towards a preventive approach will probably
influence not only their risk work but also how they regard the term ‘risk’
itself.

The figure below sums up actors, risk, responsibilities and roles.

Planning office Environmental Agency Fire and rescue services 

Risk Uses the others’  Long-term perspective Short-term perspective
approaches? 

 Wide risk approach Narrow risk approach
        

Health, environmental impact, Fire, accidents 
air pollution,

   soil contamination 

Responsibility Preventive  Preventive, but also reactive Reactive, but shift towards 
(risk in advance) with a long-term perspective preventive

Role in Coordinator/  Inspector-role,  Inspector-role 
planning responsible  “no-sayer”, 
 guardian  expert,  expert,
   guardian  advocate 

Time

perspective Speeds up  Slows down
in planning 

     Under construction 
      

Chemical 

accident

“Plan
away”
risks

Take care of 
long-term 

effects

Take care of 
immediate

effects
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Consensus
The overall goal to increase risk consideration in planning is to achieve a safe
and sustainable urban environment. But the study indicates that the practical
goal on the level of local planning differs between municipalities.
Municipalities also interpret cross-sector work with ‘risk’ in planning
differently. The process of attaining consensus between departments seems to
be to goal in one of the municipalities, and there is since many years an
organised consensus-system in planning. This was intended to improve the
specific plan’ risk consideration. The other two cases indicate a focus on
increasing risk consideration in a specific plan by including several
perspectives. The aspiration is that this will lead to increased risk awareness in
general.

Consensus means that each specific case becomes less problematic, as there is
already a similar view and shared understanding between departments. But
discourse analysis theory suggests that this process forms a uniform group
with an agreement regarding different issues. As a result, some perspectives
become dominant, and including perspectives that are not already part of the
discourse may be difficult. Trying to include several perspectives in each new
case may therefore be more a flexible system than working towards overall
consensus. But in turn it means more work on the specific plan. There is also a
risk that some aspects are overlooked if the right person is not attending. It
may moreover result in “all talk and no action”, where some topics become the
“topic of the day” and thereby given attention, whereas others are forgotten.
The risk focus in that case has the outcome of risk investigations being made,
which however not necessarily corresponds with their results being applied.
The investigations may merely be added to the rest of the plan documents.
This regards the connection between investigations, plans and implementation
– what is actually the outcome of planning participants’ work in the planning
process?

There is in the formal plan work as well as in the informal work a need for
attentiveness and an atmosphere that allows discussion between departments
as well as between individuals. A general indication in the study is that
consensus is an important factor when working with sustainability and safety.
The question is however how that actually can be accomplished? The
examples above describe different ways to work towards consensus. As I
chose cases with key persons interested in integrating sustainability and safety
aspects in the planning process, all three municipalities however had
aspirations for collaboration models. Examples in planning are Örnsköldsvik’s
PG1, start-up meetings, project groups and other forms of briefings between
departments. There were moreover attempts to connect the fire and rescue
services’ and the environmental agency’s fields by forming groups or by
informally referring knowledge and competence in specific cases. A strong
indication from the study is the importance of meeting and talking in order to
create a context where safety and sustainability aspects can be included in
planning.
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The matter of organisation is related to this issue. I believe that the discussion
in chapter 7 about small municipalities, merged departments, proximity in
space, and sharing a coffee-room, all narrow down to two aspects that
facilitate discussion: the effect that informal relations have on the planning
process, and how teambuilding is used as a means for achieving consensus.
Teambuilding in this case means the process of bringing together a group with
common values and goals; in other words a group that can reach an agreement.
This includes attentiveness as well as the ability for compromises.

There are however both beneficial and unfavourable aspects. For example,
merged departments facilitate teambuilding, but may also force compromises
at an early stage. It facilitates informal aspects, but may also contribute to the
domination of informal contacts. The informal aspects in turn contribute to
teambuilding, which facilitates a smooth and easy planning process. But those
departments that do not belong to the merger, that are not located in the same
building, that have their coffee elsewhere, and/or that are not part of a specific
informal network, may become even more overlooked. Although this coffee-
room model may be an effective way to collect opinions, it also makes it
difficult for actors to know when and where decisions have been taken. The
fire and rescue services’ field of work, responsibilities, and the fact that they
are rather new planning participant are factors that contribute to them being at
a farther distance in planning discussions. Contributing factors are also that the
fire and rescue services generally are a department in its own right in a
separate building.

To Participate in Planning
Participating in planning is part of the shift towards a proactive approach to
safety and sustainability. A determining factor for effective collaboration is
however that actors are actually interested in participating in planning. The
environmental agency has a long tradition of being involved in plan work.
This is however not necessarily the same thing as being active. There may just
as well be a feeling of despondence (Sw: uppgivenhet) from being seen as an
obstacle. One respondent well aware of his department’s reputation as no-
sayer describes a working procedure adjusted to those circumstances. Another
approach to adopt instead of identifying the own department as no-sayer, is by
regarding oneself as a yes-sayer, but with another perspective for
development. This means to acknowledge what the own department’s interests
and perspectives are, and thereby take action based on what the department
wants to achieve instead of what it wants to avoid in a specific plan.188

The fire and rescue services’ participation in planning is partly due to new
legislation. As a new planning participant they are however on a new arena
where they need to find a proper place. This requires access to a new language
and new codes for how to act. Most fire and rescue services have not yet found
their place, and not all are even interested in doing so. The fire and rescue
services is a profession in which the focus has traditionally been on practical

188 This was discussed at a seminar at the Royal Institute of Technology, School of
Architecture and the Built Environment, Stockholm, (2006-03-09).
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and physical work, such as fighting fire, rather than on theoretical and
intellectual skills (Ericson and Statens Räddningsverk, 2004: 157). There are
within the profession several levels of education, different responsibilities and
tasks, and different interpretations of what the priorities should be.189 Showing
on the advantages of preventing accidents instead of treating accidents that
already have occurred is therefore necessary if this new task is to be seen as
relevant. Those municipal fire and rescue services that have initiated work
with this new task have usually had a person working hard on this mission.

In order for the fire and rescue services to find an appropriate role, it is
necessary to evaluate competence and define what kind of knowledge they
possess and how it can be valuable in a planning process. This may require
adjusting competence to fit the new task. The Civil Protection Act states that
“the personnel that on behalf of the municipality are to perform preventive
activities, to plan, lead, implement and follow up fire and rescue operations
and perform supervision, shall through education and experience have the
necessary competence” (SFS 2003:778, ch3 §14, own translation). It is
therefore interesting that the education and continuous training of the fire and
rescue services’ staff is undergoing a paradigm-shift to strengthen knowledge
and competence. The short practice-oriented education of firemen was in 2003
replaced by a two-year education (Skydd mot olyckor), with the aim to adjust
to new conditions and enhanced tasks.190 This education includes a section
related to community planning. It would therefore be valuable to evaluate the
effects from this shift in education to see if the competence is relevant and if it
suffices, as well as how it can be used most effectively. This is proposed as a
continued doctorate research project. By deepening the issues discussed in the
licentiate dissertation is it possible to evaluate the conditions and relationships
that define the fire and rescue services’ and the environmental agency’s roles,
responsibilities and competence in a municipal planning context. Especially in
relation to each other but also in relation to other actors, local action programs
and environmental quality goals. Could the differences between actors in
theoretical education influence their access to the planning process, their
mandate to participate and their possibilities for influence? Could on the other
hand input from actors with education that resembles the planners be
interpreted as more of a threat than opinions from actors of a more practical
profession?

Finding an appropriate role depends on what type of competence and
knowledge is required and how it can be applied in the planning process. But it
also depends on the actors’ other tasks, responsibilities and interests, as

189 Mathias Ericson means that the occupation fireman has a certain aura in society, which to
a large degree is based on notions about masculinity. It includes hard physical work and a
coarse but warm jargon. Ericson states that the firemen do themselves to some degree see this
as a problem, such as difficulties of living up to the image. It is even argued that the image
contributes to the low salaries. But firemen also act on this image in some situations, for
example in the discussion about why women cannot become firemen. Ericson means that it is
primarily the notions about women and the notions about firemen that are difficult to combine
(Ericson and Statens Räddningsverk, 2004).
190 With reference to the previous discussion regarding several interpretations of the fire and
rescue services’ role within the profession, it is interesting to note that the new SMO-
education has met resistance from some firemen of the ”old school”.
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participating in planning takes time. The ambition for participating in planning
is a matter of how and when, but also of why. Should an actor attain an
integrated role in planning or an external role? Including actors’ perspectives
through active participation by involvement in “start-up” meetings or project
groups during planning, may offer the best ground for safety and sustainability
aspects to have an impact in planning. Active participation provides more
possibilities to influence, but it requires time and resources. The cheaper way
is the referral role, which satisfies with submitting statements during plan
consultation and/or exposition. A general assumption is that a plan should lead
to a good solution . A good solution is a matter of rationality, but also a matter
of cost-efficiency and a matter of time. The matter of a good solution in turn
influences actors’ access to the planning arena, as it implies that an agreement
is reached. Planners have to relate to the politicians’ context, and the planning
participants have to adjust to the planners’ context. The question is therefore;
what is a good solution in terms of safety and sustainability in the context of a
detailed development plan?

Research emphasises that safety and sustainability issues have a better impact
if considered at early stages in planning. The reason is that it is generally more
expensive and more inconvenient to reach the same result through
modifications at later stages. It is therefore harder for actors to influence if
they are involved too late in the process. This is confirmed by respondents.
However, respondents state that it is also a complicated matter to be involved
in early planning stages. Discussions are often vague, situations can change
and new matters can come up during the planning process. The informal
structure means that paying attention in early stages is required, as other
participants may otherwise consider certain issues to already have been
negotiated.

Finally
The study indicates four characteristics of risks that are handled in a detailed
development plan. The first is that risk management is based on a risk-
definition that is adjusted to the planning context. A second characteristic is
that there is an actor that is interested in participating in planning who guards
the risk, and that this actor is allowed to participate in planning. This
assumption means that risks handled in planning depend on the planning
participants. It is thereby assumed that other types of risks are introduced
when new actors become involved. How the planner relates to this, or in other
words what risks, actors and perspectives are included, depend on the tools
that the planners have access to in the local planning context. This is a third
characteristic of a “plannable” risk. A fourth characteristic of risks that are
handled in detailed development plans is that the property owner is willing to
implement change, either by own interest or due to external pressure. This
fourth characteristic is especially interesting in the transformation of industrial
areas into public activities. In two of the cases, this has lead to companies
being forced to relocate, as their activities were no longer considered suitable
in the transformed area.
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This study, as well as other research, shows that it is not always an easy matter
for actors belonging to different discourses to collaborate in planning. It is
moreover obvious that risk-work in planning vary between municipalities. The
study indicates four factors that contribute to this variation. The first is that
there is no formal requirement for how actors should participate in the work
with safety and sustainability issues in planning. The next factor concerns that
‘risk’ is a complicated term that holds many interpretations and
responsibilities. Different actors understand and use ‘risk’ differently based on
knowledge included in their discourses, which their action and decisions in
turn are based on. Their interpretations may contrast each other, but they may
also overlap. This leads to misunderstandings, to confusion regarding
responsibilities, but also to uncertainties regarding whether or not all aspects
have been sufficiently seen to. Actors do no necessarily know how to relate to
the each other’s issues, and neither do they always have sufficient knowledge.

The third factor thereby regards that roles and responsibilities in connection to
safety and sustainability are not sufficiently clear to ensure that cross-sector
collaboration works satisfactory. A model for how to pursue this work in a
successful way does thereby not exist. The study suggests that if we continue
to emphasise cross-sector collaboration as a prerequisite for sustainable urban
development, there is a need to actually direct the matter. From this study’s
perspective, this is especially imperative regarding the fire and rescue services.
Their role, and how they should behave in order to participate in planning is
not yet clear. Neither are interests and responsibilities in relation to the
environmental agency. By clearly defining actors’ roles and responsibilities is
it possible to use competence and resources most effectively in collaboration
that leads to safety and sustainability matters having an impact in planning.
Differences in actors’ interpretations and discourses can thereby become
advantageous instead of a source of misunderstandings and complications.
They can be connected into a larger perspective. But that requires assessment
of how different approaches are communicated. One way would be by
performing a thorough discourse analysis of the material in this study. This in
turn leads to the fourth factor. The inclusion of new perspectives makes
planning more extensive and more complicated, which is not always
appreciated by those responsible for the plan’s development.

The planned following doctorate dissertation would moreover connect an
international environmental and planning policy level to the Swedish level and
to the local municipal practice. Governmental recommendations, as well as
research, state that cross-sector collaboration for sustainable development
concerns horizontal as well as vertical levels. This requires a clear definition
of roles and responsibilities, and identifying goals and interests at each level,
but also between sector levels.
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Chapter 9 – Swedish Summary

Licentiatprojektet ”Säkerhet och hållbarhet i samhällsplaneringsprocessen –
aktörers intressen, roller och inverkan” ingår i ett större projekt finansierat av
Räddningsverket där den andra delen utförs av en seniorforskare. Gemensamt
är en ambition att studera faktorer gällande risk, säkerhet och hållbarhet, samt
belysa vikten av dessa faktorer i samhällsplanering på en regional och en lokal
nivå. Seniorprojektet är en jämförande studie över stadsbyggnadsprocesser i
en europeisk kontext och licentiatprojektet behandlar en svensk kommunal
nivå. Licentiatprojektet syftar till att undersöka frågeställningar kring hur
arbetet med dessa faktorer bedrivs i den kommunala planeringen genom att i
tre fallstudier av detaljplaneringsprocesser fokusera på hur aktörers roller,
intressen och positioner inverkar på planeringsprocessen.191

Studien är explorativ och följer samhällsplanering från översiktsplanering, via
detaljplanering till bygglov. Fokus är på tre kommunala ”planeringsdeltagare”;
plankontor, miljökontor samt räddningstjänst. Avhandlingen diskuterar och
analyserar tre detaljplaneringsprocesser separat såväl som i förhållande till
varandra. Detta görs genom att studera när risk-, säkerhets- och
hållbarhetsaspekter är introducerade i planeringen, av vem de är introducerade
och vilken inverkan aktörers olika synsätt haft på planeringen. Därigenom
kan avhandlingen belysa om, hur och varför säkerhet och hållbarhet
uppträder i det tre undersökta fallen. Studien har fördjupat kunskapen om
relationen mellan planeringsobjekt, problem och planeringsdeltagarnas roller
och möjligheter till inverkan i en planeringskontext, särskilt problematiken
kring aktörers arbete med hållbarhet och säkerhet. Ett antal nyckelfaktorer
har extraherats ur fallstudierna. Nyckelfaktorerna fokuserar på samarbete
mellan olika aktörer i planeringsprocessen samt förhållanden som skapar
kontexten för denna. Syftet är att kunna använda nyckelfaktorerna för att
gynna utvecklingen av en hållbar och säker stadsmiljö.

Fallstudierna har utförts i tre mellanstora svenska kommuner och har
behandlat planeringsprocesser där planeringsobjektet är kopplat till risker för
hälsa och miljö, framförallt ”olycksrisker”. Fallen valdes utifrån indikationer
på att ett arbetssätt eller diskussion kring ’risk’ förekom i planeringen. Den
första fallstudien undersöker planeringen av en biogasbussdepå i Linköping.
Fallet är en anpassning till ett miljövänligt trafikalternativ som samtidigt
innebär att riskaspekter i form av explosionsrisk införs, vilket måste behandlas
i planeringen. Den andra fallstudien undersöker planeringsprocessen kring en
badmintonhall i Eskilstuna lokaliserad till ett omvandlingsområde från
industri till publik verksamhet, något som är en vanligt förekommande
företeelse i dagens Sverige. I planeringen måste hänsyn tas till risker såsom
markföroreningar från tidigare industriell verksamhet, samt hur man ska
hantera att under omvandlingstiden blanda publik verksamhet med
kvarvarande industrier. I detta fall är badmintonhallen belägen vägg-i-vägg

191 Då denna svenska sammanfattning är en mycket komprimerad version av avhandlingen är
vare sig hänvisningar till intervjuer eller annat empiriskt material medtagna. Ej heller
hänvisningar till annan forskning och litteratur. För exakta referenser hänvisas antingen till
avhandlingen eller till bibliografin.
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med en större gasoltank. Den tredje fallstudien behandlar en ishockeyarena i
Örnsköldsvik belägen i ett hamnområde under omvandling. Även i denna
fallstudie behandlas i planeringen riskkällor i form av industri men även frågor
kring hamnsäkerhet, då framförallt vid tömning av arenan i samband med
match. Särskilt intressant är att man i Örnsköldsvik sedan många år har ett
system för samarbete mellan aktörer i ett planeringssammanhang, och att
räddningstjänsten är aktiv i planeringen.

Metod
Övergripande metodram i projektet är fallstudiemetodik. Fallstudier utgör en
viktig metodik inom arkitektur och samhällsplanering och innebär att man vill
förklara och förstå ett fall i sitt sammanhang, samt att detta fall i sig
innehåller många beståndsdelar. Ett fall är alltid bundet i tid och plats och kan
därför inte upprepas, men erfarenheter - dvs resultat, begrepp och metoder -
från fallet kan användas i nya sammanhang. Projektets datainsamling har
bestått av genomgång av arkivmaterial såsom planhandlingar, mötesprotokoll,
yttranden och utredningar. En viktig del av arbetet har utgjorts av nio
kvalitativa intervjuer med tjänstemän som varit involverade i fallen och som
representerar de tre rollerna i fokus. Även studiebesök, möten, telefonsamtal
och e-mail har bidragit med viktig information till fallstudierna.
Litteraturstudier, doktorandkurser, konferenser och seminarier har varit
betydelsefulla för det akademiska lärandet och som introduktion till
forskningskontexten, men även som en del av att skapa validitet när kritiska
kollegor och kunniga inom området diskuterar forskningsstudien och ger sina
synpunkter på resultaten.

Planeringsaktörer och ’Risk’
En reaktiv syn på risk, säkerhet och hållbarhet i samhället övergår allt mer i ett
proaktivt synsätt, vilket har inverkan på hur arbetet med dessa frågor bedrivs.
Därigenom får samhällsplaneringen en framskjuten roll och handlar mycket
om att förebygga olyckor genom effektiv samverkan i tidiga skeden av
planeringen. Att samverkan allt mer betonas som en förutsättning för en
hållbar utveckling innebär att nya aktörer förväntas delta aktivt i planeringen. I
och med detta får exempelvis miljökontor och räddningstjänst mer arbete med
att bevaka säkerhets- och hållbarhetsaspekter i planeringssammanhang. Dock
visar studien att det finns skillnader mellan kommuner i hur arbetet med risk
bedrivs planeringen. Olika vikt läggs vid riskfaktorer i samhällsplaneringen,
och vilka aktörer som deltar aktivt skiljer sig.

Studien har visat att aktörernas disciplin, roller, ansvar och perspektiv, dvs den
diskurs de tillhör, påverkar hur de arbetar med ’risk’.192 Framförallt skiljer sig
miljökontoret och räddningstjänstens syn på och arbete med ’risk’.
Miljökontoret har ett långsiktigt perspektiv som fokuserar på miljö- och
hälsoproblem såsom utsläpp och buller. De arbetar med risk som process.
Räddningstjänstens riskperspektiv är istället inriktat på säkerhet och

192 Begreppet ’risk’ är komplext i sig, vilket diskuteras utifrån ett filosofiskt perspektiv i
kapitel 1.
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personskador, såsom olyckor och bränder. Det är ett kortsiktigt perspektiv som
fokuserar på riskreducerande åtgärder. Gränserna för vad som ingår i
aktörernas riskbegrepp samt vad som ingår i deras ansvarområden är dock
oklara och föränderliga. Detta kan leda till missförstånd. Från
räddningstjänstens sida kan oklarheter leda till interna frågor om om
miljökontoret verkligen fått med ”olycksrisk” i de ärenden de handlägger. Att
en sådan begreppslig oklarhet inte indikerats från miljökontorets sida kan bero
på att räddningstjänsten endast gör anspråk på ett mindre avsnitt av riskfältet,
och inte i lika hög grad lägger sig i miljöfrågeställningar. Att
räddningstjänstens perspektiv nu (delvis beroende på ny lagstiftning) ska
förskjutas mot förebyggande verksamhet kommer troligen att inverka inte bara
på deras arbete med risk, utan även på vilken innebörd de lägger i själva
begreppet ’risk’. Hur aktörernas ser på sin egen och andra aktörers roll och
ansvar i planeringen, men även inom andra verksamhetsfält, påverkar hur
planeringen bedrivs. Det har betydelse för vilka aktörer som tillåts delta i
planeringen, samt vad olika aktörer anses ha rätt att ha åsikter om. Planerarens
roll innebär till stor del att samla ihop olika perspektiv och väga samman
dessa, då de är ansvariga för helheten. Men deras arbete handlar även om att
uppfylla politiska direktiv. Planerarna har ett ansvar för att driva
planprocessen framåt vilket medför att de aktörer som hotar att göra
planeringen mer omständlig och tidskrävande, tex genom att kräva
utredningar, ses som ”nejsägare”.

Vad Gör en Risk Planerbar?
Studien har påvisat fyra karaktärsdrag vad gäller risker som behandlas i
detaljplaneringen. Det första är att riskhanteringen utgår från ett
planeringsbegrepp som är anpassat till planering. Ett andra karaktärsdrag är att
det finns en aktör som är intresserad av att delta i planering som bevakar
risken och att denna aktör tillåts delta i planeringen. Antagandet innebär att de
risker som behandlas i planeringen är beroende av planeringsdeltagarna.
Därigenom antas andra typer av risker introduceras när nya aktörer blir
delaktiga. Hur planerarna relaterar till det, dvs vilka risker, aktörer och
perspektiv som inkluderas, är beroende av de verktyg planerarna har tillgång
till i den lokala planeringskontexten. Detta är ett tredje karaktärsdrag hos en
planerbar risk. Ett fjärde karaktärsdrag hos risker som hanteras i
detaljplanering är att fastighetsägaren är villig att implementera förändring,
antingen i eget intresse eller genom påtryckning utifrån. Detta fjärde
karaktärsdrag är särskilt intressant vad gäller omvandlingen av
industriområden till publik verksamhet. I två av fallen är detta något som lett
till att företag tvingats flytta då deras verksamheter inte längre ansetts vara
lämpliga i ett område med publik verksamhet.

Den Lokala Planeringskontexten
Planering är bundet av lagstiftning såväl som oskrivna regler vilket planerare
liksom andra planeringsdeltagare måste förhålla sig till. Licentiatstudien har
visat på en skillnad mellan en vision av planering och hur planeringen faktiskt
bedrivs i den lokala kontexten framförallt gällande tre faktorer. Den första
faktorn gäller synen på planerarens roll. Alla tre planeringsprocesser var svar
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på klara politiska visioner, mycket i ärendena var mer eller mindre förbestämt
och alla tre fall hade tydliga krav på snabb implementering. Informanterna
hänvisar till dessa ärenden som politiska beställningsjobb. Detta indikerar att
politiska visioner har blivit begränsningar till planerarens
handlingsmöjligheter. Planeraren hamnar i kläm mellan politiska direktiv och
allmänheten, och får rollen som handläggare snarare än att utvärdera från olika
perspektiv såsom lagstiftning kräver och som planerare är utbildade till att
göra. Skillnaden mellan vad politikerna vill uppnå och hur planeraren vill
utföra sitt jobb indikerar en divergens mellan vision och den faktiska
planerings kontexten.

Förknippad med ovanstående diskussion är en andra faktor som gäller
visionen om att planering är en process som tar tid. Fallen visar att tidsfaktorn
snarare är förbestämd pga yttre påtryckningar och därmed ett faktum som
planeraren likväl som andra planeringsdeltagare måste förhålla sig till. Att
kunna anpassa sig till dessa omständigheter och därigenom genomföra en
snabb planeringsprocess som implementerar en politisk agenda ses som ett
tecken på styrka och vision.

Tidsfaktorn samt andra inofficiella villkor inverkar i sin tur på den tredje
faktorn, vilken handlar om visionen av en transparent planerings process och
aktörers faktiska möjlighet att delta i planering. Mycket i en planeringsprocess
är förutbestämt, men enligt Eva Bergdahl är detta inte något som andra aktörer
vet om. De tror att det mesta är öppet för förhandling (Bergdahl, 2004: 148-
149). Synligt i fallen är att föreställningar om ett handlingsutrymme inverkar
på hur aktörers yttranden och ståndpunkter hanteras. De kritiska kommentarer
som kan lösas tekniskt i planen får stort utrymme, medan de som hotar planens
implementering eller som hotar att göra planeringen dyr eller tidskrävande
bortses ifrån. De anses vara fel sorts information. En informant förklarade att
man redan innan påbörjat planarbete vill ta itu med kritik som hindrar planens
genomförande, eftersom det är både tidskrävande och ineffektivt att gå igenom
allt i ett planskede. Krav på snabb planeringsprocess gör att informella
kontakter och informellt planarbete blir viktiga. Krav på snabb
planeringsprocess innebär även att det kan vara svårt att få tid till eftertanke
och till utredningar, vilket i sin tur inverkar på förhållandet mellan planeraren
och övriga planeringsdeltagare som vakar på sina ansvarsområden.

I litteraturen betonas ofta att en fråga måste beaktas i ett tidigt skede för att få
genomslag i planeringen, vilket även tas upp av informanterna. Detta då det
generellt är dyrare och mer omständligt att få igenom förändringar i ett senare
skede. Dock menar informanter att det även kan vara problematiskt att ta upp
outredda frågor i ett tidigt skede. Den informella strukturen innebär att man då
kan ha svårt att överblicka konsekvenserna. I ett senare skede kan problem
uppkomma genom att andra aktörer kan anse frågan vara färdigdiskuterad. En
annan svårighet är att tidiga diskussioner ofta vaga är samtidigt som
situationen kan förändras och nya aspekter tillkomma under planeringens gång
på ett överraskande sätt.
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Samsyn
Samverkan betonas i planeringsforskning samt i statliga direktiv som en
grundläggande faktor för en säker och hållbar utveckling. Formerna för
samverkan varierar mellan kommuner och planeringsfall. En viktig faktor i
samverkan handlar om strävan efter samsyn. Utifrån studien verkar denna
samsyn till stor del ligga i ”teambuilding”; en grupp med gemensamma värden
och mål formas. Informanter i studien betonar att för att uppnå samsyn är det
viktigt att ”träffas och prata”, eftersom det leder till att man får en förförståelse
för varandras perspektiv. Tjänstemännens träffas i sitt dagliga arbete och
incitament för att uppnå samsyn är närhet i rummet, dvs att vara placerad i
samma byggnad, ha samma fikarum, eller genom sammanslagna förvaltningar.
Informanter har även beskrivit mer organiserade system för att uppnå samsyn
såsom projektgrupper i detaljplanering, startmöten eller andra typer av
organiserade sammankomster. Informella kontakter kan antas främja samsyn.
Dock krävs även i det formella arbetet en lyhördhet mellan förvaltningarna. I
Örnsköldsvik finns sedan många år ett system för samverkan mellan
förvaltningar i ett tidigt planeringsskede, vilket frambringar en samsyn.
Informanter hänvisar till att man genom organiserade informella system får
bättre förståelse för andra aktörers perspektiv, men även om att man
därigenom till viss del tar in andras perspektiv i sitt eget. Teorier kring
diskursanalys visar att en grupp i en sådan process bildar en ny diskurs.
Därigenom finns en farhåga om att strävan efter samsyn kan leda till att vissa
perspektiv utesluts, och att aktörer som inte ännu ingår i diskursen måste
skolas in.

Det övergripande målet med ökat risktänkande i samhällsplaneringen är att
uppnå en säker och hållbar stadsmiljö. Ett antagande är att det praktiska målet
i den lokala planeringskontexten skiljer sig mellan olika fall och kommuner.
Fallet i Örnsköldsvik tyder på att processen för att uppnå samsyn sätts som
mål och att arbetssättet antas ge utslag i form av bättre riskbeaktande i den
specifika planen. Fallstudierna i Linköping och Eskilstuna tyder på ett omvänt
arbetssätt. Visserligen finns exempel på grupper och projekt för att uppnå
samsyn inom vissa frågor eller mellan vissa förvaltningar, men fokus förefaller
vara att sträva efter att höja riskbeaktandet i en specifik plan med
förhoppningen om att arbetet ska leda till högre allmän riskmedvetenhet. Den
senare arbetsformen är kanske mer flexibel än Örnsköldsviks
konsensussystem. Men å andra sidan blir det mer omständligt att inkludera
flera perspektiv i varje enskilt fall, samtidigt som att man blir beroende av att
rätt person ska delta för att en viss aspekt inte ska förbises. Dessutom riskerar
vissa aspekter att bli ”dagens ämne” och därigenom få mer utrymme medan
andra tappas bort. Informanterna i dessa två kommuner säger att det idag är
mycket fokus på ’risk’, men misstänker att det kan röra sig om ”mycket snack
och liten verkstad”. Riskfokus leder då visserligen till att riskutredningar görs,
men dessa läggs ofta sedan ihop med resten av planhandlingarna utan att man
egentligen applicerar vad de kom fram till.

Studien har visat att aktörerna måste ges en möjlighet att delta i planeringen
vilket kräver lyhördhet mellan förvaltningar. Det innebär dock även ett ansvar
att själv ta plats. Men att finna sin plats i planeringen är inte alltid lätt. För
räddningstjänsten som ny planeringsaktör handlar det till viss del om att inom
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kåren påvisa vikten av denna nya och tillkomna arbetsuppgift. För
planeringsdeltagare handlar det även om att ha tillgång till ”rätt” språk men
framförallt handlar det om att tydligt kunna lyfta fram sin kunskap och
kompetens och visa på hur denna är av betydelse. Arbetet kräver tydligt
definierade roller och ansvarsområden, särskilt mellan miljökontor och
räddningstjänst, något som föreslås att närmare studeras i ett fortsatt
doktorandprojekt. Trots att samverkan betonas som en förutsättning för en
hållbar utveckling, visar studien att samverkan inte alltid fungerar
tillfredställande. För att uppnå detta krävs att förutsättningarna för samverkan
mellan kommunala planeringsaktörer och räddningstjänsten och miljökontoren
vidare undersöks.

Arbetet med säkerhet och hållbarhet i samhällsplaneringen skiljer sig mellan
kommuner. I denna studie har framförallt fyra faktorer framkommit som grund
för denna skillnad. För det första finns inget formellt krav på hur aktörer ska
delta i planeringen eller på hur man ska gå tillväga för att arbeta med
hållbarhets- och säkerhetsfrågor i detta sammanhang. För det andra är
riskbegreppet komplext och aktörer fyller det med olika innehåll, vilket i sin
tur inverkar på hur arbetet bedrivs. Räddningstjänsten är en ny planeringsaktör
och andra planeringsdeltagare vet inte nödvändigtvis hur de ska hantera
”olycksrisker”. Det finns i dagsläget inga tydligt definierade roller för de
aktörer som bevakar säkerhet och hållbarhet i samhällsplaneringen, vilket är
en tredje faktor. En fjärde faktor är att planeringsprocessen blir mer
omständlig när flera perspektiv ska delta.
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